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This qualitative two-case study draws from the intersection of three theoretical 

perspectives: sociocultural theory, transactional theory, and complex systems theory. 

Guided by two research questions, this qualitative study explored the conditions two 

seventh grade English language arts teachers set for teaching expository writing and 

their implications. Deductive coding based on seven a priori patterns of powerful writing 

instruction (empathy, inquiry, dialogue, authenticity, apprenticeship, re-visioning, and 

deep content learning) revealed six conditions for teaching expository writing. Inductive 

pattern analysis of these conditions revealed three emergent themes: reinforcing 

structures, mediating transactions, and balancing tensions. These findings suggest that 

teaching expository writing is a complex system filled with dialectical relationships. As 

interdependent pairs, these relationships encompass the entire system of expository 

writing instruction, including the structural and transactional aspects of teaching and 

learning to write. The overlapping conditions and themes demonstrate that expository 

writing appears ambiguous at times; however, routine, yet responsive instruction, 

framed by apprenticeship and a balance of reading and writing activities designed to 

inspire self-discovery are fundamental to the process of teaching expository writing. The 

final chapter includes instructional implications and a discussion about the significance 

of setting conditions for generative literacy learning. Recommendations for future 

research include writing research based on complexity theory, connections between 

expository writing and empathy, and critical thinking relative to critical action. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The emphasis in education policy on nonfiction and informational text literacy is 

greater today than ever before (Maloch & Bomer, 2013). Today, informational texts 

dominate communication systems in academia, business, and society. Education 

standards reflect this focus as state policy makers revise standards for teaching English 

language arts to emphasize informational texts. Because explanation is a common use 

of informational writing in colleges and business, educators across K-16 school systems 

are faced with the challenge of teaching expository writing and critical thinking to 

prepare students for the complexity of 21st century communication. Teaching writing 

involves balancing multiple learning contexts; including, the complexities of an elusive 

genre, the pressures of high-stakes testing, and diverse student populations. Despite 

the significant history of expository writing in education and assessment, the literature 

suggests that expository writing is a misunderstood and weak area of instruction 

(Dyson, 1990; McCleary, 1982; National Center for Education Statistics, 2012). 

Because writing is considered a “gateway for success” (National Writing Project & 

Nagin, 2006, p. 2) across all facets of society, understanding powerful practices for 

teaching expository writing is vitally important to educators and the students they serve. 

This research study addressed this concern by investigating the conditions exemplary 

English language arts teachers set for teaching expository writing in two seventh grade 

classrooms.  

Statement of the Problem 

Expository writing instruction is concerning for several reasons. First, the concept 
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of expository writing is not thoroughly understood. Today, expository writing has 

become synonymous with informational texts, nonfiction, academic writing, and 

informational nonfiction; when in fact these terms are distinct, albeit related, categories 

of informational writing (Maloch & Bomer, 2013). Scholars (Boscolo, 1996; Curl, 1919; 

Decker & Schwegler, 1995; Irmscher, 1979) agree that expository writing “includes a 

broad range of nonfiction prose from factual reporting to personal reminiscence” 

(Irmscher, 1979, p. 2). Furthermore, because scholars also agree that standardized 

testing has narrowed academic writing to formulaic essays (Au & Raphael, 2000; 

Brandt, 2009; Hillocks, 2011; Rose, 2009; Williams, 2003), the complexity of expository 

writing in schools is often reduced to a single linear mode; writing to explain or to 

express. Consequently, typical expository text structures, including comparison, 

description, analysis of cause and effect, and problem solving may be less often 

emphasized in the curriculum. This narrow perspective suggests a failure to recognize 

the complex thinking incumbent to authentic purposes for expository writing.  

Second, working with expository texts is by nature a complex process. Although 

some scholars agree that expository writing is an ambiguous concept (Arrington, 1992; 

Curl 1919), they also maintain the idea that exploration, inquiry, (Moffett, 1965, 1983; 

Newkirk, 2014), and expressive writing (Britton, Burgess, Martin, McLeod, Rosen, 1975; 

Elbow, 1973, Emig, 1971) are critical to expository writing. Furthermore, understanding 

distinctions between the blurred boundaries of expository writing across the broad 

spectrum of genres it encompasses is confusing; as expository writing often emulates 

elements of narrative and persuasive writing. 
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Third, national trends in writing achievement illustrate that nearly 60% of first-

year college students are not ready for postsecondary studies (Walsh, 2004, p. 1). 

Despite graduating from high school, many students are neither prepared for college 

level reading and writing after high school graduation, nor are they adequately skilled for 

jobs that offer living wages above the poverty line (Carnevale & Desrochers, 2003). 

Furthermore, according to the National Center for Educational Statistics (2012), 

approximately 76% of students tested were not considered proficient writers on the 

National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) 2011 Writing Test. Of those 

results, 3% scored at the advanced level in both grades tested, suggesting that nearly 

50% of students graduating high school may not be prepared to meet the 

communication rigors of the real world. Of the three writing assessments administered, 

expository writing accounts for 35% of the NAEP Writing Test at Grade 8 and 40% at 

Grade 12.  

Finally, the literature specifically focused on teaching expository writing is scant. 

A search for expository writing instruction typically renders literature related to reading 

expository text structures. This reveals an existing imbalance in reading and writing 

research that favors reading instruction (Applebee & Langer, 2009); yet, best practices 

in writing supports the importance of a balanced literacy program where reading and 

writing are taught as related and recursive processes (National Council of Teachers of 

English, 2016). Therefore, to add to the body of literature related to writing instruction 

and to clarify misconceptions about the nature of expository writing, this research 

explored the pedagogies and practices of exemplary expository writing teachers.  
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Purpose of the Study 

This qualitative two-case study explored how exemplary writing teachers 

managed the complexities of teaching expository writing in two seventh grade English 

language arts classes. It aimed to understand the conditions teachers set to facilitate 

insightful expository writing, and how they teach students to negotiate the boundaries 

between narrative, expository, and persuasive writing to create meaningful texts.  

 

Research Questions 

I used the following two questions to guide this research:  

1) What conditions do exemplary writing teachers set for teaching expository 
writing in seventh grade English language arts? 

2) What can these conditions for teaching expository writing teach us about 
powerful writing instruction? 

 

Methodology 

Methodologists agree that “cases are constructed, not found, as researchers 

make decisions about how to angle their vision on places overflowing with potential 

stories of human experience” (Dyson & Genishi, 2005, p. 2). This qualitative two-case 

study was designed to use deductive cross-case analysis to compare the trends and 

patterns found across the data collected from interviews, field observations, and written 

artifacts. To identify conditions for teaching expository writing, I used flexible, yet 

compatible deductive coding schemes to analyze the most essential parts of the data 

using Robertson, Patterson, and Wickstrom’s (2016) “Aspirational Patterns of 

Instruction in Writing Classrooms and Communities” (p. 247), followed by more focused 

coding, with particular attention to exploring new patterns and trends in the researcher’s 
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analytical memos. Then I used inductive analysis of these conditions to reveal a system 

of interactive emergent themes. 

 

Delimitations 

This study was constrained by a delimited range and depth of observation and 

the a priori concepts used for coding the data. It focused on a limited view of teaching 

expository writing in one grade level; consequently, the representative sampling of two 

seventh grade teachers offered a narrow representation of expository writing instruction. 

Another constraint involves the potential for research bias. As a seventh grade English 

language arts teacher, I have taught expository writing. As the researcher in this study, I 

was conscious of keeping my analysis grounded in the literature, in order to maintain a 

“firm grasp of the issues being studied” (Yin, 2014, loc. 2198). 

Additionally, as the researcher my presence during classroom observations may 

have had an impact on the data. Despite the fact that I sat quietly away from student 

activity, my presence likely changed the way both teachers and students interacted. 

Although the participant teachers claimed that they and their students were used to 

frequent observers, my presence in the classroom may have created unintended 

pressure for both the students and the teacher. This likely affected instruction on the 

days I was present in order to accommodate what they may have anticipated I would 

want to see for my research. 

Because this study was exploratory, the final themes and conclusions that 

emerged across the two cases served only to provide a basis for future research. 

Although enhanced generalizability (Miles & Huberman, 1994), was supported by the 
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literature, replicating this research has the potential to further validate the findings of this 

study, which I describe in Chapter 4. 

 

Definition of Terms 

For clarity and consistency, I defined the following terms for use in this study: 

• Powerful writing instruction: According to Robertson, Patterson, and 

Wickstrom (2016), “powerful writing teachers” (p. 243) set conditions for literacy learning 

that seek to balance the needs of diverse student populations with curriculum mandates 

and standardized testing. Powerful student writing and powerful writing instruction 

emerges when “teachers can adapt and extend” (p. 251) instruction through “inquiry, 

empathy, dialogue, authenticity, apprenticeship, re-visioning, and deep content” (p. 

247). 

• Expository writing: The purpose of expository writing is to explain. According 

to Irmscher (1979), expository writing is “an umbrella term to mean simply writing that 

explains” (p. 1); however, he also states that it is “an amalgam” of writing modes that 

may be conceptually different, but effectively “not separate” (p. 1). He argues that, “We 

sometimes explain by narrating, by describing, by defining, by reasoning, and in the 

course of writing, perhaps arguing and persuading” (p. 1-2). By contrast, the 2011 

NAEP writing prompt defines expository writing more simply. It directs students “to 

explain, in order to expand the reader’s understanding” (NCES, 2012, p. 4). Limiting the 

definition of expository writing to a simple term is not adequate in the full spectrum of 

what constitutes expository writing. However, for purposes of this study, expository 

writing simply means: to explain.  
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• Exposition: McCleary (1982) defines exposition as: “exploration, simply an 

exposing of information or ideas” (p. 65). In this study, this definition refers to the 

thinking process involved in creating expository writing.  

 

Significance of the Findings 

Although expository writing falls under the umbrella of informational texts, 

teaching it encompasses a wide range of genres, including fiction and nonfiction. 

Therefore, writing expository messages requires a keen understanding of text structures 

and author’s purposes for writing. Because expository writing is broadly situated across 

the genre spectrum, it crosses borders with narrative and persuasive writing. Therefore, 

it may sometimes appear elusive and ambiguous to educators and students. This 

suggests that teaching expository writing is a complex process. The findings of this 

study support this complexity.  

Additionally, current learning standards are “rooted in a notion of college 

readiness”, and “have also tipped the balance toward more expository, nonfiction text in 

the reading and writing curriculum” (Maloch & Bomer, 2013, p. 2015), National 

assessment writing scores suggest that writing achievement and instruction needs 

improvement. Therefore, exploring what exemplary English language arts teachers do 

when teaching expository writing may offer insight for further research, inform 

professional development and curriculum designs, as well as add to the literature about 

expository writing instruction. 

Furthermore, quantitative research of writing interventions suggests that inquiry 

and writing process instruction are effective approaches for teaching writing in middle 
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school and high school. However, the most recent meta-analysis by Graham and Perin 

(2007) suggests that the variables for comparison across the studies are too numerous 

and incongruent to gain a true understanding of the effectiveness of writing instruction 

methods. Therefore, qualitative research that focuses on individual cases may offer a 

more focused and deeper understanding of writing instruction. 

Scholars (Applebee & Langer, 2006; Kiuhara, Graham, & Hawken, 2009) claim 

that there is a relationship between writing achievement and the type of writing students 

do in school. Therefore, because the critical and analytical thinking skills intrinsic to 

creating expository messages may lead to success in the Information Age (Allen, 1999; 

Smith, 2003), research on how expository writing is currently perceived and taught in 

seventh grade English language arts classes may inform the scant body of literature that 

exists specifically focused on expository writing instruction at the secondary level. 

 

Summary 

Expository writing is a threshold genre of informational literacy required for 

success in college and business today. National trends in writing achievement state that 

an alarming number of high school students are not graduating prepared for post-

secondary success, which suggests that expository writing is a misunderstood and 

weak area of instruction. It is understood that teaching expository writing is a complex 

process and calls for an abstract relationship with the boundaries it shares across a 

broad genre spectrum; yet, the literature focused on teaching the nuances of expository 

writing is scant. In response to two research questions, this study explored the 

conditions teachers set for teaching expository writing and their implications. Delimited 
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by a priori themes in the literature about powerful writing instruction and a small 

sampling, this study contributes to the literature about powerful practices for teaching 

expository writing. 
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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

Introduction 

A review of the literature shows that writing research in mainstream secondary 

classrooms is scant. It tends to focus on particular aspects of writing instruction; 

however, there is a gap in the literature specific to teaching expository writing. There is 

more discussion about exposition than research about teaching expository writing. 

Therefore, this literature review outlines trends in writing instruction that support the 

need for further research, particularly in the area of expository, informational writing. It is 

meant to create an argument for describing effective practices for writing from a 

sociocultural perspective which takes into consideration contextual factors that may 

contribute to writing achievement and embedded cognitive strategies for teaching 

writing. Therefore, this literature will “identify central issues” in the field (Cooper, 2010) 

of expository writing relative to two research questions:  

1) What conditions do exemplary writing teachers set for teaching expository
writing in seventh grade English language arts?

2) What can these conditions for teaching expository writing teach us about
powerful writing instruction?

This literature review explores the nature of expository writing and its instruction, 

including the notions that: 1) expository writing is a transactional process, and that 2) 

expository writing exists across an abstract continuum and shares boundaries with 

multiple modes of writing. These assertions support the idea that expository writing is a 

misunderstood and complex process. I conclude the literature review presenting 

sociocultural theory (Vygotsky, 1978) as the theoretical foundation for this study, and its 
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connection to viewing writing as a complex system, a perspective which emerged 

through data analysis. 

Education and research communities are replete with claims about the 

importance of informational texts in schools and society. In the current Information Age 

when written communication is central to participation in globalized society, “the 21st 

century demands that a literate person possess a wide range of abilities and 

competencies, many literacies” (NCTE, 2013). These “multiliteracies” (Cope & 

Kalantzis, 2009) require flexible thinking across domains, discourses, and genres. In 

fact, proficiency with writing and critical thinking are considered essential for access to 

post-secondary civic participation. Consequently, in today’s Information Age, 

pedagogical knowledge for teaching expository writing is central to developing the 

inquiry skills and writing competency required for success in today’s globalized, 

participatory culture (Lankshear & Knobel, 2011). Yet, literature suggests that school 

writing is often disconnected from writing in the real world (Lindblom, 2004). According 

to Lindblom (2004), “This disconnection has encouraged development of a separate set 

of rules for writing that operate only in school or among those for whom school writing is 

treated as real writing” (p. 104). These rules have been shaped over the last century 

largely by testing and accountability.  

 

Expository Writing Defined 

The history of expository writing shows that the expository essay is a popular 

assessment tool used for admission to college, to test content knowledge, and to 

develop writing skills in secondary schools and higher education (Berlin, 1988; Newkirk, 
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2005). Yet, expository writing, as it exists along the spectrum of genres, has generated 

discussion over the years that indicates confusion between the terms “expository 

writing” and “exposition.” Curl (1919), McCleary (1982), and Arrington (1992) agree that 

these terms are vague, ambiguous, and complicated. According to McCleary (1982) and 

Decker and Schwegler (1995), exposition is an exploratory exercise meant to explain, 

inform, or to expose information (p. 65). Furthermore, distinctions between text 

structures, modes, and genre have compounded the confusion. Nevertheless, many 

scholars agree that expository writing is meant to explain (Irmscher, 1979; McCleary, 

1982). 

Prominent writing scholars who have most influenced expository writing 

instruction today view exposition as a process, largely informed by the writer’s 

knowledge and experiences (Britton, Burgess, Martin, McLeod, & Rosen, 1975; Elbow, 

1998; Moffett, 1968; Murray, 2009; Newkirk, 2014). They teach us that a writer’s 

perspective or claim is more easily expressed when it is supported by evidence that is 

personally meaningful. From their perspective, exposition is transactional, and 

dependent on interdisciplinary knowledge and efferent reading (Rosenblatt, 1968). They 

believe that effective expository writing is framed by authorial insight. 

Today, the term “expository writing” seems to be disappearing in the literature. 

The latest education standards, including many state standards and the CCSS (National 

Governors Association, 2010), rarely use the word “expository” when referring to 

nonfiction writing that is meant to explain, describe, or inform. Expository thinking 

necessary for communicating an informed position is now categorized as informational 

writing, and in some cases in the literature, “nonfiction is used as an umbrella term to 
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include all texts that present factual information” (Maloch & Bomer, 2013, p. 207). 

Therefore, the complexity of expository writing may be misunderstood. 

 

Exposition and the Transactional Nature of Expository Writing  

Ideology about how to teach writing has also contributed to confusion about 

expository writing. New paradigms in research and education which developed in the 

1960s led to controversial perspectives about teaching writing in college freshman 

courses, shifting the discussion from correct writing, a product-oriented way of thinking, 

to the process of writing that aids in developing meaningful ideas (Murray, 1972). The 

process approach to writing instruction emphasizes that, although correct writing 

mechanics are important to the delivery of the message, the structure of ideas, the level 

of insight or intrigue, and evidence used to support a thesis shapes the quality of 

writing. In addition, audience and purpose matter as much as the message and medium 

for communicating a controlling idea. Research confirms the notion that experienced 

authors intuitively make many decisions in the course of composing a particular text 

(Emig, 1971; Graham & Perin, 2007; Graves, 1979; Newkirk, 1989). Novice writers, by 

contrast, are not always aware of their metacognition, and must be taught how to read 

and think like a writer (Hansen, 2001; Murray, 1968; Smith, 1983, 1988). Inexperienced 

writers need to be guided through the process of determining the significance of their 

ideas, proving their point, and then elaborating it in a way that flows coherently across 

paragraphs. Creating insightful writing is a recursive process that emerges under 

particular conditions facilitated by a mentor, or a more knowledgeable other (Vygotsky, 

1978). Under most circumstances that mentor is the classroom teacher; however, it 
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could also be another writer, a collaborative student, an avid follower, or even a piece of 

text. Thus, it is the writing teacher’s responsibility to recognize and facilitate mentoring 

relationships that provide students with an opportunity to explore their “inner speech” 

(Vygotsky, 1978) and to discover what they mean to say. This dialogic process (Bakhtin, 

1981) pinpoints writing as a transactional process. 

Rosenblatt’s (1988) transactional theory posits writing as a reflexive transaction 

between the writer and the text, in which “selective attention” (James, 1890) across the 

decision-making continuum (Britton, Burgess, Martin, McLeod, & Rosen, 1975; Moffett, 

1983) is an ongoing process. Framed by environmental circumstances and contexts, it 

can be said that writing is a process of self-discovery that emerges by creating meaning 

in the medium and the message authors wish to convey. Although writing has been 

traditionally perceived as a solitary activity, discovering what to say and how to say it 

are often considered as two of the most difficult stages of the writing process. Britton’s 

group refers to this discovery process as expressive writing. Elbow’s (1973) concept of 

freewriting emphasizes the importance of writing without restriction and extensively as a 

means of exploring one’s purpose for writing. Likewise, expository writers use 

transactional exploratory freewriting or expressive writing to play with ideas, create 

generalizations and find direction in their writing. 

 

Continuums of Abstraction 

Scholars consider this process of meaning-making essential to discovering the 

writer’s stance or positioning within the text. Moffett (1965, 1981) considers a 

developmental process along degrees of abstraction, between genres of writing. He 
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places expository writing across the spectrum of genres, in between narrative writing, 

that reports stories from past events, and logical argumentation, that infers what could 

happen in the future. Therefore, expository writing, which generalizes what happens in 

the present, shares boundaries with the other two genres. For Moffett, abstraction 

points to levels of difficulty in the thinking required to generalize; and therefore, 

exposition spans broadly across this continuum. Moffett simply distinguishes the blurred 

boundaries between narrative, expository, and persuasive writing by time. Thus, 

expository writing emerges from exposition, which is effectively a transactional process 

that exposes a writer’s conclusions selected from layers of memories and experiences, 

gathered from life, literature, and learning under various circumstances. Rosenblatt’s 

(1968, 1988) aesthetic – efferent continuum parallels Moffett’s theory for constructing 

meaning from texts.  

Traditionally, writing textbooks have not emphasized the transactional nature of 

exposition. D’Angelo (1984) claims that confusion between forms of discourse and 

modes of discourse in textbooks has led to a limited “awareness of the difference 

between process and form, or between mode and form (p. 33). In fact, textbooks tend to 

present a somewhat narrow and outdated view of expository writing (D’Angelo, 1984; 

Zeiger, 1985). Zeiger (1985) points out that textbooks focus on teaching expository text 

structures without fully developing exposition (the expository thinking process). 

D’Angelo (1985) explains that five of the most common texts structures, description, 

sequence, comparison, cause and effect, and problem and solution are abstractions of 

scholars’ attempts to classify purposes for writing in the 19th century. As such, textbooks 

have tended to emphasize texts structure without deliberately developing the critical 
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reflexive thinking required to achieve those expository purposes for writing. Over time, 

distinctions between text structures, writing purposes, and writing process have become 

confounded grey areas. Consequently, the transactional nature of teaching writing as a 

fluid reflexive process has taken a back seat to binary thinking that emphasizes writing 

as product that is grammatically and structurally right or wrong.  

Regardless of whether scholars agree that expository writing is an ambiguous 

concept, exposition develops from opportunities to understand the world from multiple 

perspectives. Therefore, the ability to draw from background knowledge when writing is 

recognized as an important strategy for composing insightful expository texts (Davis & 

Winek, 1989). 

 

Setting Conditions for Powerful Writing Instruction 

Writing research conducted over the last 30 years documents many effective 

practices in writing instruction (Graham & Perin, 2007; National Council of Teachers of 

English, 2016) currently found in schools, including process-oriented teaching 

approaches. In particular, the writing workshop pioneered by Graves (1983) and Calkins 

(1986) early in the 1980s is common practice across many school districts today. 

Setting conditions for community, inquiry, apprenticeship, and authentic purposes for 

writing are fundamental practices of a writing workshop. 

Wickstrom (2013) “found that the inquiry process combined with writing workshop 

provided an environment that impacted the beliefs and practices” (p. 255) of pre-service 

teachers. A local site of the National Writing Project (2016), The North Star of Texas 

Writing Project (www.northstaroftexaswritingproject.org), has also explored how the 
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inquiry process impacts writing instruction. Their work with culturally-diverse adolescent 

learners and their teachers embraced inquiry-based learning and authentic purposes for 

writing (Patterson, Wickstrom, Roberts, Araujo, & Hoki, 2010). North Star Writing 

Project Teacher Consultants and Human Systems Dynamics Institute 

(https://www.hsdinstitute.org/) developed a series of guided inquiry lessons, “entitled 

Finding True North: A Lesson Framework for Powerful Writing Instruction (FTN)” 

(Robertson, Patterson, Wickstrom, 2016, p. 249), based on “Adaptive Action – an 

inquiry cycle focusing on complex adaptive systems” (p. 249) which invites “students 

think and write about their personal experiences, study mentor texts, and write authentic 

messages” (p. 249). Robertson et al interviewed 17 high school teachers who had used 

FTN during a three-year initiative in one school district. Five predominant themes 

emerged from their interview data, including “enthusiasm, confidence, adaptability, 

authenticity, and proficiency.” (p. 253). Test scores show that the number of students 

retaking the state assessment fell 50% (English II) and 63.3% (English I) between 2014 

and 2015. Additionally, Robertson et al and North Star Writing Project noticed seven 

recurring patterns of powerful writing instruction over the course of several years 

working with effective writing teachers (Wickstrom, Araujo, Patterson, Hoki, & Roberts, 

2011; Wickstrom, Patterson, & Isgitt, 2012), including: empathy, inquiry, dialogue, 

authenticity, apprenticeship, re-visioning, and deep content learning. 

Authentic curiosity and expository writing have also been linked in the literature. 

Inquiry driven literacy instruction (Daniels, 2009; Newkirk, 2014; Wilhelm, 2007) 

supports the connection between process and product, as inquiry drives the 

metacognitive transactional thinking necessary for exposition to occur. Teaching from 
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an inquiry stance guides student curiosity as well as the perspective teachers take 

toward teaching and learning alongside their students, which facilitates apprenticeship 

(Lave and Wenger, 1991; Rogoff, 1990) in a learning environment built around a 

community of practice (Lave and Wenger, 1998). Setting conditions for teaching writing 

are closely aligned with the National Council of Teachers of English’s (2016) position on 

the teaching of English language arts, which emphasizes the importance of culture, 

collaboration, community, and conferring in writing instruction. This supports a 

significant existing body of literature about the writing process; whereas, the literature 

specifically aimed at teaching expository writing is scant. 

 

Research on Expository Writing Instruction 

According to Boscolo (1996), “the production of this kind of text [expository 

writing] represents a relatively little-explored field, at least from a developmental and 

educational point of view, although expository writing is a frequent activity in schools” 

(p.209). However, research that supports expository writing instruction emphasizes the 

importance of integrated expository reading and writing experiences beginning in the 

elementary grades (Harste & Short, 1988; Harvey, 2002; Smith, 2003; Tierney & 

Shanahan, 1996). Whereas expository writing instruction in the elementary grades 

tends to focus on information gathering and reporting, a shift from learning to read in 

elementary school to reading to learn in middle school requires critical thinking 

necessary to comprehend informational texts and write expository texts with the 

purpose of shaping new ideas and insights about a topic. Although informational texts 

are commonly considered to be non-narrative, (Boscolo, 1996; Smith, 2003) and 
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complex, a problem associated with expository writing instruction is that expository text 

structures are not usually taught until the end of middle school (Boscolo, 1996). 

Scholars suggest that this “expository gap” (Smith, 2003) between linear narrative texts 

emphasized in the primary grades and complex expository texts introduced in middle 

school can be closed with creative instruction guided by an inquiry approach to 

emphasize critical and analytical thinking (Harvey, 2002).  

In fact, both Hillocks (1986) and Graham and Perin (2007) have examined the 

relationship between inquiry and effective writing instruction in their quantitative studies 

of writing interventions for adolescent learners. Hillocks reports a 0.56 effect size, 

whereas Graham and Perin report a 0.32 effect size for using inquiry as a pre-writing 

strategy to guide writing instruction. The nearly 20-year span between studies suggests 

that inquiry-driven instruction has a significant history, but possibly declining 

effectiveness for teaching writing. Yet, Graham and Perin explain that the difference 

between the two effect sizes are largely due to different methods used to calculate 

effect sizes in the two studies; therefore, the differential should not be considered 

conclusive. Additionally, Graham and Perin cite that the National Writing Project (Nagin, 

2003) includes inquiry as an important strategy for teaching writing in its professional 

development model.  

National surveys of writing instruction in high school reveal findings related to 

writing skills aligned with expository or informational literacy. Applebee and Langer 

(2006) and Kiuhara, Graham, and Hawken (2009) conducted national surveys of writing 

across high school teachers and students to investigate the type of writing and writing 

strategies most frequently used. In Applebee and Langer’s study, high school students 
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reported that analysis, interpretation, and summarization accounted for more than 60% 

of their literacy experiences, inferring that critical thinking relative to the expository 

process is evident. Yet, a significant number of students surveyed reported writing 

papers no longer than three pages in their language arts classes. As Emig (1971) found 

in her seminal case study of the meta-cognitive processes of high school student 

writers, extensive writing develops critical thinking; therefore, expository writing activities 

should be considered fundamental to instruction across the English language arts and 

content areas. The findings of Kiuhara, Graham, and Hawken’s (2009) study “raise 

some concerns about the quality of high school writing instruction” (p. 136), suggesting 

that writing experiences are often limited by length of assignment and infrequently 

assigned. Although the majority of teachers surveyed report using effective practices to 

teach writing, their implementation is irregular. Finally, although more than 80% of 

teachers surveyed report that writing is a necessary skill for use after high school, a 

significant number of teachers report insecurities related to teaching writing. Because 

the teachers in this study included teaching English, history and science classes, the 

findings correlate with expository writing experiences. 

The survey nature of these studies reveals statistical quantitative results, which 

are useful for recognizing broad trends in writing instruction, framed by cognitive theory 

and across grade levels. They do not, however, offer insight for understanding writing 

instruction at a deeper level. Sociocultural theory offers an alternative perspective for 

understanding writing instruction. A sociocultural perspective may be considered more 

holistic than a rules-oriented cognitive perspective, as it takes into consideration the 

cultural, social, historical, and political contexts that influence writing and instruction 
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(Alvermann, 2002; Gee, 1996). In other words, writing and writing instruction is a 

mediated process across multiple situations and contexts. 

 

Theoretical Framework 

Sociocultural Theory 

According to Creswell (2014), the use of theory in qualitative research “provides 

a lens that shapes what is looked at and the questions asked” (p. 51). Sociocultural 

theory provides a lens for understanding how expository writing is taught in secondary 

classrooms primarily in two ways. First, because teaching and learning to write is 

situated in context and culture, numerous factors are known to influence teachers’ 

beliefs and practices about teaching writing (Grossman, 1990; Shulman, 1987). These 

influences may include the experience and knowledge of teachers, the curriculum and 

policies of school districts, the demographics and background of students, as well as 

atypical events, such the presence of observers or researchers.  

Second, sociocultural theory provides a lens to examine the mediated activities 

and interactions between teachers and students during the process of teaching 

expository writing. Effective writing instruction draws on the interactive nature of 

teaching writing. Nurturing writers requires a community of practice where dialogue and 

modeling are considered fundamental practices. Writing workshop and inquiry driven 

writing instruction are grounded in sociocultural theory, and in particular, Vygotsky’s 

(1978) zone of proximal development (ZPD) which promotes exploration and scaffolding 

that support co-action, a central tenet of sociocultural theory.  
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Central tenets of sociocultural theory situate writing at the intersection of 

localized and mediated interactions across concrete activities, resources, and people. 

Self-expression through speaking, creativity, or writing is essential to developing 

distributed learning experiences across social and historical boundaries that frame 

learning experiences. In other words, learning, according to sociocultural theory, is 

socially structured and laminated (Goffman, 1974) with multiple frames of reference. 

These layered zones of proximal development (ZPD) (Vygotsky, 1978) offer students an 

opportunity to construct their learning as an emergent process framed by mediated 

experiences across the multiple boundaries. Because sociocultural theory views 

learning as a social activity, learning to write is inherently pro-active, social, and cultural. 

In the Handbook of Writing Research (2006), Prior states that “Sociocultural theory 

argues for viewing writing as a mode of social action, not simply a means of 

communication” (p. 58). Reflective writing and discussion are critical components of the 

thinking required for exposition as well as for writing that promotes social action (Bomer, 

1999). 

Additionally, in the Handbook of Writing Research (2006), Englert, Mariage, and 

Dunsmore, identify three significant tenets of sociocultural theory in writing instruction 

including: “1) sociocognitive apprenticeships in writing, 2) procedural facilitators and 

tools; and 3) participation in communities of practice” (p. 209). Literacy learning through 

communities of practice (Lave and Wenger, 1991) emphasizes the collaborative nature 

of constructing knowledge through reading, writing, and collective thinking. Through 

dialogue (Bakhtin, 1986) and inquiry, communities of learners and writers collaboratively 

shape writing and inspire ideas in writing workshops (Atwell, 1998; Calkins, 1986; 
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Graves, 1979, 1983), using various process-oriented practices, including writing 

response groups (Atwell, 1998; Simmons, 2003; Zemelman & Daniels, 1988), think 

aloud protocols (Daniels, 2001), and cognitive apprenticeship (Collins, Brown, & 

Newman, 1989; Scardamalia, Bereiter, & Steinbach, 1984). Additionally, teachers 

scaffold student learning with semiotic tools, such as expository text structure templates 

(Bernabei & Hall, 2012; De La Paz & Graham, 2002) and mentor texts to make learning 

more visible.  

 

Writing and Complex Systems 

A sociocultural perspective of literacy learning views writing as a complex 

phenomenon. In the Handbook of Writing Research, Second Edition (2016), MacArthur, 

Graham, and Fitzgerald present the many ways research has examined writing and 

writing research. They explain that, “Writing is a complex social and cognitive process 

that requires shared understanding with readers about purposes and forms, knowledge 

of content, proficiency in language, and a range of skills, as well as motivation” (p. 1). In 

the same handbook, Bazerman focuses on “participatory performance” (p. 11). He 

summarizes that, “Writing is a complex social participatory performance in which the 

writer asserts meaning, goals, actions, affiliations, and identities within a constantly 

changing organized social world, relying on shared texts and knowledge” (p. 11). From 

another perspective, studies involving culturally and linguistically diverse student 

populations approach writing as a “task made complex by the diversity of populations” 

(p. 1). Writing through a New Literacies (New London Group, 1996) lens encompasses 

all of these perspectives as it combines technical knowledge of writing with conceptual 
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knowledge about writing as social practice in a broad spectrum of traditional and 21st 

century writing venues. The integration of new communication technologies has 

expanded the range of literacy research to examine “the diversity and complexity of a 

variety of literary practices, both digital and cultural, to enrich and extend 

communication” (p. 41) for local and global audiences, as well as from a writer’s sense 

of agency. Whether writing is viewed as a process, a performance, a task, or as a 

combination of practices, the blending of situated learning and writing experiences with 

genre specific tasks portrays writing as complex.  

From another perspective, scholars have explored writing and literacy learning 

from an activity stance. Based on Vygotsky’s work in psychology in the late 1920s and 

1930s, Leont’ev coined the term, activity theory to describe learning as an activity 

system. “Activity Theory analyzes human behavior and consciousness in terms of 

activity systems: goal-directed, historically-situated, cooperative human interactions” 

(Russell, 1995, p. 4). Scribner and Cole (1981) embraced activity theory as a foundation 

for research that illustrates the importance of applying a “knowledge for specific 

purposes in specific contexts of use” (p. 236). This notion approaches literacy learning 

as inherently social and situated in apprenticeships (Lave and Wenger, 1991; Rogoff, 

1990) and a community of practice (Lave and Wenger, 1998). According to Russell 

(1995), “activity systems are 1) historically developed, 2) mediated by tools, 3) 

dialectically structured, 4) analyzed as the relations of participants and tools, and 5) 

changed through zones of proximal development” (p. 5). 

Within the last 30 years, a new paradigm for studying literacy and literacy 

learning has emerged. In close alignment with the tenets of sociocultural theory, 
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transactional theory, and activity theory, complexity theory (for example, Cilliers,1998) 

offers another explanation for understanding literacy teaching and learning from a view 

of interconnectivity, emergence, and unpredictability. “Thinking of writing in terms of 

complexity theory reveals its radical interconnectivity at multiple levels of scale” (Mays, 

2017, p. 560).  

Human systems dynamics (HSD) draws from complexity theory to explain the 

“complex phenomena” of “how systems work” (Patterson, Holladay, Eoyang, 2013, p. 

xi). As “a collection of concepts and tools that help make sense of the patterns that 

emerge from chaos when people work and play together in groups, families, 

organizations, and communities” (p. 2), Eoyang (2002) recognizes the complex 

relationships between the agents in a “complex adaptive system” CAS (p. 7). In Radical 

Rules for Schools: Adaptive Action for Complex Change (2013), Patterson et al. cite 

Dooley’s (1996) definition of a complex adaptive system to describe school cultures 

from a systems perspective. They describe a complex adaptive system as “a collection 

of agents (people, groups, ideas) that interact so that system-wide patterns emerge, 

and those patterns subsequently act on and influence the interactions among the 

agents” (p. 7). HSD embraces three characteristics of complex systems to explain 

human systems, including: “open boundaries, diverse components or participants, and 

non-linear connections or relationships” (Patterson & Holladay, 2018, p. 15). From this 

perspective, the interconnected forces within a complex system overlap and interact to 

generate change at varying magnitudes. Within any system, cycles of perpetual 

movement influence dynamical and emergent change through deliberate and 

inadvertent transactions between agents. Over time emergent change produces 
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conditions and shared understandings which Eoyang and Holladay (2013) call “simple 

rules” (p. 96). “Adaptive action” (p. 77) occurs in response to patterns observed in the 

system, which create opportunities for “generative learning” (p. 77) which alter both 

positive and negative elements across the system. Change in a system also occurs in 

response to “tension” which represent dialectical conditions which Eoyang & Holladay 

(2013) refer to as “interdependent pairs” (p. 21); suggesting that tension is a neutral, 

rather than negative concept (Patterson & Holladay, 2018). “This kind of tension can be 

thought of as contained or controlled energy” (p. 19) that both explain and drive change 

that is intrinsic to any system, ecology, or culture, including learning environments. 

According to Russell (1995), “Human activities are complex systems in constant 

change, interaction, and self-reorganization as human beings collaboratively adapt to 

and transform their environments through their actions with tools (including writing)” (p. 

6). Exploring writing from conventional sociocultural perspectives alludes to the 

generative nature of writing and writing instruction. These perspectives, however, 

traditionally view the interactions between agents in a writing and writing instruction 

activity system as linear relationships. A view of writing as a complex system advances 

the tenets of sociocultural and transactional theories to illustrate more dynamical 

relationships across the systems that influence writing and writing instruction. This study 

draws from the intersection of these three theories (sociocultural, transactional, and 

complex systems) to describe expository writing instruction as a complex system of 

participatory action layered in dialectical relationships, sociocultural contexts, 

unbounded structures, and generative interactivity.  
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Summary 

This literature review argues that expository writing develops from exposition, a 

transactional inquiry process leading to self-discovery and insight. Expository writing 

exists across a continuum of abstraction, and effective practices for teaching writing are 

grounded in sociocultural theory. Additionally, as an emergent tenet of sociocultural 

theory, complexity theory offers a related perspective for understanding writing 

instruction from a systems approach. In Chapter 3, I describe the case study 

methodology I used to more deeply explore conditions for teaching expository writing in 

two seventh grade English language arts classes. Data analysis reveals a close 

relationship between the tenets of sociocultural theory and complex adaptive systems. 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

The purpose of this study was to investigate expository writing instruction from 

the teacher’s perspective. In particular, I examined the data collected from interviews 

and classroom observations of two exemplary English language arts teachers teaching 

expository writing in seventh grade classrooms over four months in a suburban school 

district in the southwest region of the United States. This section explains the 

methodology I chose to explore conditions for teaching expository writing. Figure 3.1 

illustrates my analytical process including deductive coding of a priori patterns of 

powerful writing instruction (Roberts, Patterson, & Wickstrom, 2016) to identify the 

conditions teachers set for teaching expository writing, followed by an inductive analysis 

of these conditions to understand the emergent themes that define complex system of 

interactive themes relative to expository writing instruction. 

Figure 3.1. Analytical process for analyzing conditions of expository writing. 

First, I present the research questions, then I describe the context of the study, 

including the inspiration for this study, the research setting, the curriculum, and the case 

study participants. Finally, I explain the methodology, including data collection and 

analysis procedures, as well as measures to establish credibility.  
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Research Questions 

According to Maxell (2013), a research question should be broad, yet framed by 

research or theory; therefore, this inquiry was framed by my literature review (Merriam, 

2016; Stake, 2010; Yin, 2014) and inspired by my own professional development 

experiences as a seventh grade English language arts teacher. This exploratory study 

was guided by two broad research questions:  

1) What conditions do exemplary writing teachers set for teaching expository 
writing in seventh grade English language arts? 

2) What can these conditions for teaching expository writing teach us about 
powerful writing instruction? 

 

Context of the Study 

Role of the Researcher 

My role as the researcher is important to understanding the context of this study. 

Prior experiences as a seventh grade English language arts teacher and professional 

development in an expository writing institute informed the design of this study and 

research questions. According to Stake (2010), a research question may start “with an 

episode” or “a happening needing really deep thinking” (p. 77). An episode that 

triggered this inquiry occurred while participating in a professional development institute 

focused on expository writing for middle school teachers approximately two years 

before beginning this study. During this group’s initial meeting, I witnessed the group’s 

difficulty with defining expository writing. Whether expository writing crosses boundaries 

with persuasive writing or narrative writing was vigorously argued by some, while the 

silence of others in the 15-member group seemed to suggest either some form of doubt 
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or a lack of knowledge. The initial discussion hardly mentioned the idea that expository 

writing may contain elements of narrative writing or that expository writing emerges from 

a process called exposition. However, there was agreement about certain terms 

commonly associated with expository writing, including: thesis statement, text structure, 

writing to explain, and supporting evidence. This incident led me to consider that either 

expository writing is difficult to define; that it is an ambiguous concept, or that the 

teachers in this group were possibly unaware of its complex nature. A subsequent 

literature review about expository writing revealed trends relative to my observations.  

First, I learned that the nature of expository writing has been hotly debated for 

more than 30 years. The discussion in the literature pertained mostly to college 

freshman English classes in the 1980s, when the process writing movement began to 

take momentum (Berlin, 1987; Hairston, 1982). Second, this discussion revealed the 

ambiguous nature of expository writing, its relationship to exposition (Arrington, 1992; 

Connors, 1987), and the installation of the school essay (Berlin, 1987; Newkirk, 2005) 

as a popular form of assessment. Third, as the discussion on discourse modes (Britton, 

Burgess, Martin, McLeod, & Rosen, 1975; Kinneavy, 1971) flourished in England and 

the United States, theorists argued that expository writing is a genre of writing designed 

to explain or explore one’s thinking as a transactional process (Moffett 1965, 1983; 

Rosenblatt, 1978, 1995) across a spectrum of abstraction (Moffett, 1965). In other 

words, expository writing is meant to exist in inquiry (Newkirk, 2014). Fourth, I came to 

understand that confusion about expository writing is not a new idea, which supported 

the confusion I witnessed among the teachers in the expository writing institute I had 

experienced. I realized that the discussion revealed a narrow understanding about the 
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importance and depth of composing expository texts. Finally, I concluded that, today, in 

the Information Age, the term, expository writing may be altogether disappearing, as the 

more current terms, “informational writing”, and “informational nonfiction” are replacing it 

in writing standards, for example. Nevertheless, learning to write in “genres structured 

by exposition” (Maloch & Bomer, 2013, p. 207) remains vital to successful entry to our 

global economy. 

Given the importance of expository writing (informational texts) in society today 

and a perceived confusion about the nature of exposition, I wanted to understand how 

teachers approach expository writing instruction, in particular. From a sociocultural 

perspective (Vygotsky, 1978), literacy instruction is a transactional process (Rosenblatt, 

1978, 1995) of mediated action (Vygotsky, 1978; Wertsch, 1991) that is influenced by a 

variety of factors, including beliefs about teaching, knowledge of the subject matter, 

curriculum, and the school environment (Grossman, Smagorinsky & Valencia, 1999). 

Additionally, specific patterns (empathy, inquiry, dialogue, authenticity, apprenticeship, 

re-visioning, and deep content learning) have been shown to set conditions for 

instruction in writing classrooms and communities (Robertson, Patterson, & Wickstrom, 

2016). I wanted to explore these conditions, established a priori in the literature, in 

classrooms where expository writing is emphasized.  

 

Participants and Setting 

Culture and setting matter in qualitative education research (Bogdan & Biklen, 

2007; Hatch, 2002; Merriam, 1998). Because the goal of this study was to see 
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expository writing from the teacher’s perspective, a description of the participants’ 

background and the schools where they teach is relevant to the context of this study. 

 

Lauren 

Lauren’s teaching experience has included teaching English between seventh 

and eleventh grade across four campuses at three different school districts. At the time 

of this study, she was in her eighth year of teaching. After graduating from college with 

a degree in journalism, she obtained alternative certification to teach grades four 

through eight and high school Speech and English classes. She began her career 

working in a low socio-economic school district where she worked with At Risk seventh 

grade students for two years and then left education to work in private industry for two 

years. Concerned that the application letters she was reading in her corporate job were 

poorly written, she returned to education to teach high school English, for three years 

and eighth grade for one year. Lauren claims to have always been passionate about 

reading and writing; therefore, writing instruction has always been a focus of her English 

language arts instruction; particularly in the grades where the state writing assessment 

was given. She attributes her knowledge of writing instruction to the training she 

received from Abydos Literacy Learning when she began teaching high school. Lauren 

attended two different Abydos institutes, including the initial literacy institute and an 

advanced expository writing institute. Lauren was considered a qualified Abydos trainer 

at the time of this study. I first met her when we worked as curriculum writers for the 

school district where we both worked, where she was first a member of the ninth-grade 

team before joining the seventh-grade team. Lauren volunteered to participate in my 
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study when she learned about the expository writing focus. I observed Lauren teaching 

a class designated as pre-AP, gifted and talented, during her third year as a seventh 

grade ELA teacher at Comanche Middle School.  

 

Elizabeth 

Elizabeth has always specialized in middle school literacy education. With the 

exception of her student teaching experiences in a seventh-grade reading class and an 

eighth grade United Sates history class, she has taught the same grade and subject, in 

the same school, and for the same school district her entire career. When I observed 

her, she was in her twelfth year of teaching seventh grade English language arts. Upon 

graduating from college, she had earned a degree in middle level education with a focus 

in English Reading and Social Studies. Elizabeth attributed her training in writing 

instruction to the Abydos-led literacy institute offered in her school district, as well as 

subsequent writing workshops sponsored by Gretchen Bernabei, Barry Lane of 

Discovery Learning, and various Advanced Placement summer institutes. Most of her 

professional development has focused on writing instruction, including College Board 

and Laying the Foundation institutes. Elizabeth has also been a literacy leader in her 

school district throughout much of her career, as both an English language arts 

department chairperson and as seventh grade English language arts curriculum writer. 

She claims to be an avid reader of young adult literature and has worked with students 

of all levels, including on-level, Honors Gifted and Talented and pre-Advanced 

Placement designation. I first met Elizabeth as a colleague on the seventh grade 

English Language Arts curriculum writing team for the school district where we both 
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worked. Her seventh-grade teaching experience and expertise with teaching expository 

writing led me to recruit her for this study. I observed Elizabeth teaching a group of on-

level seventh grade students at Huskie Middle School.  

 

Schools and School District 

The two middle schools where I observed Lauren and Elizabeth teaching are 

located in a Southwest suburban school district with approximately 34,000 students. 

Serving a suburban area of nine cities, the district encompassed 51 square miles, the 

third largest land area in the county and a diverse community. The diversity of student 

populations served by Huskie Middle School and Comanche Middle School was 

distinctly different, distinguished by race, ethnicity, and socio-economic status, although 

their achievement on the state writing assessment was less pronounced. 

According to their state education agency’s academic performance report, 

demographic and socio-economic differences between the two schools were significant. 

Lauren’s school, Comanche Middle School, served a population of students with a 

higher socio-economic status than Elizabeth’s school, Huskie Middle School. Huskie 

Middle School had 25% more regular education students than Comanche Middle 

School, whereas Comanche Middle School had 45% more students in Gifted and 

Talented education than Huskie Middle School. Huskie Middle School had 75% more 

students who were economically disadvantaged than Comanche Middle School and 

served at least 45% more students of color than Comanche Middle School which served 

29% more white students than Huskie Middle School.   
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Although both schools achieved the Met Standard rating according to their state’s 

high-stakes writing assessment, Lauren’s school, scored an average 12.77% higher at 

the state’s three passing levels than Elizabeth’s school. Table 3.1 shows a comparison 

between key demographic and state writing assessment indicators. 

Table 3.1  

Middle School Demographics and High-Stakes Writing Achievement Comparison 

 Comanche 
Middle School 

Huskie 
Middle School 

School % 
Difference 

Total Students 901 1146 21.38 (Huskie) 
Seventh Grader Students 449 586 23.38 (Huskie) 

Demographic Data 
African American 3.10% 9.00% 65.56 (Huskie) 
Hispanic 13.10% 24.40% 46.31 (Huskie) 

White 73.10% 51.70% 29.27 
(Comanche) 

Regular Education 56.30% 74.80% 24.73 (Huskie) 

Gifted and Talented Education 21.8% 11.9% 45.41 
(Comanche) 

English Language Learners 1.90% 7% 72.86 (Huskie) 
 At-Risk 24.40% 38.40% 36.46 (Huskie) 

Seventh Grade State Writing Assessment Scores (2016 - 2017) 
State Writing Assessment Percent at    
Approaches Grade Level or Above 89% 83% 6.74 

(Comanche) 
State Writing Assessment Percent at 
Meets Grade Level 61% 55% 9.84 

(Comanche) 

Percent at Masters’ Grade Level 23% 18% 21.74 
(Comanche) 

 

Expository Writing Curriculum  

The purpose of curriculum is to facilitate lesson planning by organizing learning 
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standards, resources, and recommended lessons for teachers to draw from when 

making instructional decisions. Although teacher decision-making is an ongoing process 

throughout any given school year, curriculum decisions are typically influenced by a 

district’s socio-cultural setting and pedagogical content knowledge (Grossman, 1990; 

Shulman, 1986). Essentially, curriculum gives structure to the most fundamental 

concepts of a given subject within the context of a teacher’s classroom, according to a 

school district’s goals and objectives. 

The English language arts curriculum at the school district where this study took 

place was in its third year of a five-year redesign plan based on Understanding by 

Design (Wiggins & McTighe, 1998) which uses a backward design framework to 

develop instructional units. Curriculum designers plan instructional units with the end in 

mind (Wiggins & McTighe, 1998) by first considering final outcomes before planning the 

instructional path. Instructional units are based on teacher-designed performance tasks, 

enduring understandings, and academic language related to what a student should be 

able to know and do by the end of the instructional unit.  

At the time of this study, both Lauren and Elizabeth had been involved with 

developing their school district’s English language arts curriculum from the beginning of 

this redesign process. Although Lauren had been a member of the ninth-grade 

curriculum writing team since its inception two years earlier, she had recently joined the 

seventh-grade curriculum writing team at the time of this study. Elizabeth has been a 

long-standing member of the seventh-grade curriculum writing team throughout her 

career. She was one of the original designers of the expository writing units I observed 

being taught in both classrooms.  
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Research Framework 

Qualitative Method 

This study uses naturalistic inquiry methods (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Because 

qualitative inquiry is concerned with the important roles of culture and context, the 

naturalistic methods used for collecting and analyzing data were aligned with the 

sociocultural framework that guided this study. According to Bogdan & Biklen (2007), 

qualitative methods produce rich descriptions from a small sampling. Therefore, I used 

a qualitative two-case study (Yin, 2014) design and constant comparison to analyze 

themes about the conditions for teaching expository writing found in the data and in a 

priori literature to meet the particularistic, descriptive, and heuristic (Merriam, 1998) 

demands of answering the exploratory nature of the two broad research questions.   

 

Case Study Design 

A case study is an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary 

phenomenon within its real-life context, especially when the boundaries between 

phenomenon and context are not clearly evident (Yin, 2014). Case study method allows 

researchers to gain insight about a phenomenon during a particular period of time 

(Merriam, 1998; Stake, 2010; Yin, 2014). Defined as both a method (Yin, 2014) and a 

product (Stake, 2010), it allows researchers to study a particular phenomenon within 

specific boundaries, including time and activity, using a variety of data collection 

procedures over a sustained period of time (Creswell, 2014, p. 14). In fact, according to 

Merriam (1998), the significance of case study research lies in the delimiting factors that 

define the object of study (p. 27). The delimiting factors for this study included the 
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phenomenon of expository writing instruction during specific classroom observations 

and participant interviews over a four-month period of time. The object of the study was 

a case of two seventh grade teachers who I considered to be experienced and 

exemplary in teaching English language arts.  

These factors also contribute to the notion of case study research as a system; 

both as a bounded system (Smith, 1978), and as an integrated system (Stake, 2010). 

From this perspective, case study research is complex, as it encompasses layers of 

information laminated through time and by activity. Although the context of this study 

has been informed by multiple factors, this case study has been delimited to a 

“contemporary phenomenon with its real-life context” (Merriam, 1998, p. 27; Yin, 2014); 

expository writing instruction in seventh grade public education. The narrow context 

included two different classrooms located in a suburban middle-class school district in 

the Southwest. Although the history of expository writing instruction spans more than a 

century, this study captured a mere glimpse, albeit a slice of life (Denzin & Lincoln, 

2005) of the phenomenon over 16 weeks-time, just prior to the administration of a high 

stakes state writing assessment. By closely analyzing the conditions of teaching 

expository writing during this study, I aimed to provide rich description of patterns I 

observed in the data collection. This study was designed to be exploratory. Although, 

according to Yin (2014), “what” questions are best suited for exploratory research (loc. 

824), the two broad research questions focusing on the conditions of expository writing 

instruction and the lessons to be learned from exemplary writing instruction within the 

narrow context of the two-case study was appropriate for this study. 
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Assumptions 

Despite the broad nature of the research questions meant to address the 

exploratory nature of this research, the design of this study assumed that conditions 

exist for teaching expository writing. These assumptions are grounded in the literature 

of effective expository writing instruction and the sociocultural theoretical foundations of 

the National Writing Project and Abydos Literacy Learning, two professional 

development organizations that informed me and the participants. I assumed that the 

participants for this study would follow a process approach for teaching writing in 

integration with reading, understand the concept of exposition, and recognize that 

expository writing shares boundaries with other writing genres. In effect, I assumed that 

the participants would embrace writing instruction as a transactional process (Moffett 

1965, 1983; Rosenblatt, 1978, 1995) of mediated action (Vygotsky, 1978; Wertsch, 

1991). 

 

Research Process 

Sampling Procedure 

I chose a selective sampling of two seventh grade teachers as participants for 

comparative cross-case analysis. Because expository writing is currently assessed with 

a high-stakes state writing test in the fourth, seventh, and ninth grades, it was likely that 

expository writing would be a focus of instruction at these grade levels. Merriam (1998) 

explains that, “Purposeful sampling is based on the assumption that the investigator 

wants to discover, understand and gain insight and therefore must select a sample from 

which the most can be learned” (p. 61). Therefore, I determined that a purposeful 
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selection of teachers in a single grade level would offer me the opportunity to explore 

expository writing instruction more deeply than by observing across multiple grade 

levels. Additionally, with the aim of gaining insight about effective expository writing 

instruction, I specifically recruited exemplary English language arts teachers who have 

had professional development specific to writing instruction.  

 

Recruitment and Gaining Access 

For purposes of this study, I defined an exemplary teacher as a certified English 

language arts teacher who has taught writing in a public school English language arts 

classroom for at least five years and who has achieved consultant or trainer status with 

a nationally recognized teacher training organization dedicated to writing instruction. I 

began my participant search by contacting local leaders of two organizations, the North 

Star of Texas Writing Project, a local affiliate of the National Writing Project, and Abydos 

Literacy Learning. Both organizations require intensive training and application of 

rigorous research and practices of effective writing instruction. They also have a 

presence in the area where I conveniently focused my recruitment efforts. 

Then I emailed personalized recruitment letters, using a letter template I wrote, 

(see Appendix A), to teachers from a list of five English language arts teachers across 

four school districts in grades seven through nine who met the criteria of exemplary 

status for this study. I received responses from four teachers: one ninth grade teacher 

agreed to participate in the study, another teacher had changed graded levels, and two 

seventh grade teachers from two different school districts responded to the invitation. 

Then after beginning the study with the two seventh grade teachers (one trained by 
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North Star and another trained by Abydos), the North Star trained teacher accepted a 

new job in another school district. Therefore, I recruited an additional seventh grade 

teacher from the school district where I worked. Ultimately two Abydos trained teachers 

from two different schools in the same school district made up the convenience 

sampling for this study. Both participants received copies of my Institutional Review 

Board (IRB) approval letter (see Appendix B), received a copy of my research proposal, 

and signed Informed Consent Notices (Appendix C). I also received permission from the 

central administration of the school district to conduct research at the two middle school 

campuses in this study. The participants and their schools named in this study are 

pseudonyms. The participants selected their own pseudonyms and I made up 

pseudonyms for their schools.  

 

Data Collection and Artifacts 

This two-case study was bounded (Stake, 2010) by time and activity. I collected 

data between December 2016 and April 2017. In order to collect rich data, I maintained 

an ongoing dialogue with the participants throughout the study. The data collection 

contained semi-structured teacher interviews, classroom teacher observations, 

electronic expository writing unit lesson plans, copies of the teaching materials handed 

out to students during the lessons I observed, my field notes, and analytical memos.  

 

Participant Interviews and Communication 

After receiving permission from the school district to conduct research at the two 

middle school campuses, I personally interviewed each participant to gather 
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background information. In order to become familiar with the research setting and to 

establish rapport with the teachers within the context of their schools, I interviewed each 

of them on their campuses at a location of their choice. I interviewed Lauren in her 

classroom, and Elizabeth in her school library.  

I used a semi-structured pre- and post-interview protocol (see Appendix D) to 

establish historical and ideological information about each participant and their 

expository writing teaching practices. I used the pre-interview to learn about their 

educational and professional backgrounds, teaching ideology, and anticipated teaching 

plans for expository writing. To prompt a summary reflection, I developed post-interview 

questions from ideas I had posted in my field notes during the classroom observations, 

as well as from some the initial list of theory-based questions. After each classroom 

observation, I asked the participants for their comments about the lesson they had just 

taught, using semi-structured questions as well as informal email or text message 

discussions. These flexible discussion forums prompted ongoing metacognition and 

analysis about teaching expository writing from the teacher’s emic perspective. The 

informal electronic communication facilitated member checks (Lincoln & Guba, 1985) 

and allowed me to maintain a timely and relevant data trail.  

 

Note-Taking  

Both Lauren and Elizabeth granted me permission to tape their interviews and 

teaching. I used Notability to capture audio-visual and written notes of instructional 

activities on my iPad. Then I used oTranscribe.com and Microsoft Word to transcribe 

the audio files. 
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Classroom Observations 

To avoid confusion, I attempted to focus classroom observations on one teacher 

or lesson cycle at a time. Bogdan and Biklen (2007) recommend collecting data in 

separate chunks of time, rather than simultaneously. Therefore, I typically observed one 

lesson per teacher a week and on consecutive days when a teacher required multiple 

days for a particular lesson. I collected data for a total of 13 classroom observations and 

four interviews, including two pre- and two post-observation interviews. Table 3.2 

contains a chronological data collection summary, listing meeting dates and activities for 

each participant. 

Table 3.2 

Chronological Data Collection Summary  

Date Participant Activity Activity Focus 

December 2016 
Thurs, 12-1  Lauren Pre-Interview Getting Acquainted 

Mon, 12-5  Lauren Observation #1 Letters About Literature 

Tues, 12-6  Lauren Observation #2 Leads, Letters About Literature 

January 2017 
Thurs, 1-12  Elizabeth Pre-Interview Getting Acquainted 

Thurs, 1- 19 Elizabeth Observation #1 Leads, Letters About Literature 

Mon, 1-23 Lauren Observation #3 Malala Article, Expository Reading 

Tues, 1-31 Elizabeth Observation #2 Making an Impact, 11-Minute Essay 

February 2017 
Thurs, 2-9 Elizabeth Observation #3 Research, Big Ideas 

Fri, 2-10 Elizabeth Observation #4 Wilbur Wilberforce: Annotations 

Tues, 2-14 Lauren Observation #4 Expository/Argument Essay Analysis 

Wed, 2-15 Lauren Observation #5 Genius Hour 

Tues, 2-28 Lauren Observation #6 Expository Writing Assessment Rubric 

(table continues) 
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Date Participant Activity Activity Focus 

March 2017 
Wed, 3-1 Lauren Observation #7 Test Essay Analysis, 11-Minute Essay 

Thurs, 3-2 Elizabeth Observation #5 Deconstructing the Writing Prompt 

Tues, 3-6 Elizabeth Observation #6 Writing Assessment Preparation 

Mon, 3-13 Lauren Post-Interview Reflection 

April 2017 
Sat, 4-15 Elizabeth Post-Interview Reflection 

 

Analytical Memos 

I also maintained a journal of my thinking throughout the study. According to 

Merriam (1998), the researcher is also considered a tool of inquiry, therefore I used my 

analytical memos as part of the data collection. In addition to jotting notes in Notability 

during classroom observations, I organized the audio transcripts into two double-spaced 

columns for line-by-line analysis. Then, after marking the transcripts for initial 

impressions and patterns, I wrote analytical memos on every transcript according to the 

teaching events they represented in order to maintain the integrity of each classroom 

observation as it occurred. I noticed that in each memo, I had written an essay about a 

particular element of writing instruction, such as mini-lesson in expository writing, or 

theory-based literacy instruction practice. Table 3.3 contains a summary of analytical 

memos, listed by observation date, activities, and corresponding themes per participant.  
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Table 3.3 

Analytical Memo Collection Summary  

Lauren  
Event Activity Instructional Theme 
Obs. 1 & 2 Letters About Literature (Library of 

Congress) 
Hooking the reader, Connecting with 
big ideas in literature 

Obs. 3 Malala Article, Expository reading Analyzing expository text elements 
Obs. 4 Expository/Argument Essay Analysis Analyzing expository writing 
Obs.  5 Genius Hour Brainstorming ideas 
Obs.  6 Expository Writing Assessment Rubric Recognizing expository expectations 
Obs.  7 Essay Analysis, 11-Minute Essay  Revising the draft; Thinking aloud 
Elizabeth 
Event Activity Instructional Theme 
Obs. 1 Leads, Letters About Literature Hooking the reader; Modeling writing 
Obs. 2 Making an Impact, 11-Minute Essay Making connections; Organizing ideas 
Obs. 3 Research, Big ideas Finding your thesis; Transactional 

theory (Rosenblatt, 1978, 1995) 
Obs. 4 W. Wilberforce: Expository annotations Reading like a writer (Smith, 1983; 

1988) 
Obs. 5 & 6 Writing assessment preparation Deconstructing the writing prompt; 

Invitation to notice (Anderson, 2006) 
 

Writing these memos prompted me to delve deeper into the literature for 

comparisons between theory and my observations. Because “writing is a tool for 

thinking” (NCTE, Professional Knowledge for the Teaching of Writing, 2016), 

this journaling process was crucial to helping me synthesize the data.  

 

Coding and Data Analysis 

In order to analyze the data for conditions of expository writing instruction, I used 

multiple layers of coding to analyze the data collection consisting of observation and 

interview transcripts, analytical memos and field notes. Data analysis involved three 

stages of coding and analysis. Each teacher participant was considered a case, and 

therefore, a single unit of analysis. Each case was analyzed using a deductive themed 
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approach and cross-case analysis. Following Saldaña (2016), I used three levels of 

coding (descriptive, interpretive, and thematic) to allow themes to emerge before 

reaching saturation. Throughout the ongoing analysis, I used constant comparison 

(Corbin & Strauss, 2015) to discern similarities and differences in the literature and a 

priori concepts framing this study.  

 

Levels of Coding 

Transcription 

First, I organized chronologically written transcripts around the events as they 

occurred, followed by writing extensive analytical memos. According to Saldaña (2016), 

the same piece of data can be approached from multiple lenses, filters, and angles for 

analytical memo writing (p. 45); consequently, several coding schemes were used in 

three phases of analysis. 

I began the data analysis process by annotating the transcripts I had specifically 

prepared for this purpose into a two-column format. I contemplated three broad 

questions adapted from Wolcott (2001, p. 41): What is going on here? How do things 

happen as they do? What do teachers have to know in order to teach expository 

writing? Then I began sorting the data by looking specifically at verbs and nouns, and 

by highlighting key elements, or chunks of supporting dialogue, noting observations and 

questions I might have for the participants or for exploration in the literature. 

 

Initial Coding 

During initial descriptive coding, I used an eclectic coding system to sort the 
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marginalia into four columns of hand-written notes, organized by conditions, actors, 

actions, and consequences. I developed questions using the inquiry cycle: “who”, 

“what”, “so what”, and “how” questions, to organize the categories relative to expository 

writing instruction, using the format in Table 3.4. 

Table 3.4 

Initial Coding  

Conditions Interaction among 
Actors 

Strategies/Tactics 
Actions Consequences 

What do you see?  What is going on? What are the tools? What is the outcome?  
What do you notice? What actions exist? 

Look for -ing verbs. 
How is it being done 
or accomplished? 

What are the conditions 
for literacy learning in 
this situation? 

 

This attempt to identify key elements of expository writing instruction quickly 

revealed the complex nature of writing instruction as well as the difficulty of sorting the 

data into conditions and consequences. For example, teaching organizational text 

structures was considered both an action and a strategy, as well as a condition specific 

to expository writing. Consequently, the three columns soon gave way to a list of 

essential elements of expository writing instruction and extensive analytical memo 

writing to synthesize conclusions made by constantly comparing the data to the extant 

body of literature.  

 

Secondary Coding 

During secondary interpretive coding, patterns about expository writing 

instruction emerged across the literature. To check my observations against the 

literature and to gain a deeper analysis of the patterns I was discovering, I recoded my 

analytical memos using the lens of “aspirational patterns of instruction in writing 
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classrooms and communities” (Robertson, Patterson, & Wickstrom, 2016), which 

includes seven conditions of research-based writing instruction: empathy, inquiry, 

dialogue, authenticity, apprenticeship, re-visioning, and deep content learning. As the 

lines between some of the categories overlapped, I began to notice the relationships 

between and across these categories, including 19 categories: hooking the reader, 

responding to texts, reading/writing with students, reading like a writer, students write, 

contemplating big ideas, asking questions, student discussion, defining vocabulary, 

telling personal stories, annotating texts, establishing a purpose for writing, revising 

writing, showing thinking, describing the product, providing tools, building content 

knowledge, building community, and blurred boundaries.  

To more clearly understand the relationships between these categories, I used a 

colorized code-weaving (Saldaña, 2016) system to reveal patterns by diagraming each 

of the 19 categories. I began drawing these categories as tree maps; however, I quickly 

saw them evolve into webs of descriptive topics and activities relative to expository 

writing instruction (see Appendix E). I applied multiple filters in the color-coding scheme 

to analyze the relationships within and across the data. As I began to notice contrasting 

relationships emerge, I selected versus coding (Saldaña, 2016) to sort out the tensions I 

was finding in the data and in the literature about expository writing instruction. Seven 

dialectical relationships emerged, including: process vs product, aesthetic vs efferent, 

ambiguity vs clarity, concept vs structure, testing vs free-writing, workshop vs test prep, 

beliefs vs actions and practices, and insight vs controlling idea. Six parallel relationships 

also surfaced, including: modeling and apprenticeship, empathy and relationships, 
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inquiry and knowledge, movement and transformation, tools and strategies, and 

collaboration and dialogue. 

 

Tertiary Coding 

Finally, in the tertiary recoding phase, I used concept coding (Saldaña, 2016) to 

reduce these categories into the most prominent themes. This consolidation revealed 

five major theory-based writing instruction trends, including: movement of the mind 

(Bernabei & Hall, 2012; Elbow, 1998; Newkirk, 1989, 2004), reading like a writer (Smith, 

1983, 1988), responding to text (Rosenblatt, 1978, 1995), and mediated action 

(Wertsch, 1991; Vygotsky, 1978). Although this layered system of coding occurred in 

stages, much of the recoding occurred simultaneously. Although I had found that color-

coding the various patterns allowed the themes to become more visible, I struggled to 

determine which themes best categorized the essence of the data.  

Therefore, I reviewed the data again to organize it into tables for each participant 

according to the two research questions. One set of tables informed the first research 

question: What conditions do exemplary writing teachers set for teaching expository 

writing in seventh grade English language arts? They contain contextual data relative to 

conditions that impact teaching (teacher education and background, teacher knowledge 

and beliefs about writing instruction, teacher knowledge and beliefs about expository 

writing, school context, and curriculum context) and, in another table, topics organized 

by teaching events and a priori patterns that set conditions for teaching writing 

(empathy, inquiry, dialogue, authenticity, apprenticeship, re-visioning, and deep content 
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learning). See data collection summary matrices framed by sociocultural theory and a 

priori concepts for each participant in Tables 4.6 and 4.7 of Chapter 4 Findings. 

Then, in yet another table, I drew conclusions from these context- and condition-

based tables in order to answer the second research question: What can these 

conditions for teaching expository writing teach us about powerful writing instruction? 

While consolidating the conditions of teaching expository writing, I compiled a list of 

conclusions for each teaching event, which I color-coded by key concepts to inform the 

three themes that address the second research question.  

 

Cross-Case Analysis  

The results of this analysis are presented in a side-by-side comparison of 

conclusions for the two participants in Appendix F: Data Collection Summary for 

Research Questions.  

Analysis is a repetitive and systematic process of interrogating the data to 

understand what is happening and what is important. In fact, Saldaña (2016) 

recommends devising new coding schemes or developing a hybrid of traditional ones to 

find trends and patterns that suit the unique needs of the discipline. The eclectic coding 

schemes I used to analyze the data reveals the complexity of expository writing 

instruction. Furthermore, “one of the most critical outcomes of qualitative data analysis 

is to interpret how the individual components of the study weave together” (276). 

Consequently, I created a third table to address what the data teaches us about 

expository writing instruction. In this final recoding stage, I reduced the five theory-

based concepts to three themes that reflect the overarching product/process nature of 
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expository writing. The following three overarching themes best summarize the major 

concepts found in the data: 1) Tensions: interdependent pairs, 2) Transactions: 

mediating relationships, and 3) Techniques: reinforcing structures. By examining the 

data at three levels, it is evident that expository writing instruction is a complex process 

framed by tensions, transactions, and techniques. Table 3.5 shows how the specific 

details of the conditions for teaching expository writing fall into these categories. 

Table 3.5 

Themes for Research Question 2  

Tensions: Balancing 
interdependent pairs 

(yellow) 
Transactions: Mediating 

relationships (green) 
Techniques: Reinforcing 

structures (turquoise) 

• Blurred genre boundaries 
• Process vs product 
• Free writing vs tested 

essay 
• Facts vs opinion 
• Many right answers 
• Length vs precision 
• Summarize vs synthesize 
• Information vs insight 
• Timed writing vs writing 

projects 
• Form vs function 
• Struggle is good 
• Teacher as authority vs 

teacher as learner 
• Self-discovery involves 

emotional connection 

• Inquiry process  
• Essential questions 
• Dialogue 
• Apprenticeship 
• Insight  
• Synthesis 
• Metacognitive thinking 

aloud 
• Support the process: 

scaffolding 
• Empathy 
• Exploring author’s 

purpose 
• Recursive cycle: read-

write-think 
• Curiosity 
• Connections/relatability 

• Author’s craft 
• Thesis 
• Text structure 
• Transition words 
• Background knowledge 
• Deep reading skills 
• Kernel essay 
• Chunking text 
• 11-Minute essay 
 
 

Conclusion: 
Writing is a complex system. Expository writing is both a process and product which spans 
multiple genres with one purpose: to explain. Although text structure shapes the expository 
form; curiosity informs the message. Expository writing instruction is framed by three themes: 
tensions, transactions, and techniques. 

 

Credibility 

In order to maintain credibility, I used a framework of three lenses for establishing 

validity and reliability recommended by Creswell & Miller (2000): the lens of the 
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researcher, lens of the participants, and the lens of people external to the study to 

achieve accuracy, and authenticity. These lenses helped me validate how the 

inferences drawn from the data (Creswell & Miller, 2000, p. 125; Hammersley & 

Atkinson, 1983) represented the participants’ reality of the phenomena and the 

credibility of the research strategies used in the analysis (Creswell & Miller, 2000, p. 

245; Schwandt, 1997).  

 

Lens of the Researcher 

Bias 

Maxwell (2013) specifies “two broad types of threats to validity that are often 

raised in relation to qualitative studies: researcher bias, and the effect of the researcher 

on the individuals studied, often called reactivity” (p. 124). Completely preventing 

researcher bias was nearly impossible for two important reasons. First, I already knew 

the participants from prior experiences working in the same school district, but different 

schools, as them as seventh grade teachers and English language arts curriculum 

writers. Consequently, I had prior knowledge of the curriculum the teachers used to 

teach expository writing. Furthermore, my instructional beliefs in sociocultural teaching 

practices had been previously shaped by my teaching experiences and through my 

work as a North Star of Texas Writing Project Teaching Consultant.  

Therefore, constant comparison was an essential element of analysis for this 

study. I continuously checked data from teacher interviews and observations against an 

ongoing literature review. To separate my role as researcher from my familiar stance 

with the participants, I took copious notes and pictures of pertinent information on 
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classroom walls and audio-recorded the classroom observations in order to analyze 

only what I observed to avoid projecting my own prior knowledge about expository 

writing instruction on the data.  

 

Triangulation 

Another way validity is achieved is by collecting rich data from multiple sources. I 

was able to triangulate the data by analyzing several artifacts, including transcribed 

audio recordings of four interviews and 13 classroom observations, anecdotal images 

and field notes, participants’ electronic expository writing unit plans, student handout 

materials, and my researcher’s analytical memos.  

Fielding and Fielding (1986) warn that triangulation of data may not always 

remove bias, which can be checked by prolonged engagement in the field to build 

trusting relationships with the participants. Although my time in the field was constrained 

by time, I had already built a rapport with the participants from having worked with them 

as curriculum writers for our mutual school district where we all worked at the time of 

this study. They opened their classroom doors to me as a colleague with mutual 

professional interests. While as an observer in their classrooms, I assumed the role of 

researcher, and attempted to remain as impartial and invisible as possible, as difficult as 

that may be under the circumstances. 

Six months after completing data collection, I left classroom teaching to take a 

job as a literacy instructional specialist in another school district. This move offered me 

distance from the site of the study and reduced contact with the participants during the 

final stages of analysis. It offered me an opportunity to examine the data with less bias.  
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Lens of the Participants: Member Checking 

I also used member checks (Lincoln & Guba, 1985) to validate the findings. My 

prior relationship with the participants made it easy to maintain a comfortable and 

ongoing dialogue throughout the research process. I asked the participants to read my 

analytical memos which contained thematic analysis supported by dialogue chunks 

lifted from the data transcriptions. Although they claimed to have trusted the accuracy of 

my data collection, they sometimes shared deeper insights with me when they 

commented on my interpretation of the events. In this way, they became collaborators in 

the analysis as well as in cross checking the data for accuracy. 

 

Lens of People External to the Study 

Peer Debriefing 

According to Maxwell (2013), “Identifying and analyzing discrepant data and 

negative cases is a key part of the logic of validity testing in qualitative research” (p. 

127). I used many resources to continuously compare the data. To determine where the 

themes may have seemed either too broad or too narrow to reveal any significant 

findings, I used three stages of coding. It was clear that I had reached data saturation 

by the time I reached the third layer of analysis, as the fourth attempt to review the data 

revealed the same themes. 

To further investigate discrepancies, across the data and the literature, I asked 

people outside of this study for feedback as a way of checking conclusions. To review 

my analysis and methodology, I conferred with doctoral course professors. I also asked 
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colleagues from the North Star Writing Project with advanced training in expository 

writing to comment on my findings.  

 

Audit Trail 

I took every precaution to collect rich data and to maintain a thorough and 

accurate data trail “to provide clear documentation of all research decisions and 

activities” (Creswell & Miller, 2000, p. 128). My extensive journals of field notes, 

transcripts, and analytical memos chronicle the entire research process from beginning 

to end. These are contained in electronic folders as well as in hard copy binders. In 

particular, I used the memo-writing process to capture thick descriptions (Denzin, 1989) 

of instructional episodes. By recording in as much detail as possible the activities, 

dialogue, and atmosphere of specific classroom situations, I was able to validate my 

analysis and findings by recreating particular moments in time relative to the research 

questions.  

 

Influence of the Methodology  

Finally, the methodology of this study contributed to the creditability of this study. 

The two-case design of this study contributed to the external reliability of the study. 

Selecting two cases of teachers who served student from the same district, but distinct 

demographics strengthened the collective values of these cases. Examining the findings 

of two seventh grade English language arts teachers with similar training, but different 

teaching experiences made the data richer by including their two different teaching 
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perspectives. By using the three lenses to establish credibility, I was able to match the 

findings with patterns across multiple sources.  

 

Summary 

Methodologists agree that “cases are constructed, not found, as researchers 

make decisions about how to angle their vision on places overflowing with potential 

stories of human experience” (Dyson & Genishi, 2005, p. 2). In this chapter, I described 

the methodology used to explore how two seventh grade English language arts 

teachers transacted conditions of teaching expository writing. I used a qualitative two-

case study and deductive cross-case analysis to compare the trends and patterns found 

across the data collected from interviews, field observations, and reflective artifacts. I 

also used flexible, yet compatible coding schemes to analyze the most essential parts of 

the data, followed by more focused coding, with particular attention to exploring new 

patterns and trends in my researcher’s analytical memos. Although this study was not 

designed to generate theory, the research design contains multiple elements of 

credibility. The findings for the two research questions in the next chapter contain rich 

stories about the complex conditions of expository writing instruction.  
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CHAPTER 4 

FINDINGS 

In this chapter I present conditions for teaching expository writing and the 

implications they may have for powerful writing instruction. These findings answer the 

two research questions: 

1) What conditions do exemplary writing teachers set for teaching expository
writing in seventh grade English language arts?

2) What can these conditions for teaching expository writing teach us about
powerful writing instruction?

In the first section of this chapter, I describe patterns in the data revealed by 

deductive coding of a priori themes for powerful writing instruction (Robertson, 

Patterson, & Wickstrom, 2016) in the context of pedagogical profiles for each of the 

teacher participants. Then I explain conditions for teaching expository writing by 

summarizing the trends identified in the participant profiles. In the second section I 

describe the themes that emerged from an inductive analysis of trends found in data. 

In general, the findings reveal the following conditions for teaching expository 

writing: 

• Writing instruction is a complex system.

• Reading and writing are inextricably linked.

• Teaching writing involves routine, yet responsive action.

• Apprenticeship makes learning visible.

• Expository writing is a dynamic genre.

• Expository writing shares genre boundaries.

• Structure matters in expository writing instruction.
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• Critical thinking and inquiry facilitate insightful expository writing. 

• Self-discovery informs expository writing. 

The following emergent themes demonstrate the complexity of expository writing 

instruction:  

• Tensions: Balancing interdependent pairs. Interdependent pairs consist of 

competing relationships which create tension in the system for teaching expository 

writing. This tension compels teachers to balance these interdependent relationships 

according to their beliefs and values for teaching expository writing. 

• Techniques: Reinforcing structures. Structure is inherent to the expository 

writing system and process. Teachers use explicit teaching strategies and establish 

instructional routines to reinforce academic language, genre specificities, and a 

classroom culture for developing expository writers.  

• Transactions: Mediating relationships. Expository writing is a transactional 

process embued with relationships across the teaching and learning system. Teachers 

mediate transactions between reading and writing, teachers and students, students 

and peers, readers and writers, and writers and themselves. 

Figure 4.1 illustrates the relationship between these emergent themes and the a 

priori patterns of writing instruction used in the analysis of the data. In the diagram, the 

a priori patterns appear as separate and continuously moving entities within an 

environment of three convergent themes: reinforcing structures, balancing tensions, and 

negotiating transactions. These patterns and themes are interrelated and reveal that 

setting conditions for teaching expository writing is a generative process. The emergent 

themes overlap with each other at the same time that they encompass the patterns of 
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powerful instruction. As convergent activity systems, this model shows that expository 

writing instruction is a complex system containing multiple subsystems.  

 
Figure 4.1. Relationship between patterns of powerful writing instruction and themes. 

 

Pedagogical Profiles 

In the following two narrative profiles, I use thick description (Geertz, 1973) to 

illustrate the conditions each of the two participants, Lauren and Elizabeth, established 

for teaching expository writing in the context of their teaching activities. Because 

background knowledge and experiences inform teachers’ pedagogy and practice, I 

begin these profiles with a figure showing the conditions each teacher set for teaching 

expository writing, followed by a summary of their professional background. Then I 

synthesize the teaching episodes I observed to reveal the conditions they established 

for teaching expository writing in the context of their teaching activities and their 

pedagogical beliefs and practices.   
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Lauren 

Figure 4.2 outlines the three conditions Lauren established for teaching 

expository writing found in the data. 

 
Figure 4.2. Conditions Lauren set for teaching expository writing.  

 
Professional Background 

Lauren was in her ninth year of teaching when I interviewed her for this study. 

She shared with me a bumpy road to teaching, alternating business and teaching jobs 

for several years. She entered education through alternative teacher certification about 

a year after graduating from a major southwestern university in 2005 with a Bachelor of 

Arts degree in Journalism. After graduation, she worked in business before earning a 

Generalist 4-8 teaching certificate from a local alternative certification institute. When 

she realized that she was primarily interested in teaching high school English, she found 

that the swiftest path to entering secondary education involved teaching Speech at a 

low socio-economic high school while preparing to take the English 8-12 certification 

test. After working for four years with At Risk high school students, she discovered that 

Lauren's Conditions 
for Teaching 

Expository Writing 

Reading and writing 
are inextricably 

linked.

Teaching writing 
shares genre 
boundaries.

Teaching writing 
involves routine, yet  
responsive actions.
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“she hated education” and returned to “corporate America”, where as a human 

resources employee with a major U.S. airline, she inadvertently reaffirmed her love for 

teaching when she found herself criticizing poorly written internship applications. She 

explained, “I was constantly thinking teaching English-wise.” Claiming that “I’ve had 

English in my blood since I was born”, she realized how much she missed teaching 

English and returned to public education two years later to teach freshman and 

sophomore English language arts at another school district. School district budget cuts 

forced her to transfer to an eighth grade English language arts teaching position for a 

year, after which she changed school districts to resume teaching high school English 

for three years, and then voluntarily moved to teach seventh grade during her fourth 

year with the school district where I observed her. 

 

Writers are Readers 

Lauren’s love for English education is strongly supported by her personal love of 

reading. She and her students talked easily about the books they were reading. Hoping 

to instill an appreciation and joy for literature and ideas, she routinely began each class 

with ten to fifteen minutes of “independent reading.” Afterwards, she invited students to 

briefly share some aspect of the books they were reading, regardless of whether it 

directly correlated to the lesson of the day. Although she always encouraged students to 

make connections between their own lives and the lives of the characters they 

discovered in their books, sometimes she would ask her students to explore the 

author’s craft and style. Occasionally, Lauren prompted students to write reading 

reflections in their writing journals; and on other occasions they read freely without any 
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follow-up discussion. Literature discussion and reading for aesthetic and efferent 

purposes (Rosenblatt, 1978, 1995) was routine in Lauren’s classroom.  

 

Dialogue Facilitates Thinking 

Talking about books was like a common language she shared with her students. 

It appeared as ordinary as discussing a favorite food, a good movie, or an entertaining 

pastime. Students asked about her reading habits, as readily as she encouraged them 

to discuss their reading impressions. She noted that sharing her personal reading 

experiences with her students, entices them to become even more interested readers 

and often results in students expanding their own reading repertoire. “We’re always 

talking about how writers come up with these crazy ideas.” It was important to her to 

share her reading journey with her students, even suggesting that if a book doesn’t 

hook her interest in the beginning, she is likely to abandon it. “I ditched two books in the 

last two weeks.” Her students seemed to enjoy talking about literature as well; many did 

not hesitate to share their opinions about the topics and texts she presented in class. “I 

can’t believe you’re talking about politics”, quipped one student. “I sure am”, she replied. 

This open discussion about literature and ideas underscored the important dialogue 

writers need to develop their own writing.  

Although many of her pre-AP GT students were already avid readers, Lauren 

wanted them to discover the important link between an active reading life and writing. 

She encouraged them to make text connections to deepen their understanding of the 

author’s message, its effect on readers, as well as the means the author used to convey 

it. “I’m always trying to get them to make some type of personal connection to what 
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they’re reading; to influence their life.” She also encouraged them to study how the 

author created the effect. She believes that students pay closer attention to an author’s 

craft when they have been drawn into the text by connecting with an emotion, a 

character, a scene, the conflict, a tone, or the theme. “What have we seen in every 

opening? [The writer] relates it to their lives.” Lauren was trying to make the point that 

“deep personal connections” are key to success with the Letters About Literature 

performance task. She suggested to students that they may have to take a risk to 

“expose” themselves; that although they may be making themselves “vulnerable”, they 

will have to choose what is appropriate to share with their reader.  She explained that 

once her students are engaged with the literature, they are usually more likely to study 

the author’s tools and techniques. “What do you notice about the words, or what do you 

notice about the structure? As you read, jot down [in your writer’s notebook] what 

catches your eye.” Figure 4.3 is a slide from one of Lauren’s lessons, illustrating a how 

she prompted her students to take notice of particular text features when reading. 

 
Figure 4.3. Example of “What Do You Notice” prompt in Lauren’s lesson. 

Then after making text connections and studying the author’s craft, she invited 

them to imitate what they noticed about the way the text was written. Lauren believes 
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that literature is a mentor for both writing and life; suggesting that a culture of free-

choice reading is fundamental to her pedagogy. By teaching her students to read like 

writers (Hansen, 2001; Murray, 1990; Smith, 1983, 1988), they also learned to view 

authors as mentors.   

 

Reading Facilitates Writing 

Lauren believes that any opportunity to connect reading and writing is an 

opportunity to enhance students’ writing. For example, during a lesson about hooking 

the reader, she asked students to focus on leads from four different text selections: a 

Newsela movie review of the Disney movie Moana, Six Years, by Harlan Coben, a 

novel she was reading at the time, a Newsela (2016) adaptation of an Associated Press 

current events article, “No hostility in first meeting between Trump and Obama”, and a 

popular young adult novel, The Book Thief, by Mark Zusak. During the class discussion 

she pointed out the relationship between different genres and the stylistic qualities of 

the leads represented in each text selection (Lauren Obs. 1).   

 

Writing is a Process 

Because she understands that writing is an organic process, Lauren offered her 

students frequent opportunities to write about a variety of topics that are both assigned 

and self-selected. Although her organized lessons suggest that she relishes structure, 

she recognizes that often, writers simply “need time to write; just write.” Therefore, 

Lauren incorporated extended work periods in class for students to write, during which 

she circulated to confer with students while they worked. Recognizing that students 
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needed to find their own answers to their writing dilemmas, she helped them to find their 

voices and to hone their ideas; sometimes with only a simple prompt: “Tell me more.”   

Lauren recognized that students sometimes struggle with choosing a topic, as 

well as with narrowing the focus of their topic; therefore, she sometimes encouraged 

them to free write (Elbow, 1998) to ignite their thinking. “You do have to let the bad 

ideas flow. Once you get the bad ideas out, our brain just, eventually [works].” Knowing 

that many of her students are perfectionists, she reassured them that working through 

bad ideas is part of the writing process. “I showed you a lot of bad ideas yesterday.”   

In another instance, following a lesson that focused on differentiating expository 

and persuasive writing, she asked her students to respond in their writer’s notebooks to 

an article she had explicitly chosen to peak their interest. After they finished analyzing 

an article on year ‘round schooling together as a class, she encouraged them to sort out 

their thinking by writing. She invited her students “to rant”, to question, and to reflect 

about the controversial topic.  

I’m going to give you five minutes to write in your writer’s notebooks. And your 
topic is: should there be year ’round [school]? I want you to write down in five 
minutes questions, opinions, thoughts, anything that you can about year ‘round 
school. You can rant about why we should not have year ‘round school. That’s 
fine. But make sure you have a good argument. You can ask questions, like why 
we should do this? But you have five minutes to write about year ‘round school. 
(Lauren Obs. 4) 
 

 

Writing is Thinking 

Lauren understands that writing is a complex process of thinking through many 

iterations of an idea; therefore, her students maintained a writer’s notebook of their 

ideas, notes, and drafts. Because she prefers teaching writing skills in the context of the 
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writing task, these notebooks also provided students with a place to collect class notes 

from mini-lessons featuring both grammar and author’s craft. Essentially the writer’s 

notebook was their workbook where they kept reading reflections, writing lists, research 

notes, grammar lessons, quick writes (Graves & Kittle, 2005; Rief, 2003) and initial 

responses to both prompted and free-writing tasks. Figure 4.4 demonstrates a quick 

writing prompt Lauren projected on whiteboard to help her students think about year 

‘round schooling. She asked her students to write in their writer’s notebook for five 

minutes, recording “as many questions, opinions, and thoughts” as possible about the 

issue. 

 
Figure 4.4. Lauren’s Quick Write prompt about year ‘round schooling. 

It offered her students a safe place to begin playing with ideas before committing 

them to final drafts. It also offered them a ready reference guide to prior lessons. “Look 

back in your notes”, she directed students when they were recalling elements of 

expository writing she had taught earlier in the school year.  

 

Writing is Ambiguous 

Lauren believes that her budding young writers need many opportunities to 

explore their own thinking, particularly because writing is hard. She understands that 
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there are many ways to approach a writing topic. When asked what she likes about 

teaching writing, she replied, “there’s no right or wrong answer”, and “there are so many 

different avenues to take in writing.” She recognizes its ambiguous nature and that 

writing is filled with dialectical, interdependent opportunities.   

I always tell kids the hard parts of writing; the best things about writing is that 
there's is no right way to do it. The worst thing about writing is there is no right 
way to do it. …the right answer is when you can explain how; why you think that. 
The wrong answer is when you can’t explain it. And so, I like that it opens them 
up and that lets them think for themselves and at the same time that’s what I hate 
about teaching English because sometimes I just wish there was one thing that 
was right, so that it would make my grading easier (chuckle, chuckle). (Lauren 
Pre-Int.) 
 
 

Writers Need Mentors 

Therefore, because learning to write is an organic and complex process, she 

recognizes that apprenticeship is vital to helping students through the hard parts. 

Lauren understands that writers need mentors, including published authors, frequent 

feedback, peer response, and models of the writing process. Lauren usually came to 

class prepared with a draft of the assignment she expected her students to tackle. 

Although she may have prepared her own writing sample in advance, she understood 

that doing the assignment with the same expectations she had of her students would 

help her discover the difficulties they might face when completing the writing task. This 

is a lesson she had learned midway through her teaching career during Abydos training, 

when she learned, “Don't ever assign something that you haven't done first.” If, for 

example, students were expected to focus on transitions during revision, she modeled 

the thinking process required to edit her own writing draft in front of her students; 

demonstrating her belief that a writing teacher should also be a writer.   
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She also understands that students learn to write differently according to their 

own interests and skill levels. By narrating her own thinking process she offered her 

students concrete examples of an abstract process. For example, to show effective 

examples of revising a lead for the Letters About Literature essays, she shared aloud 

her own revising process. 

Before: Mildred might be the one character I love to hate most. She is dingy, 
brainwashed, and anti-social, yet every time I read Fahrenheit 451, I am 
captivated by her actions. It might be because we are completely opposite, but 
there is also a slight chance that somewhere deep down in my Type A 
personality, she and I are scarily similar.  
 
After: Mildred is small-minded and childish. She avoids conversations about 
feelings, she is brittle, and she has no substance. While I am completely opposite 
of this brain-washed character, Mildred and I used to be scarily similar. (Lauren 
Letters About Literature Lesson in Google Slides, #34). 
 

Then, she passed out a class set of complete writing samples for her students to 

reference as needed during a sustained silent writing period. Each sample offered a 

different technique or text structure. The class hand-out contained four award winning 

letters from recent years of the Library of Congress Letters About Literature contest, 

including letters about Ellie Wiesel’s Night, Maya Angelou’s Old Folks Laugh, and Steve 

Jobs, I Will Always Write Back.  

By providing mentor texts to set the stage for a lesson and to provoke discussion 

about the author’s craft, she modeled expectations for her students, while also revealing 

her own vulnerability as a writer. In this way, Lauren established a learning environment 

that embraces the struggles writers of any age experience; which are often the same for 

both students and teachers. Additionally, by narrating her own process, she was able to 

empathize with her students’ writing journeys. 
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Mentor texts also allowed her to seamlessly integrate reading and writing 

instruction. For example, during the Making an Impact unit, Lauren used “Malala the 

Powerful”, a Scholastic Magazine article as a mentor text to teach expository text 

elements in a guided reading lesson. 

So, we are going to go through this and we’re going to be dissecting this article 
for the parts of expository text. So, things that I look for when you write, we’re 
going to go into this and look for the exact same features here. Expository writing 
and expository reading are the same thing. You have to have a thesis. You have 
to have examples. You have to have all of that. It doesn’t matter if you’re reading 
it or you’re writing it. (Lauren Obs. 3) 
 

She hoped that the informational texts they closely examined together would provide 

students with authentic examples of expository text features to imitate in their own 

writing. I like to look at examples because the more examples you see, will hopefully 

trigger something.”  

When thinking aloud with her students, Lauren demonstrated genuine 

exploration. Occasionally students interrupted her thinking to react. Their process was 

organic. Although she had most likely considered the type of interaction she wanted to 

have with her students, sharing authentic creativity and writing experiences made the 

process more viable and achievable to her students. When launching Genius Hour, for 

example, she showed them how to get started and how to overcome obstacles. They 

worked the brainstorming process together; students worked in their writer’s notebooks 

listing ideas for their own research questions, while Lauren modeled aloud her thinking 

process on the whiteboard.   

Lauren: So, write your topic. Begin generating some questions. So, after we 
generate questions, this is where we're going to start our research because if I go 
to Google and I type in sugar, am I going to be able to find good information.  
 
Students: (Various students ask questions.) 
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Lauren: Yes and no. I'm going to have a gazillion other things to filter. So, when 
we start writing questions, this is what we want to know about the topic that's 
going to be a really good starting point. Like Casey {her husband} said, there was 
this really good article [where] they equated sugar to a drug. So, I'm going write; 
my question is: Is sugar comparable to a drug?  I'm going to ask questions like, 
how much sugar is too much, because you know there's naturally sugar in our 
fruits and vegetables. But I'm also going to start asking questions like, about 
preservatives and things that I know about that have added sugar, like how much 
more is being put in your pizzas. So, right now, you are generating questions. 
(Lauren Obs. 5) 
 
 

Expository Writing is an Amalgam 

Offering her students informational texts across various sources, Lauren was 

able to show her students that expository writing is a complex genre. Although she 

believes that the sole function of expository writing is “to explain”, she understands that 

it encompasses an amalgam of text features. When preparing students to write about 

someone who has made a difference in society, she asked them to analyze an 

informational article to discover the mixture of expository text features. 

Lauren: Tomorrow we’re going to go back through here and we’re going to find 
examples of expository writing. Because expository writing is an amalgam. What 
does amalgam mean?  
 
Student: Mixture. 
 
Lauren:  A mixture of things. And here are some of the things that we can put in 
our mixture: facts, statistics, anecdotes, descriptions, details, definitions and 
examples. And so, we’re going to go back through and we’re going to look for 
them. (Lauren Obs. 3) 
 
She also recognizes that students do not always enjoy reading informational 

texts; as they often prefer the momentum of narrative plot lines. Therefore, in an effort 

to have her students discover the breadth of expository writing, she wanted them to 

recognize how narrative elements can enhance an author’s expository purpose. During 
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the Letters About Literature unit, for example, she taught her students that an anecdote 

is a narrative text feature useful for hooking the reader in both expository and narrative 

texts. Drawing from the explanations and examples in curriculum written by the Library 

of Congress for the Letters About Literature performance task, she explained that an 

effective lead is a hook that should have a “one-two punch”; “It grabs the reader’s 

attention and it suggests the main idea or theme of the story to follow” (Lauren Letters 

About Literature Curriculum, p. 16). She showed them the similarity and importance of 

hooks and leads in both personal narratives and expository texts, explaining that 

narrative hooks are important in both fiction and nonfiction; that narrative beginnings 

have a role in expository, informational writing. In the LAL curriculum example, the lead 

from the letter to author Bette Green, from The Drowning of Stephan Jones, incites 

discussion about provocative words, such as: “facility” and “racism.”   

It was both interesting and conversational. David’s phrase, “Your book tossed my 
brain all around” reflects his voice, the way he might talk to the author if he met 
her in person. Second, David revealed something private about himself in writing. 
That’s why I’m in this facility. We could not resist. We had to read on to learn 
more. And in fact, David’s letter did answer why he had been incarcerated in a 
juvenile detention center. Sharing something personal about yourself in a letter 
can be difficult. But that’s not the only way to deliver the one-two punch. (Lauren 
Obs. 1; Letters About Literature Curriculum, p. 16) 
 
When modeling her own thinking, she also revealed her personal intrigue with 

the opening of this letter. She explained that she wants to read on to learn more about 

the connection the letter writer is making regarding his own experience suggested by 

the words, “jail” and “racism.” The appeal is emotional: “It makes me mad.” It’s personal. 

It’s engaging. 

Yet, she also illustrated that hooking the reader is not limited to anecdotal 

intrigue. Authors may use other text structures to entice their readers. By the end of the 
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lesson, she had invited her students to use three different types of leads: an emotional 

draw, an anecdote that tells a brief snippet of a story, and a before and after 

comparison that may be “an interesting quality you share with the author and or 

characters in the book.” 

 

Thesis Statements Control Expository Writing 

Of the many expository text elements Lauren taught her students, she focused 

most on organization and the thesis statement. She taught them that, “the thesis 

statement is the promise to the reader.” As the controlling idea of the text, it drives the 

writer’s decisions about what to include in the body of the text. During the Letters About 

Literature unit she used the analogy of book ends to explain a framework in which 

opening and closing paragraphs should contain similar ideas; to help “you figure out 

what you need to incorporate” in the body of the essay. She taught her students that 

effective expository writing is unified, centers around a coherent controlling idea, and 

contains supporting ideas.  

What all is involved in expository? … OK, a strong thesis that controls the essay, 
… ideas [that] pair well with the thesis, and it has to be coherent. So, it has to be 
unified. It has to all make sense. We know the thesis has no opinion. … It 
explains some facts.  
 
What else are we looking for in expository? Is it all fact based? What other types 
of things do we use? … So, like an anecdote of a person that experienced it. 
(Lauren Obs. 4) 
 

Lauren’s emphasis on the importance of the thesis statement is rooted in her early 

experiences teaching research and persuasive writing to high schoolers.  

I did this a lot with persuasive. We would form our opinion and then we'd have 
our note cards and then we would find, an example from a text or a quote from a 
text that would support the thesis statement. We would find some type of 
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anecdote that would support their thesis statement. We would find a statistic that 
would support it, and so we would find different things that supported their thesis 
statement. (Lauren Pre-Int.)  
 
She found that students often struggled to identify the thesis, often confounding it 

with supporting ideas. While reading the Malala article, she wanted her students to 

understand that the thesis of the article is bigger than the facts or actions that Malala 

takes to enact her beliefs. She reinforced the idea that being shot, attacked by the 

Taliban is horrible and terrifying, but it is merely a detail in the big picture, that “all 

children deserve a right to an education.” To drive home the differences between the 

shocking details and the overarching main, controlling idea of the article, Lauren posited 

fact against generalization, by talking through what happened, what Malala must have 

been thinking, as opposed to how Malala’s defiant actions spoke for her beliefs, and 

then by asking students to reconsider their thesis selection. 

But the whole article is about her fight for … so which one’s our thesis? We have 
(student discussion) the amazing true story about a 15-year-old girl, [standing up 
against] a terrorist group because she’s not only a 15-year-old, she’s also a 
crusader for girls’ rights to go to school? …  So, her message is always the 
same, all children deserve a right to an education. … She is not only a 15-year-
old girl, she is also a crusader for girls to go to school. (Lauren Obs. 3) 
 
She also wants them to recognize that the thesis statement can appear in more 

than one place in the text. Although she admits that she has been trained to include a 

thesis statement toward the end of the first paragraph, she is also trying to resist the 

urge to shape her students into formulaic writers.  

Lauren: As a writer, my thesis statement is always the last sentence in my first 
paragraph because that is the way I was trained. I don’t know how to do it any 
other way. But for these kids, especially with [the state writing test] and they don’t 
want it formulaic, it could be anywhere. 
 
Me: So, does genre influence where the thesis statement appears? 
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Lauren: I don’t know. I think. My brain is, last sentence, first paragraph. Any time 
I write. If I write an email to parents, the last sentence of my first paragraph is 
always what I would consider to be the thesis statement. So, I don’t know if 
genre, I’m really, like this is new for me this year, because I’m normally so 
structured. And I try to teach structure. But I’m trying to get away from structure, 
because [then] it becomes a formula, I’m trying to back away from that. (Lauren 
Obs. 3) 
 
 

Expository Writing is Ambiguous 

Lauren realized that writing is filled with blurred boundaries; particularly 

expository writing. Identifying the thesis statement was difficult for her students, 

particularly when reading a complex article containing multiple sections. Vigorous 

discussion about identifying the thesis statement revealed their confusion, or at least the 

possibility that the controlling idea might have been more implicitly stated than explicitly 

stated.   

They struggled to separate supporting ideas from controlling ideas, as the thesis 

statement appeared hidden in a myriad of details that seemed equally important as the 

thesis reiterated throughout the entire essay. Texts which vaguely inferred a thesis at 

the beginning of the essay, (or more or less alluded to the author’s purpose for writing), 

and then more clearly popped the controlling idea in at the end seemed to defy Lauren’s 

traditional writing perspective. 

Combined text structures, within the context of an article, also confused students; 

as real-world essays are not always limited to a singular text structure and genre. 

Expository writing can include narrative descriptive and story-telling elements, just as it 

can also persuade a reader by including details that might sway a reader to feel a 

certain way based on the ideas it is presenting. Lauren discovered this kind of confusion 
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when devolving the Malala article. When her students began to debate whether the text 

structures were description, problem/solution, or cause and effect, she knew they were 

confused. “So, we’re going to have to talk a little bit more about organizational structure, 

aren’t we?” Lauren later pointed out that “it’s a fine line” between expository and 

persuasive writing; that both are information-based genres that use an array of “facts, 

tables, statistics, anecdotes, details, descriptions.” She believes that what an author 

does with facts determines the difference between expository and persuasive writing 

purposes; that, “you can’t argue with facts” which are necessary to support the thesis 

statement, regardless of the genre.   

Therefore, Lauren taught analytical reading lessons to help students discover the 

techniques author’s use to organize text and state their claim. In fact, sometimes 

Lauren’s writing instruction seemed more like reading lessons, as I often witnessed 

more reading than writing activity during most classroom observations. Clearly reading 

and writing are interdependent activities.  

 

Critical Thinking Facilitates Insight 

Lauren was keenly aware of the influence high-stakes assessment has on her 

teaching decisions. 

Me: So, what's the most important thing for an expository writer to know? What 
are non-negotiables? What must they have? 
 
Lauren: Gosh. I'm thinking [about the state writing test]. Thesis statement. In 
expository you have to have a controlling or idea or a thesis statement. (Lauren 
Post-Int.) 
 

She struggled to resist teaching her students according to the standards she had 

learned when she was in school. She had learned that the thesis statement should 
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appear near the end of the first paragraph of an essay; yet, working with a variety of 

texts with her students, she noticed that not all texts follow that simple rule. Identifying a 

thesis was not always an easy task, particularly for her students. During one particular 

lesson focused on identifying expository text features, she offered her students a choice 

of two articles to analyze. After voting to start with the argument against, year ‘round 

schooling, students used yellow highlighters to annotate copies of the article, “Summer: 

15 Days or 2 1/2 Months?” (k12.thoughtfullearning.com). Students volunteered to read 

aloud. In turn, they read the first three paragraphs, until Lauren interrupted them to 

discuss the thesis statement. “So, we need to find our thesis statement; an expository 

thesis statement.” Students offered different answers.  

Student: There are numerous downsides to year around schooling in the first 
paragraph.  
 
Lauren: OK. There are numerous downsides to year around schooling. Yes? 
(Calls on another student).  
 
Student: Schools should continue using the traditional calendar and not the year 
around schedule.  
 
Lauren: Okay, Yeah. (Calls on another student).  
 
Student: The last sentence of the first paragraph. There's no positive effects on 
education, adds to the cost, and disrupts the longer summer vacation.  
 
Lauren: OK. Good Yeah. (Calls on another student).  
 
Student: Second paragraph … Year around schooling has no constructive impact 
on education.  
 
Lauren: What's our thesis?  
 
Student: All of them? I think… 
 
Lauren: It really could be any one of them. I'm not going to get real specific with 
our thesis statement right now, because we know that the thesis statement is the 
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promise to the reader; and so, all of those kind of incorporate what this article is 
about. (Lauren Obs. 4) 
 
Lauren and her students had learned that authors reiterate ideas across complex 

texts in various ways, often using multiple text structures and examples within the 

context of one article. She understands that more mature, experienced readers and 

writers tend to have an easier time finding these iterations, because sometimes their 

experiences offer them insights that support their comprehension of complex texts.   

 

Curiosity Leads to Developing Insight 

Lauren believes that students often struggle to identify a clear controlling idea 

when composing expository writing because they often lack the experiences required to 

develop insightful thinking. She considers teaching insight to seventh graders one of her 

greatest challenges as a writing teacher. 

I've thought about this a lot. What I'm really asking these kids to do when [they] 
write expository; it's not an easy task - but you don't want tasks to be easy. You 
want to challenge them, but trying to get them to add insight, and depth and stuff 
- how do you do that? Like I've asked the question so many times this year. You 
know - how do you teach insight? …Because when I try to teach insight, I mean, 
I feel like I fall short every time. Because I'm 32 and I have so many more real-
world experiences that have [offered me] insight. Some of these kids have lived 
in [this middle class suburban community] their entire lives. What kind of insight 
can they offer? … I think that you have to struggle to have insight, because just 
traveling isn't going to give you insight. But to have some type of change; to 
come away from traveling as a different person. (Lauren Post-Int.) 
 

Then, when she described her recent travels to Italy with her husband and her sister’s 

travels in England, she realized that developing insight involves a process of discovery 

and curiosity. Exposure to different kinds of experiences and ideas offers new 

perspectives, often discovered by comparing new ideas to pre-conceived ones. 
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So, the things that make you think in life are what give you insight. Just going. 
Like my sister's in London right now, just hopping from Buckingham Palace to 
this, to that. But the experiences she's going to come home to tell; those are the 
ones that make her go, hmmm. Why is it like that? (Lauren Post-Int.) 
 
Recognizing the opportunities open-ended research could offer her students, 

Lauren looked forward to offering her students the complete freedom to explore any 

topic of their choice; their “passion projects” during Genius Hour. “Naturally, we’re 

curious people. So, now we get to figure out what WE want to learn about, and we get 

to learn about it.” She wanted her students to tap into their natural curiosity in hopes of 

gaining new perspectives about life.   

What are you curious about? What do you want to learn about? Teach us. That's 
expository. I mean, that's when you start to get that insight. Because you think 
about it like, in ways that you haven't thought about it before. (Lauren Post-Int.) 
 
Lauren understands that the benefit of Genius Hour is not necessarily about the 

final product; rather, it is about the discovery process; still developing minds need 

guidance narrowing their focus. Recognizing that isolating a research topic and 

identifying useful research questions is hard, particularly for young adolescents, 

regardless of their maturity; she launched Genius Hour with a detailed brainstorming 

protocol. Again, she modeled her thinking. Working alongside her students, she taught 

her students how to effectively brainstorm and develop research questions by using 

examples from her own experiences, while students worked the same process in their 

writer’s notebooks.  

 

Writers Make Decisions 

Lauren knows that writing is a decision-making process. It is a process of 

negotiations, within the writer (writer and conscience), between the writer and editor 
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(writer and peers or teacher), and even the writer and the audience (writer and task 

requirements). In fact, nearly every lesson I observed involved some element of 

decision making, usually centered on revision in some capacity. Sometimes, she taught 

revision explicitly, during structured sentence revision practice at the beginning of class, 

for instance. On other occasions, she offered impromptu verbal feedback during side-

by-side conferences with students during a work period. She also encouraged revision 

through written feedback on writing drafts. Lauren demonstrated through her frequent 

think aloud protocols that writers are constantly playing with words and phrases, ideas 

and examples, text structures and organization. She understands that writing is messy, 

precisely because so many decisions are made while writing.  

It is a mess, because seventh graders tend to, or a lot of kids tend to start getting 
into a little story and then they lose track of what they were doing, and so that’s 
another fun part of the revising process when you go back through and start 
[talking to them]. OK, look at… what is this chunk? Well, this is the time that I 
protect my brother. (Imitating a student) OK. Should it be three fourths of the 
page? Oh! No. So then you teach them how to tell their story in a more succinct 
way. (Lauren Pre-Int.) 
 
Lauren wanted her students to make choices as writers, to synthesize their 

message and avoid rambling through endless pages of facts and information. She 

wanted them to understand that writers make choices, and that they must choose the 

facts and supporting details that fit their unique purpose; to “make YOUR paper the 

best”; to realize that they have options, to determine whether an anecdote, statistics, a 

graphic, or some other supporting detail is best to deliver their message. She knows 

revision is a complex process of elimination and determination, which many young 

writers struggle to accomplish. 
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To demonstrate the many decisions that writers make during any aspect of a 

writing project, Lauren used a think aloud protocol to model her own process during 

revision and editing sessions across all writing units. During Testing Boot Camp, she 

often wrote sentences based on current events and student interests to guide them 

through the thinking process required to revise and edit sentences in a testing situation. 

She encouraged her students to work with a shoulder partner, allowing them five 

minutes to work the sentences and to record their answers in their writer’s notebook. 

She tapped into grammar concepts that had already been taught in class, including “an 

apostrophe, subject verb agreement, capitalization, commas; everything we’ve learned 

so far this year.” By allowing students to discuss the sentences with a partner, she 

witnessed not only how they approached sentence revision by listening to their 

conversations, but she also helped students realize that making sentences clear and 

coherent involves revision; all the while, modeling her own writing journey. Across all 

writing units, Lauren invited her students to view revision as an ongoing element of the 

writing process. “You know me, I am still revising my lead. Has this ever happened to 

you?”  

Once when returning a writing assignment to students, she offered them an 

opportunity to revise their work for a better grade. Before discussing revision 

opportunities for these essays, she asks students to rate themselves.  

On a scale of 1-10, how well did you do? How many of you were disappointed? 
... Even if you made 98 you can rewrite it. Because what happens is, when you 
go back in and you correct one mistake, or you correct two mistakes you’re 
learning how to become a better writer. (Lauren Obs. 3) 
 

Students were encouraged to simply revise and to take note of comments she had 

written in the margins of their draft, such as, “I’m a little confused by this.” At the bare 
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minimum, she always read students’ work in search of meaning; recognizing that 

mastery writing begins with clear, concise, insightful writing that is well organized and 

well supported with details and examples – criteria that coincide with the state’s writing 

rubric. About revisions, she told her students, “I want you to make it better.” I notice that 

she did not ask her students to “get it right.”  

In another instance, after analyzing the state’s writing rubric, she encouraged 

students to revise the 11-Minute essay they had written in preparation for the writing 

test. The 11-Mintue essay is a timed quick-writing strategy designed to teach students 

how to efficiently organize an essay in response to a writing prompt. Because it only 

takes 11 minutes to compose the first draft, revisions are inevitable. It’s a process filled 

with opportunities to make writerly decisions. 

To help students learn how to improve their writing, she guided them through a 

comparative analysis of writing samples to show them the differences between effective 

and ineffective writing. For example, during the lesson about leads in the Letters About 

Literature performance task, she showed her students non-examples of hooks, asking 

them to determine “what would make your hook better.” Giggling with her students 

about the badly written leads, they notice flat writing, missing detail, lacking insight from 

the letter writer’s perspective, or shallow compliments to the author for a book well-

written.  

So glad we are giggling – sounds like a person with no personality. You should 
also feel bad for the judges. I am going to write all the bad hooks to teach you; as 
motivation, not to be on the bad hooks list. (Lauren Obs. 1) 
 

Lauren understands that real craft-work begins with re-envisioning both the message 

and the medium; an ongoing process in a writer’s world. 
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She also recognized that writer’s sometimes need criteria to help them judge the 

quality of their work. Although the district’s curriculum performance tasks included 

grading rubrics similar to the state’s grading rubric, sometimes they only featured 

expository reading and writing strategies taught in the unit, as opposed to holistic writing 

traits. By contrast, the state’s grading rubric is more comprehensive. The state 

education agency grades expository writing on a four-point scale according to three 

broad categories: organization/progression, idea development, and use of 

language/conventions. Therefore, during Testing Boot Camp, she asked her students to 

analyze and score student writing samples provided by the state. Students used a 

simplified version of the state’s expository writing grading rubric to help them focus their 

critique. Then, Lauren asked her students to review their own essays to determine how 

to improve the first drafts of an essay they had recently written.  

So, go back into your body paragraph and I want you to figure out what have I 
done well and what have I not done well, and how am I going to make this better. 
… let’s see what we can do, knowing what we have seen from other people. 
(Lauren Obs. 7) 
 
She encouraged students to revise by making notes in the margins of their draft, 

or to rewrite as needed. As she worked her way up and down the rows of desks to 

guide students, she reminded them to revisit the mentor texts they had just dissected. “If 

you are stuck, go back to the 3s and 4s (score points). How did they do it? You can 

mimic their structure. You just can’t steal their words.” At times, she stopped to work 

alongside students, squatting down to their level next to their desks, to coach them by 

asking questions about the goals and purposes of their writing. “Have you developed an 

idea? What do you think?” Lauren avoided giving answers; rather, she coached by 

putting the responsibility for making decisions about the writing back on the student. By 
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questioning her students, she not only puts the onus on the student, but she also 

demonstrates that she cannot think for the student or pretend to know what the student 

wants to say. Rather, she was available to help the student recognize areas that 

seemed unclear or undeveloped. By the end of class that day, students had had time to 

revise, collaborate and obtain feedback from both peers and their teacher. She 

concluded class by asking her students to reflect on their accomplishments in class that 

day. Recognizing that many twelve-year-olds do not like to revise, Lauren told her 

students that there isn’t any magic formula for writing well. “I can't put up the equation 

like math and say this is how we do it. It's going to look different for everybody.” She 

understands that revision can be a difficult, yet essential process. 

 

Relationships Matter 

Lauren’s interactions with her students demonstrated the importance of 

relationships. She often used humor to deflect the tension of difficult assignments. 

Sometimes she teased with sarcasm: “Stare at your computer and pray until something 

happens. Just kidding!”, for example; and often she promoted telling stories to 

encourage bonding as readers and writers. Lauren found ways to engage her students 

at their level of interest and in ways they could relate to the content and the demands of 

their tasks. In our interviews she used the word “boring” to describe writing that isn’t fun. 

[High-stakes test] writing isn’t necessarily fun, for example. It is, however, required. She 

understands her student’s anxiety about high-stakes tests, even among the high-

achieving students she worked with this year. She recognizes their ambition and 

tendency toward perfectionism. She also understands their disdain for mundane rote 
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test practice and for writing compulsory on-demand essays constrained by topic and 

space. The state writing test essay is limited to 26-lines and generally addresses broad 

topics, such as friendship, courage, or failure, for example. Lauren understands the 

difficulty of writing succinctly about a topic that students may have difficulty relating to. 

Consequently, she offered her students strategies to overcome the frustration of 

addressing “boring” on-demand writing tasks. When practicing revising and editing 

strategies for the test, she incorporated sentences about movies, books, fashion; any 

topic that she knew would interest her students. “There are so many different avenues 

to take in writing.” Therefore, writing doesn’t have to be “boring.” 

Lauren showed interest in her students’ writing journey; the process, as much as 

an effective product. After sustained silent reading one day, she asked students to jot 

down where they might be struggling in their writing. “On the purple sticky note: Write 

about your biggest struggle in Letters About Literature.” Then she organized the 

students’ comments on the white board into categories: “lead, compliment, finding the 

book I connect with, adding details without saying the same thing over and over again.” 

This quick tally of student struggles gave her insight to use while conferring with 

students during independent writing time, or perhaps in another lesson. She also took 

this opportunity to address generic questions and concerns about their task at hand.  

Although she came to class with a plan of action that day, she appeared to be 

flexible; to move with the flow of the class, and to respond to her students’ needs as 

they arose. To remain responsive to student demands and queries, she used a status of 

the class (Atwell, 1978) strategy to determine how students were feeling about their 

progress on their writing assignment.  
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Lauren demonstrated a tremendous capacity to empathize with her students. At 

times she shared her vulnerabilities as a writer, and she always shared her thinking 

about literature and the current events she thought might interest her students. For 

example, while working on the Making and Impact unit, she guided students through an 

article about Malala, a young girl who became an advocate for girls’ education in 

Pakistan and the youngest recipient of the Nobel Peace Prize at age 17. Although the 

objective of the lesson was to discover expository text elements and the thesis 

statement, she also engaged her students in deep discussion about world history and 

events by helping them make connections to their own lives and by helping them to find 

empathy with Malala’s situation. She drew parallels between students’ prior learning 

and the topic at hand and used personal anecdotes to make connections with her 

students, when she asked students, “So, can you think of ways you were personally 

impacted by any of those people out there in the hall?” in reference to the gallery walk 

students had taken to gather background information about 10 different contemporary 

and historical famous people during the Making an Impact performance task.  

Then she cited a personal incident from her own experience in high school 

chemistry, to show that sometimes finding interest in a prompt, a person, or a topic is 

often influenced by their interest in that subject as well as in their background 

knowledge about that subject.  

After I graduated from high school I liked science a whole lot better. When I 
started chemistry [in high school], high school and college chemistry were the 
same stuff. For some reason chemistry in college was more interesting [when I 
had a boyfriend]. (Lauren Obs. 3) 
 

At this point Lauren recognized that her commentary was personal and possibly 

irrelevant, but her personal anecdote attracted the attention of some of the girls in the 
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class. Lauren continually took time to engage her students by connecting with them 

through stories, texts she selected for lessons, or in the parallels she drew between 

ideas.  

Everybody’s influenced by certain things. Like for some people, reading about 
LeBron James; that was the best part of their day. For others, they were like, how 
can you put LeBron James out here, when we have Abraham Lincoln right next 
to him. It’s preference. It’s what you think is important. (Lauren Obs. 3) 
 
 

Writing Instruction Balances Structure and Freedom 

Just as writers are influenced by mentors and exposure to a variety of ideas, 

writing instruction follows a body of knowledge and conventions particular to genre 

specificities. Teaching expository writing requires deep content learning across the 

spectrum of content related knowledge and academic writing principles. Although 

learning how to write, discovering what to say, and how to conform to the rules of the 

genre may straddle the ambiguous line of process and product, deep content learning is 

nevertheless an integral element of writing instruction that encompasses both sides of 

the process/product divide. Lauren encouraged her students to use their vast reading 

repertoire to inform their writing while teaching them how to use free-writing to generate 

ideas for honing into the traditional structures of conventional essay writing. Balancing 

open-ended and prompted essay writing requires intentional planning and teaching. 

 

Routines Matter 

Lauren appeared to be a meticulously organized writing teacher. She came to 

class prepared with writing samples. She knew what learning objectives she hoped to 

accomplish. She had prepared guided reading and writing prompts in advance, and 
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organized her classroom in an orderly, traditional manner. Her 21 students sat in pairs, 

next to a shoulder partner in four forward-facing rows. Every Monday, students were 

required to complete the week’s agenda in their own planners and then to leave them 

open for the her to check that they had recorded the week’s learning targets and 

assignments. Her students understood the routines of the classroom. At the beginning 

of each class, while Lauren took attendance on an iPad, students checked the white 

board for updates, copied the essential question for the day, organized their materials, 

and then nestled into the sacred sustained silent reading period. Class leaders passed 

out materials when needed: including writer’s notebooks housed in a bin in the front of 

the classroom, handouts, highlighters, or computers. Lauren had established certain 

protocols and routines for behavior; facilitating the difficult task of learning to write in a 

comfortable and supportive learning environment. Lauren’s classroom management 

demonstrated that an effective writing process classroom requires routines. 

 

Classroom Structure Matters 

Regardless, of where they were in the writing process, students transitioned 

through the different activities seamlessly. This allowed her to focus instruction on 

developing targeted writing skills or background knowledge required to complete their 

assignments in both whole class and individualized teacher conferences. Lauren also 

encouraged peer-conferencing. Often students were asked to share a writing sample in 

their writer’s notebook, to get peer feedback, or to work on an assignment together with 

a partner. Some students worked alone in silence, while others preferred to discuss 
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their writing with their peers during work periods. Times like these were open-ended and 

flexible, allowing students to progress according to their unique needs. 

 

Writing Projects Provide Structure 

Lauren followed the school district’s curriculum framed by cornerstone writing 

projects and the writing process approach. This integrated reading and writing 

curriculum culminates in writing performance tasks that are often developed over 

several weeks. Within the timeframe of each unit, she embedded various exemplar texts 

and skills lessons usually related to genre-specific instruction. I observed her teaching 

elements of two expository writing units: Letters About Literature and Making an Impact. 

In the first unit, students wrote letters to an author explaining how the book may have 

changed their perception of the world. In the second unit, students wrote expository 

essays based on research about a famous person who has made an impact in the 

world. She also introduced Genius Hour; a research project she had previously used 

with high school students that she thought her pre-AP GT students would particularly 

enjoy. It incorporates the recursive elements of student inquiry, authentic learning driven 

by student-selected topics, and deep content learning that she values.   

 

High-Stakes Assessments Influence Instruction 

Yet, despite the rich content and learning experiences she feels her district’s 

curriculum offers, Lauren expressed the pressures she has always felt to prepare her 

students for the impending high-stakes writing assessment students take every year in 

the spring. In fact, she had already started preparing her students for the state’s writing 
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assessment in a unit she referred to as boot camp, in the last weeks of classroom 

observations. 

She understands the effects high-stakes testing has on students and curriculum. 

In fact, her experiences working with At Risk students has influenced her views on high-

stakes assessment. During our initial interview, she explained that working in a low-

performing high school made her realize the tremendous pressures students feel with 

end-of-course exams and the high-stakes tests. Therefore, she believes that teaching 

focused literacy skills and preparing students to take high-stakes tests is important and 

necessary, simply to help students graduate. [Now] “I think SAT, ACT, future college, 

whereas last year it was like, get them across the stage. Try to get them to school and 

try to get them across the stage.” She talked about the environment of panic felt in low-

performing schools where constant benchmarking is standard practice. By contrast, at 

the middle school where she was working at the time of this study, the school’s general 

focus was “to get students into college.” Whether she is preparing students for minimal 

graduation expectations or for college entrance, Lauren understands that students of all 

levels experience test anxiety.  

Although she expected her Pre-AP GT seventh grade students to pass the state 

reading and writing tests, the emphasis on testing from her prior-teaching experiences 

has acclimated her to focus instruction on test preparation for all students, regardless of 

their literacy skills. When discussing her projected teaching plans during the observation 

period of this study, she explained, “I want to give them a [high-stakes] writing prompt. I 

want to go through how we write for [state test] and I want to do it a couple of times, 

before they write for [state test].” Yet, knowing how much her students were enjoying 
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writing expository pieces about literature, she was hoping to connect the writing her 

students were doing from the district’s curriculum to the state assessment to show that 

on-demand writing is not necessarily tedious. Both Lauren and her students thoroughly 

loved the freedom of writing essays for the Letters About Literature unit. Therefore, she 

hoped that they would approach the 26-line state expository writing test with similar 

enthusiasm.  

I know, they feel so good about it [Letters About Literature] already and I don't 
want that to change when they get to [the state writing test]. I don't want them to 
see, oh boring. I mean 26 lines. That's just mean, but whatever. …Because, you 
know, we are trying to put their ideas into a box. I plan on doing a PSA [public 
service announcement]. I plan on doing something [state test]-style because I 
want them to see that just because it's [the state test] doesn't make it boring. 
(Lauren Pre-Int.) 
 
Lauren empathized tremendously with students who struggle to write expository 

essays. In fact, she really didn’t like teaching expository writing, until she encountered 

the Letters About Literature unit in the seventh-grade curriculum. Having spent most of 

her career teaching high school, she became fond of teaching persuasive writing. She 

explained that when she accepted this most recent seventh grade teaching position, 

she realized that she would have to teach expository writing, which she had always 

thought was “boring”, primarily because it is simply about delivering information and test 

preparation. 

I’ve always said, I’m so thankful I don’t have to teach expository writing. Because 
I always thought that expository writing was so boring, because it’s fact-based. 
It’s examples, and everything. I’ve always felt that it doesn’t have opinion. Or that 
it doesn’t have personality in it. …When I think of expository writing, I think of 
like, research papers-style because it’s all facts. So, when I took this position 
teaching seventh grade, I was like, crap, I’ve got to teach expository writing. It’s 
so boring. …Everything is not [for the state test], which is one big point that I had 
to remind myself; that expository writing is based on fact. You know in Abydos, 
we learn expository writing explains. But when it explains, that doesn’t mean that 
you can’t add personality. (Lauren Pre-Int.) 
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Therefore, Lauren taught her students techniques for fulfilling the expectations of the 

state writing assessment. She believes that on-demand writing is, yet, another writing 

genre. Although her students have been writing all year long, the specific elements and 

nuances of a high-stakes writing assessment requires a narrower focus. She compared 

the state test to the Super Bowl. 

So, we’re going to go through here because, like I told you, the [the state writing 
test] is like a game, and so we have to learn to play the game. And so, the way 
you learn to play the game is to know [what to expect]. You know all those 
football players. Like the Patriots, they sat and watched films. They watched 
different plays. They knew what to expect. (Lauren Obs. 6) 
 
By the end of class, students had accomplished two tasks: captured a simplified 

grading rubric (see Figure 4.5) in their writer’s notebook and evaluated student essays 

previously scored by the state, in order to measure their own progress against high and 

low scoring essays.  

 
Figure 4.5. Simplified expository grading rubric Lauren created with students. 

Caring and curiosity matter. Finally, to accomplish this Lauren demonstrated two 

essential elements of writing instruction: 1) The teacher is not the purveyor of answers, 

and 2) writers require compassion and understanding from others as well as within 
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themselves. Lauren understands that students achieve understanding when they are 

empowered to explore their own answers, rather than to be told what is right or wrong. 

She understands that expository writing, in particular, is a writing genre that spans the 

spectrum from narrative writing on one end and persuasive writing at the other end. 

Incorporating a rich reading culture into her classroom routines offered her opportunities 

to demonstrate how expository writing embraces all three genres.  

When conferring with students she was sensitive to the different levels of support 

her students needed. Some students required more concrete direction: “In your closing 

you are going to want to go back. That is where I would start.” She knew which students 

required more direct feedback: “It’s not the most exciting sentence. Be more specific – 

because I like the first part of it. What about this line struck a chord with you? Why is it 

so important?” Others, needed open-ended questions that put the responsibility of 

making decisions about the content of their writing in the student’s hands: “Does that 

happen to you?” Sometimes she simply referred the student back to the mentor texts 

they had studied in class.  

Lauren demonstrated that teaching in inquiry (Eoyang & Holladay, 2013) is a 

stance she must adopt to help her students explore their own minds, which means that 

writers need time to read, write, explore, and quibble with ideas and experiences. 

Students who have not travelled or read as widely as others need exposure through 

classroom content, which she often provided in the informational articles she used in 

lessons and the Genius Hour research opportunity. Lauren understood that ultimately, 

Genius Hour is about the process, “because this is all about discovery” and choices. 

The process takes time, and as Lauren described about her former sophomore student, 
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sometimes writers and researchers change their mind at the last minute, when they 

might find their most essential Aha! moment. The examples Lauren used to 

demonstrate this process show that research questions matter, as do the facts, details, 

charts, and statistics they find along the way. What students do with those facts; how 

they synthesize them to formulate a thesis requires making choices along the way. 

Trends in Lauren’s instruction became apparent when identifying patterns for 

powerful writing instruction, revealing three distinct conditions for expository writing 

instruction. Figure 4.6 illustrates the relationship between the trends and three overall 

conditions Lauren established for teaching expository writing. In this figure, the ovals 

represent the three conditions she set, which are linked to rectangles containing the 

corresponding trends which define them. Table 4.1 presents the data collected for 

Lauren framed by sociocultural theory and the a priori concepts in a matrix of the codes 

used to organize the conditions found during analysis. 
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Figure 4.6. Relationship between trends and conditions in Lauren’s instruction. 

Lauren's 
Teaching 

Trends and 
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Reading and 
writing are 
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action.

Relationships matter
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Table 4.1 

Data Collection Summary Matrix for Lauren Framed by Sociocultural Theory and a priori Concepts 

Research Question 1: Conditions that impact teaching: background, context, and culture 

La
ur

en
 

Conditions (Code) 
Teacher Education & 
Background 
(TEB) 

Teacher 
Knowledge/Beliefs: 
Writing Instruction  
(TKB-WI) 

Teacher 
Knowledge/Beliefs: 
Expository Writing  
(TKB-Exp) 

School Context  
(Sch) 

Curriculum Context 
(Curr) 

Pa
rt

ic
ip

an
t: 

 L
au

re
n 

- C
om

an
ch

e 
M

id
dl

e 
Sc

ho
ol

 

Alternative certification 
Degree: Journalism 
“English in my blood” 
Quit teaching for 2 years 
Avid reader – all genres 
influenced by corporate 
work experience 
Grades taught: 
7th – 8th - 9th – 10th – 11th  
Abydos Learning in 
another district – HS 
ATTS – current district 
Keenly aware of state 
assessment  
Married 
Pregnant with first child 
Curriculum writer for 
school district 
ELA Department 
chairperson at current 
school 

Process approach: 
 -Daily independent 
reading routine  
 -Composition notebook 
 -Free, prompted & timed 
writing   
-Integrated grammar 
lessons 
 -Revision is ongoing 
process  
 -Recursive reading & 
writing  
Model writing & thinking 
Balance flexibility & 
structure classroom 
environment 
Students need time to 
write (writing incubates) 
Scaffold learning with 
tools & strategies 
Experience & mentoring 
lead to insight 
Read, write, think aloud 
often 
Student collaboration is 
essential 

Expository writing 
explains 
Expository writing has:  
 -structure 
 -informed by reading & 
background knowledge 
 -is an amalgam  
 -involves insight 
 -ability to synthesize 
ideas 
Expository writing is 
informational (often 
considered boring) 
Teacher builds 
enthusiasm 
Thesis & text structure 
are essential elements 

7th grade ELA 
90-minute modified 
blocked classes 
21 students 
Pre-AP GT, college-
bound  
3rd 6 weeks  
testing season 
(preparations for 
STAAR) 
Beginning of the day: 2nd 
period 

UbD framework 
Performance tasks:  
 -Letters About Literature 
 -Making a Difference: 
Influential People 
Essential questions 
Integrated reading/writing 
framework 
VESTED Lesson 
Planning 
Varied Performance 
Tasks: different purposes 
for writing; authentic 
purposes 
Cornerstone Tasks – 
standard’s-based 
performance 
Reading response 
Writing tasks to ensure 
transfer of knowledge and 
skills 
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Research Question 1: A priori conditions for writing instruction 

Lauren’s 
Events 

Conditions (Code) 
Empathy  
(Emp) 

Inquiry  
(Inq) 

Dialogue  
(Dia) 

Authenticity 
(Auth) 

Apprenticeship 
(App) 

Re-visioning 
(Rev) 

Deep Content 
Learning (DCL) 

Th
ur

s,
 1

2-
1 

 

Pre-Int. 
Getting 
Acquainted 

Shares 
reading & 
writing 
process with 
students 

Encourages 
research while 
writing 

Ongoing 
dialogue 

Research & 
student choice 
is important 

Gives verbal & 
written feedback 
Conferences 
 

Ongoing 
process 
Influenced by 
reading 

Thinking tools/ 
organizers 
Text structures 
Writer’s craft 
lessons 
Timed writing 
Free writing 
Prompted 
writing 

M
on

, 1
2-

5 
&

 T
ue

s,
 1

2-
6 

Obs.1 & 2  
Writing 
Leads: 
Letters 
About 
Literature 

Shares 
reading life & 
writing 
struggles 

EQ: What types 
of leads hook 
you into what 
you read? 
What do you 
notice? 
Reading like a 
writer (purpose 
for reading) 
Teaches by 
questioning 

Comparing 
fiction & 
nonfiction 
Book 
discussion 
Students 
share writing 
with peers 

Examples 
from student 
independent 
reading  

Thinks aloud 
Shapes student 
thinking 

Revising leads 
Example/non-
examples 

Leads:  
-anecdote 
-before & after 
comparison 
-shared interest 
Power of words 
“It’s all about the 
words” 

M
on

, 1
-2

3 

Obs. 3 
Malala: 
Expository 
Reading 

Shares 
personal 
anecdote 
Shares 
excitement for 
content 

EQ: What 
makes an 
individual 
influential in 
society? 
Guided reading 
questions 

Devolves 
text: reads 
aloud with 
class  

Class 
discussion 
involves 
history & 
current events 

Builds 
background 
knowledge 
Thinks aloud 

Discussion 
involves 
multiple 
perspective 
about text 
thesis & text 
organization 

Text structure 
Text features 
Thesis: 
 -genre 
 -purpose 
 -audience  
Cornell Notes 

 

Lauren’s 
Events 

Empathy 
(Emp) 

Inquiry 
(Inq) 

Dialogue 
(Dia) 

Authenticity 
(Auth) 

Apprenticeship 
(App) 

Re-visioning 
(Rev) 

Deep Content 
Learning (DCL) 
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Tu
es

, 2
-1

4 
 

Obs. 4 
Essay 
Analysis: 
Expository/ 
Argument 
 

Teacher 
shares her 
own confusion 
with students 
Explains using 
student 
examples 

Cognitive 
coaching 
Peer coaching 

Shared 
reading & 
analysis 

Quick write 
Teacher uses 
student 
examples 

Thinks aloud 
Small group 
peer discussion 

State test 
preparation: 
revision 

Thesis 
statement 
Genre 
differences: 
Transitions  
Supporting 
evidence 
Anecdote vs 
example 

W
ed

, 2
-1

5 

Obs. 5 
Research: 
Genius 
Hour 

Teacher 
understands 
her student 
population 

Project is based 
on student 
inquiry 

Thinks aloud 
her process 

Students self-
select 
research 
topics 

Teacher confers 
with students to 
develop topics 
and research 
process 
Models 
brainstorming 
process  

Multiple steps 
involved in 
narrowing 
down the topic 
Revising 
research 
questions 

Brainstorming/ 
listing strategy 
to find 
“promising topic”  

 T
ue

s,
 2

-2
8 

&
   

W
ed

, 3
-1

 
   

Obs. 6 & 7 
Expository 
Writing Test 
Preparation 

Analogy: 
Testing is like 
Super Bowl 

Evaluate writing 
samples 
Students self-
evaluate own 
Questioning 
helps students 
find their writing 
purpose & main 
idea 
11-Minute essay 

Evaluate 
writing 
samples with 
peers 
Side by side 
quick writing 
conferences 

 Peer & whole 
group writing 
evaluation 
Simplifies writing 
rubric 
Coaching 
through quick 
conferences 
Guided 11-
Minute Essay 

Revise thesis 
statements to 
find new 
insight in 
writing 
samples 

Assess. rubric: 
- Organization / 
Structure 
- Controlling 
idea / thesis 
- Transitions 
-Engaging & 
insightful  
11-Minute Essay 
strategy 

M
on

, 3
-1

3 
 

Post-Int. 
Reflection 

 Selective facts  
Draw from 
experiences:  
in books & life 
exploration/play 

 Relatability & 
connections: 
Impact 
LAL 
Malala 

 New 
understanding 
of expository 
writing 

Metaphors 
comparing 
personal 
experiences to 
information 
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Elizabeth 

Figure 4.7 outlines the four conditions Elizabeth established for teaching 

expository writing found in the data. 

 
Figure 4.7. Conditions Elizabeth set for teaching expository writing.  

 

Professional Background 

As a mother of two young boys, a toddler and a baby, Elizabeth described herself 

“as a wife, a mom, and a teacher”; suggesting that motherhood is currently among her 

top priorities. 

For the longest time, at the beginning of my career, I was just a wife and a 
teacher. And then I added the mom a few years ago into the mix, so that's 
changed my dynamic of how I approach things, including my classroom. 
(Elizabeth Pre-Int.) 
 

She has always known that she wanted to teach middle school. After graduating with a 

degree in middle level education, with a focus in English Reading and Social Studies, 

from a major public university in the southwest, she accepted a seventh grade English 

language arts teaching position where she has remained throughout her career. “I love 

Elizabeth's Conditions 
for Teaching 

Expository Writing 

Self-discovery 
informs expository 

writing.

Apprenticeship 
makes learning 

visible.

Connections foster 
relationships that 

matter.

Structure matters in 
expository writing 

instruction.
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teaching seventh grade English. I love teaching at this school and I just don't feel like 

I've been called anywhere else yet.” She was in her thirteenth year of teaching at the 

time of this study.  

Although she feels very comfortable in her job, she admitted that there is always 

“something you can learn and that you can take away” from professional development. 

“I feel like I have a decent grasp on what I have, so now I can start honing and making 

changes where I see fit; or as my kids dictate.” Consequently, over the years, Elizabeth 

has attended numerous local professional workshops where she claims to have taken 

away “just a nugget”; enough to make each workshop “something worthwhile.”  

 

Reading Response Facilitates Thoughtful Writing 

Since the beginning of her career, Elizabeth has developed a workshop 

approach to teaching reading and writing, claiming that “some years I'm really good at 

some aspects of the workshop philosophy than I am with others.” Each year she 

concentrates professional development on a particular area, whether it is to improve 

instructional strategies from previous years or to adopt new ones. In the year of this 

study, she was focused on improving close reading strategies with her students, “so that 

their responses, their writing for those [reading strategies] would hopefully be stronger; 

would teach them to be stronger readers.” Elizabeth believes that there should be 

“some sort of balance” between reading and writing; therefore, she worked to “build in 

as much reading and writing workshop as possible.” She encouraged her students “to 

write about what they’ve read”, believing that “they see themselves as responders to 
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their reading. And as writing responders to their reading, then they’re thinkers too. Not 

just readers. Not just writers. They’re thinkers.”  

 

Assessment Influences Curriculum 

Yet, Elizabeth is acutely aware of the impact of high-stakes testing on education 

as well as in her classroom. Referring to the test as “the beast state testing”, she admits 

that writing instruction “is still so very prominent because of that accountability piece at 

the end of the year.” Nevertheless, she tries “as much as possible to give them [her 

students] opportunities to just write in general”; to learn that writing just doesn't have to 

be because we're writing for the [the state writing] test.” Elizabeth follows her school 

district’s curriculum, which she helped write as a long-standing member of the seventh 

grade English language arts curriculum writing team. To offer her students authentic 

writing experiences, she incorporates performance tasks from her district’s curriculum 

as often as possible. 

That's one thing that I've loved about our new curriculum, is that we have 
performance tasks, and they write for those performance tasks. But the purposes 
behind those performance tasks has been varied, so that they can see that there 
are different types of writing that they do, and different purposes behind those 
writing tasks. So, as much as possible, I try to integrate that. (Elizabeth Pre-Int.) 
 
Yet, despite offering her students choice during independent reading and 

authentic purposes for writing with performance tasks, Elizabeth recognizes that the 

demands of the expository writing test have influenced her teaching. She explained that 

“when the state test first came into play and we moved away from our narrative focus”, 

she felt somewhat insecure about teaching expository writing, therefore her methods for 

teaching it have evolved over the years. She admits that, at first, she lacked a clear 
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understanding of the expository writing genre. She wanted her students to “understand 

that this is a type of genre”, but, she wasn’t sure what it was “supposed to look like”, and 

that “it could be many different things.” Therefore, she looked for guidance from test 

makers.  

So, when I first started teaching expository writing, I'm not going to lie, it was 
probably geared toward what the [state] test people want. And it was a lot of a 
guessing game at the beginning, because I don't think even they knew what they 
wanted (chuckle). They were waiting for us to give them examples, before they 
defined what we were looking for. OK, that’s just my personal belief. (Elizabeth 
Pre-Int.) 
 
 

Authentic Texts Provide Choices 

Over time Elizabeth has come to realize that authentic expository writing has 

multiple dimensions, and that the focus of the state test is particularly narrow, “because 

if you look, the type of expository writing that they have to do for the real world, it's not 

the [state tested] expository writing.” She believes that “expository writing can look 

many different ways and be many different types of approaches”; therefore, she teaches 

her students to use real-world text structures. She claims that giving her students 

exposure to authentic models of text structure allows them to “approach different types 

of expository writing in different ways” and that “they have choice in the matter, 

depending on whatever their prompt is or their purpose” for writing may be. She follows 

Gretchen Bernabei’s (2005) Kernel Essay approach to teaching text structure by 

offering her students thinking prompts that promote the natural flow of ideas as a 

“scaffold” for approaching a writing prompt which “provides them [her students] with a 

way to organize their thoughts.”  
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No longer attempting to outguess assessment, Elizabeth now recognizes that 

expository writing is “informative” writing that is “nonfiction in a way.” She realizes that 

although high-stakes testing has narrowed the focus of a broad nonfiction genre, its 

complexity remains elusive to some students. She recognizes that middle school 

students typically “like the story aspect of narrative writing”, when she says that “I have 

more kids that appreciate fiction as opposed to non-fiction.” Therefore, Elizabeth 

embraces her students’ love of story to engage them and apprentice them across both 

genres: fiction and nonfiction. She tapped into the broad themes found in literature to 

help her students understand big ideas as well as narrative description that often span 

both genres. Elizabeth’s writing instruction demonstrates that the boundaries between 

narrative and expository writing in the real world are blurred. Consequently, she 

believes that it is important to communicate clear expectations and instruction. 

 

Teachers Mentor by Thinking Aloud 

Elizabeth’s methods for mentoring her students demonstrate that she values 

writing instruction that can be made visible. She believes that students should be 

allowed to see the process required to complete the work they are being asked to 

undertake. Therefore, she modeled and practiced whatever she expected of her 

students, whether it involved reading a book during sustained silent reading, free-writing 

alongside students, or writing her own model of a performance task.  

I feel that kids learn best when they can see. I've really adopted Penny Kittle's 
concept of writing with my kids. So, if it’s an expectation that I'm asking them to 
do something, then I really try to sit down with them and do it myself. (Elizabeth 
Pre-Int.) 
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This practice aligns with the gradual release of responsibility instructional model 

(Pearson and Gallagher, 1983) which begins with teacher modeling in the I do phase, 

followed by inviting students to emulate her process in the we do phase, and then 

releasing her students to work independently or in small groups during the you do 

phase. When Elizabeth introduced an extended assignment, she prepared a sample of 

the writing task in advance to more easily recreate it in front of her students, while 

narrating her thinking process aloud. During the lesson, she asked her students to copy 

the model in their composition notebook where they kept all their class notes and writing 

drafts. Those who might need a model during independent writing would be able to refer 

to the draft they recorded. Elizabeth wrote with her students during every writing 

assignment, including the Letters About Literature unit, the Making an Impact unit, and 

when preparing for testing with the 11-Minute essay. 

 

Published Texts are Mentors Too 

Elizabeth also used mentor texts from published authors and articles she read 

with her students. Because she integrated literature into the daily workshop routine, she 

naturally invited her students to emulate the writing styles of the authors they read. For 

example, when the class was studying leads in the Letters About Literature unit, she 

asked her students to examine the opening paragraphs in chapters of the books they 

were reading. 

I want you to view the lead – the hook. On your sticky note I want you to turn to 
the beginning of the story or the beginning of the chapter you are on. I want you 
to go back and reread the very beginning, those first few sentences. I want you to 
decide, and again you have a choice. You can either do the very, very beginning 
of the story or you can look at the beginning of the chapter that you’re currently 
on; but I want you to record those first few sentences. (Elizabeth Obs. 1) 
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Reading Like a Writer Informs Craft 

Elizabeth taught her students to pay attention to the author’s writing style and 

then to copy the text evidence of the techniques they were studying for further study.  

I want you to write those down on your sticky note. I want you to look at the lead, 
the hook. How do they grab your attention? ...OK. That means actually write out 
the textual evidence. What did the author literally put on the page to draw your 
attention to the story? The hook. (Elizabeth Obs. 1) 
 

Students examined a variety of leads they noticed from the books they were reading as 

well as from mentor texts Elizabeth provided during the Letters About Literature unit. 

After previewing the leads in student-selected literature, she turned their attention to 

specific types of leads, including the use of an anecdote to hook the reader. She asked 

her students to examine examples and non-examples of effective leads. Then in the 

same lesson, she emphasized that an anecdote only requires a few lines of description 

to “paint a picture” to hook the reader. She directed her students to copy her sample in 

their composition notebook for reference when writing on their own. Here she modeled 

her own thinking and writing process. 

So, I'm going draw on that personal experience to kind of start it off. So, in this 
case, I want to paint a little bit of a picture. So, I have my expository leads up 
here at the top. By the way, I want you to go ahead and write this example in 
your composition notebook so that you have one to draw from later on. So, 
everything I write down you write down. … It's two sentences. 
 
I remember the rushing rapids and the churning river as if it were yesterday. The 
pull of the paddle and the intense adrenaline rush of the canoe as it splashed 
through the water reminds me of the great adventures Huck and Jim experience.  
 
It is two sentences. … One's a long sentence and one's a short sentence, but it's 
just two sentences. In this case, I'm relating it back to a personal experience, but 
I don't just say I used to canoe down the rivers of [my home state] and that 
reminds me of how Huck and Jim canoed, or rafted down the Mississippi. 
(Elizabeth Obs. 1) 
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Elizabeth modeled a writer’s thinking process aloud, pausing to reread, to reflect 

on sentence length, and to consider exactly what she wanted to say. She wanted her 

students to realize her purpose for choosing these particular words as well as their 

desired effect on the reader. She reminded her students that an introductory anecdote 

is “just a short snippet.” Then she described how she intentionally used imagery to 

make the anecdote more vivid to her readers.  

What did you notice about how I started it off? … Something that I remembered? 
Huck and Jim (pauses to think) …of the great adventures Huck and Jim 
experienced on the Mississippi. If this is just a rough draft, do I need to worry 
about all that? 
 
No, I don't. Let's look at this right here. I remember the rushing rapids, churning 
river, pull of the paddle, intense adrenaline rush.  
 
What I'm doing is, I'm describing the emotion and what the experience was like 
for me. So, in my personal anecdote I'm describing the water. I'm describing the 
canoe trip, but I didn't just come out and tell you. I went on a canoe trip down the 
[Such ‘n Such] River. It's similar to how Huck and Jim rafted down the 
Mississippi. I'm describing it for you. I try to show you that experience in a little bit 
different way. So, I'm using more descriptive imagery. I'm trying to appeal to the 
senses here. So, I'm using sensory language to tell my personal anecdote. So, in 
your personal anecdote you could start off in that same kind of way. (Elizabeth 
Obs. 1) 
 
Figure 4.8 demonstrates the lead Elizabeth wrote with her class, including her 

annotations to show the sensory imagery she used. 

 
Figure 4.8. Example of Elizabeth’s expository lead with descriptive imagery. 
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Writing Beside Students Fosters Empathy 

Writing in front of her students allowed Elizabeth to model expectations as well 

as to make connections with them. She attempted to demonstrate the vulnerabilities 

many writer’s feel by sharing her own writing journey, including mistakes and revisions. 

By narrating aloud her own writing process, she emulated the potential struggles young 

writers experience. Sometimes she included aspects of her own life in the writing she 

shared with her students. For example, when demonstrating how to use a 

problem/solution text structure, she wrote about her pet peeve: getting her husband to 

replace the trash bag after emptying the trash can. In this lesson she reviewed a step-

by-step process she had previously modeled. 

I modeled for you a little bit of my own thinking from one of my own pet peeves. 
And I said, although it is not challenging to place a new trash bag in the trash can, 
the problem is my husband can't seem to grasp this concept. True story. 
Remember? True story. The second box was my personal proof that this is a 
problem. At least twice a week I am faced with a naked trash can because he has 
forgotten to replace the trash bag. Number three is a solution that has been tried. 
So, I have spoken with him about it and explained how frustrating it is for me. My 
solution to the problem is that if you want something done right, unfortunately 
sometimes you have to do it yourself. (Elizabeth Obs. 2.) 
 
Then she shared a bit of anecdotal information that led to a round of applause from 

her students. She had wagered with them whether her husband would pick up on her pet-

peeve about replacing the bag when emptying the trash. They were happy when their 

teacher had resolved her pet peeve and delighted in the moment. 

Elizabeth: However, side note: after giving you guys this example, I did go home 
and share it with him, and I am proud to say that since last Thursday he has 
successfully put a new trash bag in the trash can every time he's taken out the 
trash. So, let's … (class applause). I will tell him that you guys are as proud of him 
as I am, because he got a good laugh out this. So, this is a win.  
 
Students: (Student discussion about getting a prize.)  
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Elizabeth: Do y'all think I'm made out of money? (Elizabeth Obs. 2) 
 
 

Differentiating Instruction is Student Centered 

Elizabeth understands that sometimes classes respond differently to the same 

lesson. Some groups might finish more quickly than others; therefore, she adapted her 

instruction and level of support to help them achieve the same high levels of 

expectations she has of all her students. During the Letters About Literature unit, she 

realized that she would have to modify her lesson when she noticed that some of her 

other classes had struggled with examples she provided from the Library of Congress 

curriculum materials. 

And so, when some of my other classes had struggled with that, I said, OK fine, 
and so, well, if my pre-AP is going to struggle with it, my regulars are going to 
have a more challenging time with this. And so that's when I added in those non-
examples … I wanted to pull in a common text that I knew that they had all read 
and we had all read recently. So that's where The Outsiders came in. (Elizabeth 
Obs. 1) 
 
She realizes that “It is so hard to get them to make those connections on their 

own. You have to pull it out of them.” Elizabeth recognizes her student’s unique learning 

styles: “There’s a small minority that will do it automatically, but for the rest of them, you 

have to guide them to make those connections.” For example, when she noticed that 

her afternoon class was struggling to make connections with literature, she modified the 

lesson to include a reference all students could relate to. During a lesson on revising 

“bad” leads, instead of using abstract examples from books students might not have 

read, she wrote sentences for students to revise using The Outsiders (Hinton, 1967), a 

text all her students had read earlier in the year. She knew that using a common text 
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would support them through the difficult thinking process of revising the poorly written 

lead from the Letters About Literature curriculum. 

So, let's look at these non-examples: Hi. My name is Sarah Smith and I’m in 
seventh grade. I really liked your book The Outsiders. I really felt sorry for 
Ponyboy. Your story is really exciting. Or this example: Your book, The 
Outsiders, is the best book I've ever read. It really drew my attention from the 
very beginning. I couldn't put it down. Or, this spectacular event was when 
Johnny killed the Soc, Bob. I really struggled with the fact that he murdered 
someone. It really made me want to continue reading so I could learn what 
happened.  
 
So, what I'd like for you to do with your partner at your table is, I'd like for you to 
practice revising one of these non-examples. How can you change this so that it 
becomes more of a personal connection? How could you revise it? Maybe you 
could use a personal anecdote. Maybe you could use that before and after 
change, like our friend David did in his example about how Betty Green's story 
changed him. (Elizabeth Obs. 1)  
 

Providing this level of support for her other classes had not been necessary. In this 

situation with her afternoon class, she did not change the expectation for writing an 

anecdote or a comparison in the leading paragraph of their essay. Rather, she changed 

the level of support. To “scaffold” their learning, she either changed the amount of time 

required to complete a task, altered the types of questions she asked, or used different 

examples; but the “meat of the lesson” remained the same, regardless of whether her 

students were in a pre-AP or in an on-level class. Elizabeth could not force her students 

to make text connections; however, she could support them by asking leading 

questions, such as, “Well, what did that experience make you think and feel?” or “What 

was it about your author’s lead that grabbed your attention?” 

Elizabeth recognizes that her students sometimes need support on both 

cognitive and emotional levels. She understands that successful writers often use 

emotional appeals to hook their readers; and because making text connections was an 
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important aspect of the leads revision lesson, she made sure her students had access 

to literature that they could relate to.  

 

Connecting with Text Facilitates Self-Discovery 

Because she understands that students who struggle to make text connections 

may also struggle to incorporate emotion in their writing, Elizabeth believes that 

responding to literature may help students develop a sense of empathy with characters 

as well as to facilitate their own self-discovery about ideas that are important to them. 

Elizabeth recognizes the important connection between studying literary and expository 

texts simultaneously; that they both lead to personal growth and an understanding of 

the human condition. Furthermore, both genres must hook the reader with some sort of 

empathic appeal which suggests that the writer should be somewhat mindful of their 

audience. This was evident when she asked her students to consider the author they 

were addressing when writing for the Letters About Literature task. She asked students 

to consider their reader. “Why should they care about how their book had an impact on 

you if you don't make it something they want to discover about you?” 

To model this process of self-discovery during the Letters About Literature unit, 

she talked through a personal connection with Mark Twain’s (1884) classic novel, The 

Adventures of Huckleberry Finn and her own life. “So, for instance, if I'm going to revise 

this, I need to draw on some type of personal connection.” To strengthen the lead in her 

letter to an author, Elizabeth recognized that a personal connection between the reader 

and the main character, an important event, or emotion from the book addresses the 

writing task and adds an interesting dimension to the opening lines of her letter. She 
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offered her students her example by telling her personal story of adventure on a river 

when she was a college student; connecting her personal experience with Huck’s life on 

the Mississippi River. Before modeling her writing, however, she provided her students 

with background information to peak their interest in the writing task. 

I'll just give you a little bit of background. Whenever I was y’all’s age, I used to go 
canoeing with a group of friends. We would go down, several rivers in [my home 
state], and the [Such ‘n Such] was one of the rivers we went to frequently, 
depending on how much rain the rivers had received, the area had received. So, 
the river could be really calm, or it could be really rapid, full of rapids, lots of 
rushing water. Very intense when you were on it. We always liked to go after 
there was a rain, when the water was a little bit more; churning a lot because it 
was more fun. So, when I write this example, I'm going to try to draw on the fact 
that Huck Finn and Jim travel down the Mississippi River on a raft and have all 
these adventures along the way. (Elizabeth Obs. 1) 
 
Elizabeth also attempted to make connections with her students by appealing to 

their interest in stories as well as by making comparisons between ideas and objects 

her students might relate to. For example, she introduced the concept of hooking the 

reader by using the analogy of a fish hook (see Figure 4.9). “Think of it like a fish hook 

designed to lure you in, and then snap – enjoy the fish on the wall or place on the wall.”  

She clarified, “That's exactly the role of the hook in any story, in any kind of writing.” 

Figure 4.9. The hook analogy from Elizabeth’s slides for teaching expository leads. 
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Independent Reading Builds Writing Capacity 

Elizabeth understands that authentic writing experiences involve student choice 

in the topics they read and write about. Consequently, she maintained an independent 

reading routine in her classroom. A typical English class in Elizabeth’s room always 

began with 15 minutes of sustained silent reading. Although students usually had their 

own free-choice books when I observed, some students would occasionally draw from 

the small classroom library. Elizabeth believes that her students need to learn to “enjoy 

reading”; therefore, independent reading is meant to offer students the freedom to 

choose books that interest them, grow their vocabularies, and make text connections 

that they can potentially carry forward into their own writing. 

My kids have to learn how to enjoy reading. You read to write, and you write to 
read. And they have to see the connections between what they read and what 
they write. They need to develop themselves, you know, with vocabulary and the 
only way they're going to do that is to be exposed to words and print. (Elizabeth 
Post-Int.) 
 

Therefore, after perusing the class to ensure that all students were engaged in a book, 

Elizabeth, too, settled into her own book, usually a young adult fiction novel.  

Although, the independent reading period was often free of any follow-up activity, 

sometimes Elizabeth took the opportunity to ask students to connect what they read to a 

lesson. This was particularly useful during the Letters About Literature unit because the 

writing task called for students to write about how the book may have affected their 

perspectives on life. The ability to make text connections was essential to being able to 

complete this task. Because they were learning how to hook the reader with strong 

leads, she asked students to examine the opening sentences and paragraphs of the 

book or of a chapter they were reading to examine examples of what published authors 
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do to hook their readers. Using student-selected texts made the learning task more 

authentic. During our final interview, Elizabeth explained, “I tried to look at how their 

author started off the chapter, or if they started a new book, the entire book. What made 

it good? What made it good writing and how?” She wanted her students to discover 

what published authors do and then attempt to do the same in their own writing. “Ok. 

You need to do that for your reader. You need to grab their attention, you know, show 

them that what you have to say is worth continuing on.”   

 

Writing is Messy 

Elizabeth also realizes that achieving effective writing is a messy process. She 

recognizes that accomplishing authentic writing experiences requires skill and maturity. 

Investment in a process that involves abstract thinking, complex text structures, blurred 

boundaries between genres, and knowledge about multiple subjects is a difficult 

prospect for many seventh graders. She explained that some middle school students 

are not quite ready to write insightful, complex expository texts. “I feel there's such a 

maturity gap between our seventh and eighth graders, because when our seventh 

graders come to us, they - There's no other way to say it - They're 

babies.” Consequently, she strives to share her own writing experience with her 

students, to both empathize with their struggle, and to demonstrate the authentic writing 

experience she wants her students to engage in. She explained, “I think they need to 

hear my thought process and understand that writing is messy.” She believes her 

students should know that she understands their struggle. 

I want you to know that it's ok that the thoughts or ideas don't come to you. Don't 
feel like it has to be perfect right now, because we can revise and come back, 
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and you might actually change your mind after [you] actually start writing. And so, 
I want them to know that there's freedom in that. (Elizabeth Pre-Int.) 
 
Because Elizabeth believes that reading informs writing, reading is an integral 

element of her reading/writing workshop. She believes authentic reading experiences 

offer students models of writing to study and emulate. She invites students to “compare 

texts and writing as much as possible, so that they can see that there's, a bridge.” The 

relationship between reading and writing across genres is reciprocal. She believes that 

“it enhances their meaning of fiction if they can understand some nonfiction pieces 

about what they're reading fictionally [in fiction].” She hopes that noticing the structural 

similarities between fiction and nonfiction, will help her students “appreciate fiction as 

opposed to non-fiction.” Transferring knowledge and skills across genres is a messy for 

teachers as well as for students. 

 

Teachers Balance Process and Product 

Elizabeth also recognizes that offering students authentic reasons to read and 

write supports deep content learning. She appreciates the writing opportunities built into 

the district curriculum she followed and helped to design stating, “That’s one thing that 

I've loved about our new curriculum, is that we have performance tasks, and they write 

for those performance tasks.” She defined a performance task as “a writing task; a 

prompt” which gives students an “authentic reason or genre to write” designed” to allow 

for choice.” According to Elizabeth, teachers may modify the parameters of the writing 

task at their discretion; however, students across the district are expected to attempt the 

curriculum “cornerstone” writing pieces to gain a “clearer picture of what our kids are 

capable of with the standards that we have built into a specific unit.”  
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Although her district’s performance tasks were designed to ultimately assess 

what a student has learned at the end of a curriculum unit, some of the writing tasks 

encompassed nearly the entire unit. For example, during the Letters About Literature 

unit, the performance task involved writing a letter to an author with the expository 

purpose of explaining how a book had changed the reader’s perspective about the 

world. Although Elizabeth taught the unit over a period of weeks, her students had been 

made aware of the ultimate writing task at the outset. She embedded several craft 

lessons and writing opportunities into the process of learning to write this particular 

letter. Some of the academic language she taught specific to this unit included types of 

leads (anecdote, before and after situations), imagery, and text structure.  

Elizabeth understands that a writing product may have parameters that define it; 

however, the process required to learn how to accomplish a particular writing task 

involves a recursive reading and writing process. She recognizes that the process of 

learning to write requires direct instruction of an author’s craft when students are invited 

to study isolated writing techniques by identifying them in mentor texts and then 

emulating them in their writer’s composition notebook during free-writing and skills 

practice. This type of deep content learning was often intertwined with reading. For 

example, she led her students through a guided reading lesson of an expository writing 

text sample to help her students identify expository texts elements. She used an 

informational essay written by a fellow teacher, “Wilber Wilberforce: The Great 

Reformer”, as a mentor text to demonstrate the process of reading like a writer 

(Hansen, 2001; Murray, 1990; Smith, 1983, 1988), as opposed to reading to learn, or 

simply to read for purposes of traditional reading comprehension. She guided her 
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students through a process of devolving the essay to find the thesis statement, text 

structures, supporting evidence, and author’s purpose.  

Elizabeth used guided reading to mentor her students through an expository 

writing process. When annotating the Wilber Wilberforce essay with her students, she 

demonstrated the kind of thinking required to read like a writer (Hansen, 2001; Murray, 

1990; Smith, 1983, 1988), to analyze, question, and eventually emulate the writer’s 

moves in their own writing. So, after organizing materials to help with the annotations, 

including a “composition notebook, a few colors [three highlighters], the example, 

mentor text”, she stated the purpose of the lesson. 

Yesterday, we worked on research for our influential person expository essay. 
Today, we’re going to be looking at a mentor text example; so, an example of 
what this expository essay will, could and should in some ways emulate. 
(Elizabeth Obs. 4) 
 

Before students began reading, she defined some potentially new vocabulary words 

students would encounter in the text: abolish, parliament, convictions. “I want you to 

keep those vocabulary terms in the back of your mind, so as you come across them, it 

doesn’t cause you to lose the understanding of the text overall.” Then, standing in front 

of the classroom, she asked students to follow along while she read aloud for the “first 

read.” Guided reading was integral to learning to write in these lessons. 

 

Organization is Key to Effective Expository Writing 

In subsequent lessons, she taught her students how to use a kernel essay 

strategy to organize their ideas for writing an expository essay about a pet peeve using 

the problem/solution text structure. Even though she understands that writing instruction 

is an organic process, Elizabeth believes that it is important to teach explicit writing 
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strategies. When teaching her students to prepare for the state writing test, she used a 

timed-writing protocol, the 11-Minute essay, to offer her students a strategy for 

capturing their ideas quickly and systematically.  

This strategy breaks down the writing process into sequential, yet negotiable 

steps to help them organize their thoughts and to identify a meaningful message in 

response to a writing prompt. Although Elizabeth teaches Bernabei and Hall’s (2012) 

version of the 11-Minute essay as a test-taking strategy, she connected it to the Kernel 

Essay (Bernabei, 2005) writing strategy she had previously taught to help her students 

outline their thinking around a core idea. Elizabeth believes that the Kernel Essay is not 

a formula; rather it facilitates open-ended thinking in a structured format. Students who 

need explicit guided writing instruction benefit by responding to the writing prompts in 

the outlined text structures to help them write a coherent essay. Elizabeth also likes to 

use Bernabei’s (2005) text structure models because they emulate real-world texts, as 

opposed to the structure of the traditional school essay (Newkirk, 2005). When writing 

about a pet peeve, she prompted her students to follow a systematic thought process. 

“So, we thought through our thinking in this manner: what the problem was, our personal 

proof of the problem, solutions that were tried unsuccessfully, and then our own 

solutions to the problem.” 

 

Expository Writing has an Authoritative Tone 

Elizabeth also believes that expository writing should elicit an authoritative tone. 

She believes that students are “used to that whimsical type of tone” found in narrative 
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fiction or fantasy. By contrast, she considers expository writing to be more commanding 

and a difficult concept to grasp. 

Sometimes it’s hard to describe because to me it’s abstract, and it’s different in 
every circumstance and situation; but with expository I feel like you take on this 
tone of authority in a way because you are explaining and defending your stance 
about something. (Elizabeth Post-Int.) 
 

She claims that when explaining why a positive attitude is crucial to an individual’s 

success, it is important to write with a particular voice that uses specific vocabulary to 

communicate a writer’s informed perspective of a topic.  

I have to be authoritative in a sense and say that this example clearly explains, 
and depicts, and illustrates how a positive attitude was affective and led to 
success in this situation. So, I feel like for expository, in that tone, you have to 
take on that goal - that your end goal is to clearly explain, depict and illustrate 
your point. (Elizabeth Post-Int.) 
 

Elizabeth wants her students to realize that expository writing is often more direct and 

succinct than a narrative piece that “could have subplots”, and “supporting characters 

that you can’t have in an expository piece.” Yet she also recognizes that expository 

writing crosses boundaries with persuasive writing. 

You need to explain that in a way that others understand… and sometimes even 
in an expository piece it can take on a little bit of a persuasive tone, but the one 
thing that is going to separate it from a persuasive piece is that there's not going 
to be that end call to action. And so, it walks a fine line between those two types 
of genres. That makes it tough, especially for seventh graders, I mean; because 
for them, they need things. They see things in black and white and we do in grey. 
And that's hard for them. But you know, they'll get there. (Elizabeth Post-Int.) 
 
To “get there”, Elizabeth established a system of student-centered classroom 

routines. During independent reading students chose their own reading materials, 

including books they had brought to class, books selected from a small classroom 

library, or digital books on a cell phone. After sharing aloud or in small group, she often 

connected the reading to the class lesson or asked students to write a quick reading 
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reflection in their composition notebooks. 

Then, during a lesson she toggled two screens to project teaching documents. 

She projected her own writing samples from a document camera when she wrote with 

students and slideshow presentations, outlining her lessons, from her computer. 

Students desks arranged in groups of four or five flat desks facing each other facilitated 

collaboration. Student discussion was featured in every lesson. Sometimes students 

discussed the books they were reading in the context of a craft lesson among 

themselves in their table groups. On other occasions students shared excerpts of their 

writing. For example, during the Making an Impact unit, Elizabeth asked students to 

share their writing with three different students. To hold her students accountable for 

gathering feedback from a variety of their peers, she required them to collect a 

signature near the text their response partners read. 

Once they have heard you read what you want to share, they will initial in these 
spots: one, two, and three. So, your first person that you share with will initial in 
your number one. The second person that you share with will initial next to 
number two. The third person that you share with will initial next to number three. 
I'm going to give you a total of five minutes to share with three people. Ready? 
Go. (Elizabeth Obs. 2) 
 
 

Questions Matter 

Elizabeth used essential questions to focus her instructional units. Although 

some of the questions were drawn from her district’s curriculum, she embedded other 

questions to narrow the focus of the lesson when differentiating instruction between pre-

AP and on-level learners. For example, during the Making an Impact unit, she asked 

curriculum-based essential questions: “What makes an individual influential in society?”, 

and “What motivates people to make societal change?” Then, underneath these two 
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questions she posted two more questions in simpler language: “How am I influential?” 

and, “What problems do I see impacting my world and the world around me?” Framing 

her lessons with inquiry both opened and narrowed her instructional focus. It provided a 

broad purpose for student research, reading, and discussion, as well as a framework for 

pointing students inward to help them reflect and to make connections between the 

curriculum and their own writing.  

In fact, she often embedded guiding question in demonstration lessons when 

modeling the type of reflection she wanted her students to use. For example, while 

preparing her students to conduct research on an influential person, she guided 

questioning using the close reading protocol she wanted students to use to find key 

information and to draw conclusions from the text. Because students were researching 

people, she connected character analysis in literature to a thematic analysis involving a 

person in a nonfiction context.  

What is the characteristic of your main character that makes them influential and 
why? It could be something about their personality. What else might it be? … It 
could be a physical trait. … What motivates your character to want to change 
something about their world? (Elizabeth Obs. 3) 
 

And then she modeled her own response. 

I'll do this one for my story. So, I will model a little bit as to how you can approach 
this. In my book, my character is truly motivated by the need to save her 
kingdom. Her kingdom is under attack. The uprising is within her own walls, and 
so, out of a desire and a need to preserve her kingdom, she's going to head out 
into, what would be, the enemy territory to bring back what will save her people 
from the spell. (Elizabeth Obs. 3) 
 

Then when transitioning between reading fiction and nonfiction for research, she 

reminded students to self-monitor their own thinking with two questions: “Why did you 

highlight that piece of information? How does that piece of information answer one of 
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those two questions?” She asked students to use these guiding questions to help 

explore what makes an individual in society influential. She asked: “What are you 

noticing while you close read?”  

 

Noticing Facilitates Understanding 

Although asking students to notice is a broad question, it places the student at 

the center of learning and discovery. She expects students to derive meaning from what 

they read, as opposed to identifying the right answer. She supported her students by 

providing them with an explicit purpose for reading, when she asked, “What about the 

character makes them influential, and why and/or what motivates my character to 

change something about their world?” Yet, she offered them the autonomy to draw their 

own conclusions, to help them formulate their own controlling ideas for their expository 

writing. 

Elizabeth reinforced the broad notion of noticing while reading with another broad 

idea, to “take away” (Rosenblatt, 1978) information or an understanding. To help her 

students find an Aha! moment, and to develop insightful thinking while reading, she 

directed her students to relate details to a broader purpose for reading. For example, 

when her students were revising an essay, she wanted them to connect the details from 

the body paragraphs to a broader conclusion; to communicate what they would like the 

reader to “take away” from their writing. 

It's your connection to that bigger picture. Like, as I think, what is so important for 
me to take away from understanding a positive attitude [that] can contribute to 
success? So, for me it's the idea that the opposite of a positive attitude is a 
negative one and how that can be a gateway to just focusing too much on what is 
not right. What is dark? What is wrong? What is bad? (Elizabeth Obs. 6) 
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In fact, Elizabeth asked her students to “take away” information regularly, both in 

their own reading and research, and then in their writing. Because Elizabeth believes 

that reading, writing, and thinking are recursive cycles of learning and discovery, the 

processes are ongoing. Revising is embedded in the process as a natural act of writing. 

Writers naturally modify their thinking as they clarify the message they want to 

communicate; a process she modeled throughout her own writing with her students. 

She understands that novice writers tend to feel “done” once they have committed 

words to paper. She recognizes that “it's hard to break them of that mindset because 

they're used to one draft, final copy and that's not always the case.” Because Elizabeth 

writes with every one of her classes, she realizes how her own writing evolves 

throughout the day; a journey she shares with her students to illustrate the organic 

nature of revision. 

…as the day goes on and I'm teaching the same lesson as the days go on, I'll 
change. I'll even show them, this is what I wrote with the first group. This is what I 
wrote with the second group. Now look at how it’s changed. I've evolved. I've 
thought, oh yeah, I didn't think about that before. And so, they can see that the 
revision has happened; of course, throughout the day. Again, they know that it 
doesn't have to be perfect. (Elizabeth Pre-Int.) 
 
Trends in Elizabeth’s instruction became apparent when identifying patterns for 

powerful writing instruction, revealing three distinct conditions for expository writing 

instruction. Figure 4.10 illustrates the relationship between the trends and four overall 

conditions she established for teaching expository writing. The ovals represent the 

conditions she set, which are linked to the trends which define them. Table 4.2 presents 

the data collected for Elizabeth framed by sociocultural theory and the a priori concepts 

in a matrix of the codes used to organize the conditions found during analysis. 
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Figure 4.10. Relationship between trends and conditions in Elizabeth’s instruction.
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Table 4.2 

Data Collection Summary Matrix for Elizabeth Framed by Sociocultural Theory and a priori Concepts 

Question 1: Conditions that impact teaching: background, context, and culture 

El
iz

ab
et

h 

Conditions (Code) 
Teacher Education & 
Background 
(TEB) 

Teacher 
Knowledge/Beliefs: 
Writing Instruction 
(TKB-WI) 

Teacher 
Knowledge/Beliefs: 
Expository Writing 
(TKB-Exp) 

School Context 
(Sch) 

Curriculum Context 
(Curr) 

Pa
rti

ci
pa

nt
:  

El
iz

ab
et

h 
- H

us
ki

e 
M

id
dl

e 
Sc

ho
ol

 

Experience: 12 years – 
same school, district, 
classroom, grade level (6th 
ELA / 8th History student 
teaching) 
Degree: Middle Level 
Education; Focus: English 
Reading & Social Studies 
Student teaching confirmed 
love for ELA 
Levels taught: Honors, GT 
Discoveries, Pre-AP, on 
level 
Married; 2 young children 
Abydos-led district Literacy 
Institute 
Bernabei 
Discovery Learning  
Reviving the Essay 
Barry Lane’s Wacky 
Research 
APSI Institute; AP Writing 
Focus (College Board) 
Laying the Foundation 
NCTE  
Penny Kittle 
Avid reader YA fiction 

ELA: reading/writing 
balance; develop 
thinkers 
Wants students to 
become writers; not just 
test-takers. 
7th graders are immature 
reading/writing workshop 
current interest: close 
reading/reading 
response 
reading informs writing 
write with kids (Kittle) 
text structures 
(Bernabei) 
I do – we do – you do 
Writing is a process 
Writer’s notebooks 
-free writing 
-notes 
-copied models 
 
 

Definition: “explain your 
thinking”; nonfiction; 
informative 
“The way I have taught 
expository has evolved” 
from test prep to text 
structures 
- test focus; guessing at 
what assessors wanted, 
examples 
-real world expository is 
not test prep; multiple 
forms exist 
text structure (Bernabei) 
is a scaffold for 
organizing thoughts 
Balance fiction/nonfiction 
Writing is a bridge to 
reading comprehension 
 
 

7th grade focus on state 
assessment 
7th grade ELA 
90-minute double 
blocks 
Periods 7/8 (on level) & 
5/6 (Pre-AP) 
Students sit in groups 
of 4 desks facing each 
other 
Collaboration 
encouraged 
Approx. 24 students (6 
groups of 4) 
 

UbD framework 
Performance tasks:  
 -Letters About 
Literature 
 -Making a Difference: 
Influential People 
Essential questions 
Integrated 
reading/writing 
framework 
VESTED Lesson 
Planning  
Varied Performance 
Tasks: different 
purposes for writing; 
authentic purposes 
Cornerstone Tasks – 
standard’s-based 
performance 
Reading response 
Writing tasks to ensure 
transfer of knowledge 
and skills 
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Research Question 1: A priori conditions for writing instruction 
Elizabeth’s 
Events 

Conditions (Code) 
Empathy  
(Emp) 

Inquiry  
(Inq) 

Dialogue  
(Dia) 

Authenticity 
(Auth) 

Apprenticeship 
(App) 

Re-visioning 
(Rev) 

Deep Content 
Learning (DCL) 

Pr
e-

In
t. 

Pre-Int. 
Getting 
Acquainted 

“they’re just 
babies” 

  Performance 
tasks 
Reading 
responses to 
inform thinking 
& background 
knowledge 

Model writing 
Write with 
students 

Revision 
ongoing 

Reading/writing 
connection 
Persuasion & 
expository 
boundaries cross 

Th
ur

s,
 1

-1
2 

 

Obs.1 
Leads: 
Letters 
About 
Literature 

Uses analogy 
to relate 
content to 
students 
Fish hook/ 
literary hook 
 

Uses guided 
inquiry: “What 
was it about 
your author’s 
lead that 
grabbed your 
attention?” Why 
For deeper 
reflection & 
connections 

Share aloud 
leads from 
books 

Independent 
reading: 
student 
selected text; 
connects to 
lesson (hooks) 

Authors as 
models (fiction 
text evidence) 
Writing samples 
as models 
Thinks aloud 
Example/non-
examples 
Writers with 
students 

Task: revise 
opening 
sentences of 
Letters About 
Literature – 
letter to the 
author 

Hooks: (academic 
vocabulary) 
-Anecdote 
-Before-After  
-Text structure 
-Imagery 
Comparison 
Lead need 
author’s purpose  

Tu
es

, 1
-3

1 

Obs. 2 
Making an 
Impact; 11-
Minute 
Essay 

Making 
connections 
with society 
Graphic 
organizer on 
board  

EQs:  
-What makes an 
individual 
influential in 
society?  
-What motivates 
people to make 
societal change? 
Contemplating 
big questions 

Talk in small 
groups and via 
Post-it notes 
Students share 
ideas across 
the room – 
encouraged to 
move around 

Literatures is 
about humanity 
– wants 
students to 
connect 
Self-selected 
literature 
Writes with 
students 

Model thinking 
toward insight 
Validates 
student 
responses 
Guided writing 

Models in her 
own writing 
aloud with 
students – on-
gong process 

Conceptual 
knowledge/ 
understanding 
(change, impact) 
Problem solution 
Kernel essay – 
strategy 
Connects gallery 
walk – prior 
lessons 

 

Elizabeth’s 
Events 

Empathy 
(Emp) 

Inquiry 
(Inq) 

Dialogue 
(Dia) 

Authenticity 
(Auth) 

Apprenticeship 
(App) 

Re-visioning 
(Rev) 

Deep Content 
Learning (DCL) 
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Th
ur

s,
 2

-9
 Obs. 3 

Research: 
Big Ideas 

Choice 
facilitated by 
open-ended 
questions 

Universal 
themes about 
humanity for 
personal inquiry 
Open-ended 
questions 

 Facilitates 
literature 
connections 
Uses literary & 
inform. texts to 
facilitate 
writing 

 Research filter 
to thesis analogy 

Themes (big 
ideas) 
Annotating text 

Fr
i, 

2-
10

 

Obs. 4 
Wilber-force 
Expository 
Annotation 

 Facilitates 
learning with 
questions 

Teacher – 
student 
response 
protocol: 
collaborative 
discussion 

 Mentor text 
Reading like a 
writer 
Thinks aloud close 
reading process 

 Strategies: 
Guided reading 
Devolving essay 
Thesis 
Text structure 
Prob./Sol. 
Supporting 
evidence 
Author’s purpose 
Kernel essay  

Th
ur

s,
 3

-2
 &

 T
ue

s,
 3

-6
 

Obs. 5 & 6 
Expository 
Writing Test 
Preparation 

Uses 
examples 
students can 
relate to: 
Katniss, 
Hunger 
Games 
Validates 
student input  

Why are 
revisions 
necessary? 
Why revise 11- 
minute essay? 

Students 
discuss 
revisions – 
puts onus on 
students to 
find right 
answer 

Use prior 
knowledge to 
write 
meaningfully 
Apply 
grammar 
process to 
own writing; 
despite test 
prep. 

Models the 
process with 
students. 
Thinks aloud 
Invitation to Notice  
Models revision 
Thinks aloud with 
Pollyanna writing  

Revise 11-
Minute essay 

Strategy:  
Test Prep 
Deconstruct 
writing prompt (4 
boxes) 
Connects to 
Kernel essay 
Students use 
Comp NB notes:  
Rule of Five 
Leads 
Figurative lang. 

M
on

, 3
-1

3 

Post-Int. 
Reflection 

Kid friendly 
examples 
based on 
cognitive level 
& experience 

  Process 
approach 
instead of one 
style essay 

Breaks down 
writing process 
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Conditions for Teaching Expository Writing 

These two teacher profiles illustrate that the seven patterns of powerful writing 

instruction are manifested in similar, but unique ways across the two seventh grade 

classrooms in this study. The overlapping relationships between these patterns 

(empathy, inquiry, apprenticeship, authenticity, dialogue, re-visioning, and deep content 

learning) demonstrate three big ideas about expository writing instruction: 1) writing 

instruction is a complex system, 2) expository writing is a dynamic genre, and 3) critical 

thinking and inquiry facilitate insightful expository writing. These ideas suggest that 

expository writing instruction is a complex system (see Figure 4.12). Interaction 

between the agents (teachers, curriculum, and students) allowed me to notice trends 

across the system. To understand these trends, it was necessary to first 

decontextualize the patterns by examining their individual attributes, and then to re-

contextualize the patterns to understand how they are related. The narrative 

descriptions of Lauren and Elizabeth’s experiences teaching expository writing in this 

study demonstrate how these trends are threaded across their instruction. The 

relationships between these trends are revealed in the conditions they established for 

teaching expository writing. In this next section, I describe the following six conditions 

found in the data:  

• Reading and writing are inextricably linked 

• Teaching writing involves routine, yet responsive action  

• Apprenticeship makes learning visible  

• Expository writing shares genre boundaries   

• Structure matters in expository writing instruction  
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• Self-discovery informs expository writing instruction 

Figure 4.11 illustrates the relationship between the conditions for teaching 

expository writing and the generalizations that describe them. Because the elements of 

a complex system interact, the arrows in this illustration infer that these conditions for 

teaching expository writing interact within the context of the overall teaching system. 

 
Figure 4.11. Conditions for teaching expository writing in a complex system.  

 

Expository Writing Shares Genre Boundaries 

In this study, Lauren and Elizabeth define expository writing as a genre that 

shares boundaries with narrative and persuasive writing. At one end of the spectrum, 

they used real-world texts to teach narrative elements of writing, such as leads and 

imagery, using text to text literature connections. At the other end of the spectrum, they 

annotated expository elements of informational texts with their students to show them 

how authors organize an essay, including the thesis statement and supporting details. 
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Elizabeth stated that expository writing “can take on a bit of a persuasive tone, but that 

the one thing that is going to separate it from a persuasive piece is the call to action” 

(Elizabeth Post-Int.). Lauren considers that expository writing is a foundation for 

persuasive writing. The difference between the two genres is that, “Your thesis in your 

expository essay is more fact based; more explaining. Your thesis in your persuasive 

essay needs to have your opinion” (Lauren Pre-Int.). Both teachers taught their students 

that the purpose of expository writing is “to explain.” Lauren taught her students that 

expository writing is “an amalgam” because it contains “a mixture” of text features, 

including “facts, statistics, anecdotes, descriptions, details, definitions, and examples”, 

and Elizabeth described writing as “messy.” Both perspectives embrace the complexity 

of expository writing. Although the primary purpose of this broad genre is to explain, the 

messy writing process and the amalgam of text features associated with it portray 

expository writing as ambiguous.  

Lauren and Elizabeth embraced this ambiguity with a skillful mediation of 

required content and student-centered instruction. They balanced the omnipresent 

pressure of high-stakes testing with authentic reasons to read and write. Both Lauren 

and Elizabeth followed the district’s English language arts curriculum, which they helped 

write using a backwards design approach (Wiggins & McTighe, 1998). According to 

their curriculum, the ultimate demonstration of learning at the end of an instructional unit 

is the successful completion of a performance task, usually designed around real-world 

writing purposes. Elizabeth described a performance task as an assignment which 

“gives students a writing task; a prompt, an authentic reason or genre to write and the 

way they’re designed, it’s supposed to allow for choice” (Elizabeth, Pre-Int.). For 
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example, although the Letters About Literature unit called for students to write letters to 

an author explaining the personal impact of their book, the competitive element of this 

assignment sponsored by the Library of Congress gave this performance task a real 

audience and purpose for writing beyond the teacher. In particular Elizabeth relished the 

fact that the performance tasks in the curriculum haven’t “always been [state test] 

formatted” (Elizabeth Post-Int.). Lauren found that writing for an audience of real 

authors, as well as the optional competition, stretched her students beyond typical 

grade level expectations. She recognized that although students were addressing the 

same prompt, the books they chose to write about and their perspectives were unique. 

“They’re expressing who they are and what has helped shape them. Sometimes it’s a 

book that gives them what they need to step outside the comfort zone, and I think that’s 

so cool” (Lauren Pre-Int.).  

Lauren also enjoyed the organic process of writing with her students, which 

included sharing her own frustrations and successes when modeling the different 

stages of the Letters about Literature unit. For example, she showed her students that 

she struggled to remember why she liked Little Women (Alcott, 1869) when she told 

them, “I could not remember why it was my favorite book. I couldn’t remember what it 

was about. I just know that it was my favorite book. So, I had to do research” (Lauren 

Obs. 1). In addition to sharing her thinking process, she wanted her students to know 

that writing is messy and sometimes stressful; feelings she felt sure her students 

experience. “I’m telling you that because it’s kind of embarrassing, but you’re 

probably going to be in the same spot” (Lauren Obs. 1). Yet, Lauren understands that 

writers must experience the writing process to discover their own successes. 
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Lauren allowed her students to progress through the stages of the writing 

process at their own rate. Some students got stuck and needed to research, or reread 

parts of the text before writing. Other students needed coaching from her, a more 

knowledgeable person, or from their peers, as a simple sounding board. Some students 

found their flow immediately. The nature of the writing workshop provided the freedom 

and flexibility required for her students to reach their own epiphanies in their own time. 

Lauren appreciates the power and joy of combining an authentic purpose for writing with 

an authentic writing workshop experience. She believes that sometimes, “we make 

writing… so hard” by “the structure and format and the outlines and all of this”, referring 

to the rules-based writing lessons her colleagues have discussed in department 

meetings (Lauren Pre-Int.). She recognizes that her students flourished when they were 

allowed unfettered time to write freely about a topic. “I’ve never seen so many light 

bulbs turn on, and it’s all because it’s a book that they like, and it’s about the way they 

feel, and so it started just clicking” (Lauren Pre-Int.). 

Lauren and Elizabeth offered their students opportunities to choose their own 

books for independent reading and topics for research. Although students were 

sometimes obligated to write an essay to demonstrate mastery of curriculum or to 

prepare for the state writing assessment, they both recognized the motivational benefits 

of allowing their middle school students to choose their own writing topics and reading 

books. Authentic reading and writing experiences facilitated developing content 

knowledge and provided engaging ways to teach a complex genre that shares 

boundaries across the writing spectrum. 
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Structure Matters in Expository Writing Instruction 

The findings show that teaching writing requires both structure and flexibility. In 

this study, structure refers to teaching strategies and genre specificities. It is found in 

classroom management and teaching routines as well as in Lauren and Elizabeth’s 

content knowledge of expository writing. Lauren and Elizabeth explicitly taught 

strategies for organization, idea development, and grammar conventions. Lauren used 

guided reading to explore how authors use of a variety of expository text features 

including, “facts, statistics, anecdotes, descriptions, details, definitions and examples” 

(Lauren Obs. 3). Then she pressed her students to use these expository text features 

when revising their 11-Minute essays. Elizabeth focused her students’ attention on 

expository text structures, particularly problem/solution and compare/contrast. She used 

a think aloud protocol to demonstrate her own writing process while modeling how to 

use real-world text structures, “a concept I’ve adopted from Bernabei” (Elizabeth Pre-

Int.), she explained when describing her teaching philosophy. She believes that “within 

those text structures you're giving your students parameters for a way to organize their 

writing” (Elizabeth Pre-Int.). She modeled a problem/solution text structure when she 

wrote with her students about a pet peeve. Additionally, when studying the impact 

famous people have made on society, she encouraged her students to read both fiction 

and nonfiction through a problem/solution lens. Both Lauren and Elizabeth emphasized 

the compare/contrast text structure as a way to hook the reader in the introduction of 

the Letters About Literature essays.  

They both demonstrated teaching text organization by examining how it is done 

in published texts, which sometimes stimulated spirited discussion. For example, when 
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Lauren led her students through a close reading of the Malala article, students jockeyed 

plausible responses and defended their rationale for identifying the thesis statement. The 

confusion students experienced in identifying the controlling idea of the essay in a single 

sentence demonstrated the difficulty many students experience working with complex texts. 

Comprehending expository text involves understanding how ideas are organized in that text. 

Therefore, Lauren and Elizabeth frequently deconstructed mentor texts with their students to 

explore the structures that make the writing effective. Sometimes they analyzed entire 

essays as Lauren did with the Malala article, and Elizabeth did with the Wilbur Wilberforce 

article. In other lessons they examined particular text features or sentence constructions. 

Both teachers used authentic texts as models of text features, such as thesis, transitions, 

text structure, types of supporting evidence, and grammar constructions. They taught 

sentence structure in the context of the texts students were reading or in the context of 

topics students were familiar with. For example, to facilitate revision strategies for multiple-

choice questions on the state writing assessment, Lauren wrote sentences about current 

events her students were hearing about in the news. Both teachers encountered the 

constant pressure of negotiating structure in the context of authentic purposes for writing 

and a synthetic high-stakes testing situation.  

Although both teachers wanted their students to write well on the state exam, they 

also wanted their students to enjoy reading and writing. Therefore, they balanced reading 

student-selected texts for pleasure and personal interest during a sustained silent reading 

period with teacher-selected texts connected to the standards-based lessons. They aspired 

to make connections with students across the range of topics they introduced for writing and 

shared their own personal stories with their students as a way to engage writers and model 
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craft at the same time. Just as both teachers taught their students that writers make choices 

in their writing, Lauren and Elizabeth demonstrated that teachers make choices when 

mediating the intricacies and nuances of the multiple agents in the complex system of 

expository writing instruction. Lauren was conscious of balancing explicit reading instruction 

with open-ended pleasure reading. “Now, … I always tell myself, this is when students 

start to dislike English class, because instead of just reading for fun, we start dissecting 

things into different parts, and that makes reading not as fun” (Lauren Obs. 3). In fact, 

both teachers thought learning should be fun, yet purposeful. 

 

Teaching Writing Involves Routine, Yet Responsive Action 

Although classroom routines create a framework for teaching and learning, a 

teacher’s responsiveness to students creates the difference that makes a difference in the 

quality of the learning experience. I included routine, yet responsive action because Lauren 

and Elizabeth demonstrated that a structured, yet flexible learning environment facilitates 

responsive teaching. Students enacted certain routines automatically from the beginning to 

the end of class. Each class period began with jotting down the daily assignments and 

essential questions in the weekly agenda, followed by independent reading. After debriefing 

the books students were reading, both teachers initiated a curriculum or standards-based 

lesson. Some lessons took a brief 20 minutes to teach, and other lessons lasted most of the 

90-minute block. Designated students managed classroom materials, including composition 

notebooks, highlighters, and computers. The classroom routines made the spontaneous 

moments seamless and possible because the classrooms were so well managed. 
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The findings show that Lauren and Elizabeth value choice, relationships, curiosity, 

and dialogue within the parameters of well-defined lessons and activities, in which caring, 

curiosity, and structure matter. Data analysis reveals the preponderance of empathy and 

deep content learning in the area of routine, yet responsive action. Both teachers exercised 

empathy toward their students at the same time that they sought to develop their students’ 

capacity for empathy using literature and critical thinking. Additionally, the results of the trend 

analysis show the importance of dialogue in facilitating expository thinking across the 

spectrum of routine, yet responsive teaching. 

Lauren and Elizabeth balanced routine classroom expectations and curriculum 

guidelines with spontaneous opportunities to help students through difficult writing concepts 

in both small group and large group settings. For example, both teachers recognized the 

difficultly novice writers experience with developing insight. Middle school students often 

struggle with narrowing their topics and choosing appropriate supporting evidence to explain 

the big ideas they are often asked to write about. Therefore, they modeled expository 

thinking by making connections between real life situations and insightful conclusions when 

writing with students. When Elizabeth asked her students to write about a famous person’s 

influence on society, she encouraged students to contemplate the problem and the solution 

aspects of the challenge their celebrity had faced. She asked them to diagram their thinking 

process in small groups when brainstorming ideas that they took away from their research. 

She guided the unit objectives with an essential question: “What motivates people to make 

societal change?” (Elizabeth Obs. 2).  

Lauren and Elizabeth attempted to forge connections between the big ideas in 

literature and insight about humanity that students might use in their writing. Because 
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both teachers are readers, they understand the value of using literature discussion to 

help students make connections between the lives of the characters they met in fiction 

with their own lives. They used literature discussion and reading responses to clarify 

abstract ideas; essentially making learning visible by thinking aloud and rehearsing their 

thinking about themes in life and literature. Other essential classroom routines both 

teachers used included the use of student composition notebooks for daily writing and 

craft lessons, shared thinking about common texts they read together to learn writing 

techniques, peer response, and the use of sticky notes to capture their thinking before 

sharing with partners.  

As experienced writers, Lauren and Elizabeth understand the value of revision in 

writing; however, they also recognize that middle school students view revision with 

disdain and drudgery. To develop facility with revising and editing, they modeled the 

kinds of decisions writers make in the natural course of writing. For example, Elizabeth 

frequently projected her own writing to illustrate a point. When teaching the 11-Minute 

essay, she displayed her own writing sample from her composition notebook about 

Pollyanna as a model of positivity and then narrated her revision process to 

demonstrate that revision occurs naturally in the course of writing. “Notice, I’m revising a 

little bit of what I already had in my essay” (Elizabeth Obs. 6), she explained while 

thinking aloud. She described why she wrote certain sentences: “So, the first sentence, 

introduces the character’s title. Second sentence: what’s the problem” (Elizabeth Obs. 

6). In the Letters about Literature unit that both teachers taught, they juxtaposed good 

examples and nonexamples to teach leads and then encouraged students to revise the 

opening sentences of their own letter drafts.  
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This research shows that the ability to establish relationships with students and 

to recognize their learning styles and interests contributed to the positive climate 

observed in their classrooms. Both teachers understood the temperaments of their 

student populations and made efforts to accommodate their unique learning styles. For 

example, Lauren bantered freely with her students, often sharing tales about her travels 

and life’s experiences. Her subtle sarcasm and comments about current events 

sometimes drew commentary and quiet chuckles among her typically high-achieving, 

perfection-seeking students. She knew that middle school students often consider 

expository writing “boring” (Lauren Pre-Int.); therefore, she devoted one period a week 

to Genius Hour for students to investigate their “passion projects” (Lauren Obs. 5). 

Elizabeth also regaled her students with personal stories, usually in the context 

of writing aloud with them in class. During every observation, I observed some form of 

collaborative learning experience about guided reading or writing. Because Elizabeth 

recognized the diverse needs of her student population, she differentiated instruction to 

accommodate their learning differences. She noticed that, “if my pre-AP is going to 

struggle with it, my regulars are going to have a more challenging time with this” 

(Elizabeth Pre-Int.). 

Additionally, both teachers maintained an inquiry stance when conferring with 

students. Recognizing that students are better served by finding their own answers to 

their writing dilemmas, Lauren guided her students with a simple prompt: “Tell me more” 

(Lauren Obs. 3). In both classrooms, I often heard the simple and routine question, 

“What do you notice?” at the onset of conversations about text elements or craft 

lessons. When inviting students to closely examine effective leads in the Letters About 
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Literature unit, Elizabeth focused her students’ attention by asking, “What was it about 

your author’s lead that grabbed your attention? Why did it grab your attention?” “What 

did you notice about how it started off?” (Elizabeth Obs. 1). During writing conferences, 

Lauren used inquiry to guide students’ thinking about their own approach to writing. 

Rather than acting as the sole source of knowledge, Lauren put the responsibility of 

finding the answers to nebulous questions about writing topics and opinions by shifting 

responsibility for finding answers to her students: “Have you developed an idea? What 

do you think?” (Lauren Post-Int.). Lauren and Elizabeth encouraged curiosity and 

reflection across their teaching. 

 
Figure 4.12. Elizabeth’s instructions preparing students to partner share. 

The nature of this open-ended questioning stimulated critical thinking and 

discussion about reading and writing. Although teachers encouraged verbal discussion 

in every lesson I observed, students related their ideas in alternate formats as well. 

Elizabeth’s students frequently used sticky notes to capture their thinking before sharing 

aloud. Figure 4.12 shows a slide of Elizabeth’s instructions sharing reading reflections, 

guided by essential questions from the Making an Impact unit. “1) How is your main 

character influential? 2) Has your main character created societal change in your story? 
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3) If not, how would your character have to change in order to be influential or create 

societal change?” (Elizabeth Obs. 2). 

Jotting down responses to thinking prompts helped students sort out their ideas 

and held them accountable for contributing to a group discussion: “So, let's kind of 

refresh. Recapture those thoughts so you can respond effectively” (Elizabeth Obs. 2). 

Likewise, Lauren encouraged her students to use shoulder partners as sounding boards 

during work periods; sometimes sharing ideas they had captured in their writer’s 

notebooks. 

Responsive writing teachers anticipate problems novice writers may experience. 

For example, during demonstration lessons, Elizabeth modeled effective writing 

practices, attempting to help her students learn abstract concepts with concrete 

example that her students might relate to. Sometimes she anticipated common 

mistakes students make. For example, to avoid writing unnecessarily lengthy narrative 

anecdotes in the leads lesson, she reminded students that an anecdote is “just a short 

snippet” (Elizabeth Obs. 1). Then, when she narrated her own writing sample, she used 

explicit language to explain the kind of intentional decisions writer’s make. She knows 

that students tend to tell about an experience instead of describing it to show the depth 

of the experience. Therefore, when writing about a trip rafting down a river during her 

college days, she wanted her students to recognize how sensory language can be used 

to make emotional experiences more vivid. Elizabeth narrated her thinking: “I remember 

the rushing rapids, churning river, pull of the paddle, intense adrenaline rush. What I'm 

doing is I'm describing the emotion and what the experience was like for me” (Elizabeth 

Obs. 1). 
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On most occasions, students in both classrooms appeared comfortable sharing 

aloud. Both teachers had created safe, comfortable environments to talk openly about 

the readings and writing activities. Discussion was often followed up with writing. 

Sometimes students exchanged their writer’s notebooks with familiar tablemates or 

found new colleagues in the class to solicit feedback on writing drafts. Spontaneous and 

guided dialogue allowed students opportunities to rehearse (Bakhtin, 1981; Graves, 

1983; Vygotsky, 1978) their thinking before committing their thoughts to paper. Thinking 

aloud in this way ushered students through the challenging process of developing 

insight; a process that invites students to look inward to consider relationships between 

their own inner perspectives about ideas and those found among peers and texts.  

 

Reading and Writing are Inextricably Linked   

Responsive teaching is intrinsic to the salient interactivity between reading and 

writing. Although the purpose of this study was to explore writing instruction, the findings 

reveal that reading is essential to the process of learning to write. During several of the 

lessons I observed, reading instruction was the central focus. Lauren and Elizabeth 

taught their students to read from a writer’s perspective instead of reading for pure 

pleasure or strict comprehension. They emphasized reading to explore the kinds of 

decisions writer’s make when organizing ideas, positioning a thesis statement, or 

transitioning between paragraphs, for example. Lauren grappled, along with her 

students, to find the one sentence in the Malala article expressing the thesis statement. 

She focused her students’ attention on the types of supporting details used to explain 

the reasons that the Taliban shot Malala, a 15-year-old girl traveling home from school. 
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Lauren used anecdotal discussion to develop the background knowledge and empathy 

necessary to understand the context behind the story of a girl who yearned for an 

education as juxtaposed against her own students who often take school for granted. 

Additionally, both Lauren and Elizabeth used literature to develop their students’ 

capacity for compassion by making connections between their own lives and those of 

the characters they encountered in literature. Because both teachers are avid readers, 

they understand the important connections readers make between life, literature, and 

writing. Therefore, they provided time at the beginning of every class period for students 

to read self-selected texts. They aimed for their students to develop an appreciation for 

literature as well as to provide time for them to explore their own understanding about 

life connected to literature’s broad themes. I observed reading and writing as daily 

habits of personal and academic exploration; as a discovery process for developing 

insight for writing expository texts. 

Both teachers understood the importance of relating thoughtful connections in 

expository writing; yet, they also understood how difficult developing insight can be for 

many students at this immature stage of their lives. They recognized that the capacity to 

empathize with characters in literature is integral to understanding the universal themes 

they read about. Therefore, they facilitated literature discussion and writing experiences 

that encouraged their students to use text connections to support their observations 

about life as well as insights about the human condition. Because they recognize the 

insecurities many young writers feel about their writing, both teachers shared their own 

writing process aloud to demonstrate the kind of thinking required of the expository 
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process. Their capacity to share their imperfections as writers and confusion as readers 

demonstrated their willingness to reveal their own vulnerabilities with their students. 

 

Apprenticeship Makes Teaching and Learning Visible 

Authentic writing experiences often overlap with apprenticeship. In a writing 

community, teachers work alongside students to support them at the various stages of 

their writing process. Students often learn to write by emulating others, including their 

teachers, their peers, and the authors they read. Both Lauren and Elizabeth mentored 

their students when they wrote aloud. Each of them wrote alongside their students, 

sharing with them a writer’s genuine thinking process, including: brainstorming, difficulty 

starting, finding mistakes, searching for precise language, looking for coherence, 

editing, and revising; satisfaction even. They made the abstract nature of the writing 

process visible; more concrete for students to emulate similar ways of thinking in their 

own writing process, or simply to teach a particular writing element. 

To teach organization, for example, Elizabeth drew from Gretchen Bernabei’s 

(2005) Kernel Essay strategy. Using a balanced literacy approach, her students 

“devolved” (Bernabei, 2005) an expository essay to discover how expository elements fit 

together in authentic writing Then, having studied expository text features in an 

informational mentor text, she led her students through a systematic process of writing 

an essay by asking her students to emulate the realistic text structures they had 

discovered; all the while, narrating her own process of writing an essay using the same 

text structures she offered to her students as stimulus. 
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Lauren and Elizabeth exposed their students to mentor texts to demonstrate 

writing techniques. For example, Lauren featured news articles to demonstrate 

expository text features in informational texts. “We’re going to be dissecting this article 

for the parts of expository text. So, things that I look for when you write, we’re going go 

into this and look for the exact same features here” (Lauren Obs. 3). She taught her 

students to read like a writer (Hansen 2001; Murray, 1990; Smith, 1983, 1988), so that 

they might recognize the connection between a text’s meaning and an author’s 

technique; and then encouraged her students to use similar strategies in their own 

writing. “Expository writing and expository reading are the same thing. You have to have 

a thesis. You have to have examples. ... It doesn’t matter if you’re reading it or you’re 

writing it” (Lauren Obs. 3). Later she used a similar think aloud process when launching 

Genius Hour with her students. She apprenticed her students by modeling her own 

authentic brainstorming process for developing viable research questions.  

On a larger scale, apprenticeship was evident in the way both teachers taught 

their students to read for different purposes: a delicate balance of reading for meaning, 

for aesthetic pleasure, and for efferent purposes of taking away both content information 

and an understanding of textual composition. On a smaller scale, apprenticeship 

occurred during teacher-student writing conferences. Both teachers encouraged their 

students to gather feedback from their peers on writing drafts at various stages of 

development. Like artists who study the canvases of master painters, Lauren and 

Elizabeth apprenticed their writing students by showing them how to study texts of 

published authors. By studying the writing models from various sources, in both final 
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and draft forms, students learn to develop their own writing skills by taking inspiration 

from the works and ideas of others. 

Although studying and imitating the craft of others is often used to teach form, 

true artistry begins with re-envisioning. Literature discussion in both teachers’ 

classrooms revealed how Lauren and Elizabeth shaped their students’ way of thinking 

about the writer’s craft. Lauren’s enthusiastic class discussion about the placement of a 

thesis statement in the “Malala the Powerful” article demonstrated different perspectives 

about approaching a writing task. Several weeks later, she asked her students to review 

the first drafts of the 11-Minute essay they had written to reconsider their original thesis 

statements for unique thinking or insight. 

Elizabeth realized the extent of her own organic process of re-envisioning when 

she modeled writing and revising all day long with each of her classes. She explained 

that often by the end of the day, she has rewritten, and sometimes reimagined the text 

she wrote in front of her students in a couple of different ways; thereby demonstrating to 

her students that writing is an emergent process. She recognized that many novice 

writers don’t like to revise; yet, by modeling her own writing process, she revealed that 

re-envisioning isn't as undesirable as some students may think. In fact, writers tend to 

naturally revise in the course of revisiting a text a number of times. She wanted her 

students to understand that re-envisioning is an ongoing process and not necessarily an 

ending point. “And so, they can see that the revision has happened, of course, 

throughout the day. Again, they know that it doesn't have to be perfect” (Elizabeth Pre-

Int.). 
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Because expository writing is meant to convey meaning or to explain the author’s 

perspective about a topic, both Lauren and Elizabeth emphasized the importance of 

rewriting sentences in various ways; essentially to play with language. During the 

Letters About Literature unit, they showed that there are multiple ways of writing a lead 

using different forms, for example. They were asked to imagine a lead in the form of an 

anecdote, a comparison, or as a description. When preparing students to take the state 

writing test, they asked their students to examine what works and what does not work in 

class discussion about revising and editing strategies. Evaluating the decisions writers 

make demonstrated that re-envisioning develops mental flexibility. 

 

Self-Discovery Informs Expository Writing 

The findings of this study demonstrate that teaching expository writing is 

essentially an act of self-discovery. As Elizabeth noted in our first meeting, “They’re just 

babies!” (Elizabeth Pre-Int.). Middle school is traditionally recognized as a period of 

awkward transition between childhood and adolescence. Character development and 

identity exploration are common themes in the middle grades. Consequently, the 

expository topics seventh grade students encounter, such as courage, perseverance, 

and friendship for example, are equally as broad as their journey toward understanding 

their own identity and perspectives about life. Inexperienced twelve-year old students 

tend to struggle when asked to write about abstract concepts they may not have yet 

encountered in life. Therefore, Lauren and Elizabeth explored big ideas in literature with 

their students to develop an awareness of abstract concepts. They regularly talked with 

their students about the books they read in casual and controlled lesson environments. 
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They used verbal and written reading responses to facilitate thinking and then to 

connect their thinking to the essential questions that framed their curriculum units.  

I observed Lauren and Elizabeth working in inquiry (Eoyang & Holladay, 2013) in 

structured and spontaneous ways to develop critical thinking skills as well as the 

necessary empathy required to develop reflective and caring expository writing. 

Overarching, thought provoking questions framed the lessons I observed. For example, 

in the Making an Impact unit, both teachers posed essential questions to prompt their 

students to think about the big ideas related to people who have influenced societal 

change. By asking students to contemplate big ideas about themselves, “How am I 

influential”, and of other famous people, “What makes an individual influential in 

society”, students were offered an opportunity to explore personal relevance to the 

curriculum. Therefore, working within an inquiry framework facilitated authentic and 

often relevant purposes for reading and writing.  

Lauren understands that accomplished writing contains intriguing and insightful 

ideas. She taught her students that to score well on the state writing assessment, their 

writing must solicit the reader’s attention with insightful prose. Higher scoring essays 

may begin with an anecdote and certainly contain a provocative thesis statement when 

presenting an intriguing perspective to a broad and typically ordinary idea. Therefore, 

after analyzing the state’s writing expository writing rubric with her students, she 

distributed a collection of essays for students to score and analyze to better understand 

the criteria for success on their impending writing exam. In particular, she asked her 

students to discern the level of insight in each of the papers. Then during a revision 

period, she asked her students to exchange their own essays to offer a similar type of 
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feedback to their peers. She asks her students to look for “the insight” (Lauren Obs. 6) 

in their writing and if possible offer a new perspective to the ideas presented in the draft 

they read. She had already modeled her own thinking in this frustrating journey to find a 

“new twist or new idea and different way of thinking” (Lauren Obs. 6) in a piece she had 

written about Davy Crockett with her class. She explained that the insight is merely a 

couple of sentences. Although students were assigned to analyze the work of another 

student, the critical thinking required to find a new perspective on a peer’s writing 

inadvertently informed their own writing.  

 

Summary of Conditions  

Although the six conditions for teaching expository writing revealed in the findings 

are explained in separate categories, the interconnectedness of reading, writing, and 

thinking more accurately expresses the conditions both teacher participants established 

for teaching expository writing during this study. The narrative descriptions in each 

category frequently overlap. Therefore, the findings suggest three overarching 

conclusions about the data: 1) writing instruction is a complex system, 2) expository 

writing is a dynamic genre, and 3) critical thinking and inquiry facilitate insightful 

expository writing. See Appendix I for a composite of these findings, sorted by trends, 

themes, and a priori patterns.  

Lauren and Elizabeth established conditions in their classrooms based on 

patterns of powerful writing instruction interacting across the system. In some instances, 

several patterns co-exist within the context of a single condition or trend. Therefore, 

because these trends and conditions do not exist in isolation, they aptly fit a complexity 
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model for explaining systems dynamics. Patterson and Holladay (2018) describe a 

complex system as having “open boundaries, diverse components or participants, and 

non-linear connections or relationships” (p. 15). The emergent themes across the data 

demonstrate that teaching expository writing is a complex system of interconnected 

activity containing three main agents and three encompassing conditions. Figure 4.13 

illustrates the relationship between the agents (teachers, curriculum, and students) and 

the three major themes found in the data (reinforcing structures, balancing tensions, 

and mediating transactions).  

 
Figure 4.13. System map for teaching expository writing. 

Framed by three two-way relationships, teachers and students, students and 

curriculum and curriculum and teachers, the three predominant themes: reinforcing 

structures, balancing tensions, and mediating transactions appear at the center of the 

teaching landscape to demonstrate their influential role in teaching expository writing. 

The findings of this study reveal that conditions for writing instruction encompass activity 

cycles within particular contexts, which suggests that the emergent themes are in effect, 
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the prevailing conditions for teaching expository writing; and because their agents 

interact and influence the activities of other agents and conditions, we can conclude that 

each of the themes or conditions is also a system within itself. This explains why the 

patterns for teaching writing sometimes overlap: teaching expository writing is a 

complex system containing multiple sub-systems. The next section will describe these 

themes that emerged from data analysis.  

 

Themes 

This section addresses the second research question: What can these conditions 

for teaching expository writing teach us about powerful writing instruction? The findings 

of this study show that expository writing instruction is contained by three themes: 

tensions: balancing interdependent pairs, transactions: mediating transactions, and 

techniques: reinforcing structures. Table 4.3 illustrates the relationship between the 

emergent themes, the conditions, and primary descriptors used to define them. 

Table 4.3 

Themes and Examples of Conditions for Expository Writing Instruction 

Lit 

 Technique: 
Reinforcing Structures 

Transaction: 
Mediating Transactions 

Tension: 
Balancing Tensions 

Expository writing 
shares genres 
boundaries 

Includes an amalgam of 
text features 

Embrace ambiguity with 
student-centered 
instruction 

Teach across the genres 
from narrative to 
persuasive 

  Balance high-stakes 
testing and authentic 
reasons to write 

Structure matters in 
expository writing 
instruction 

Structure instruction with 
workshop approach 

Model reading and 
writing expectations 

Balance free-writing and 
prompted writing 

Devolve texts to learn 
features 

Close read mentor texts  Balance authentic and 
assessment purposes for 
writing 
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 Technique: 
Reinforcing Structures 

Transaction: 
Mediating Transactions 

Tension: 
Balancing Tensions 

Teaching writing 
involves routine, yet 
responsive action 

Differentiate instruction 
for learning styles 

Think aloud to model 
writing process 

Balance open-ended and 
guided writing  

Support thinking with 
discussion protocols 

Tell stories to foster 
relationships 

Balance structured, yet 
flexible learning 
environment 

Respond to texts Mediate decision-making 
with inquiry 

Balance choice and 
assigned tasks 

Encourage peer 
conferences 

 Balance showing and 
telling to shift learning to 
students 

Reading and writing 
are inextricably 
linked 

Read like a writer to learn 
author’s craft 

Explore connections 
between big ideas and 
insight 

Balance explicit 
instruction and reading 
for pleasure 

Apprenticeship 
makes learning 
visible 

Read to understand 
humanity 

Develop insight with 
reading response and 
text connections 

 

Devolve expository 
essays 

Think aloud to model 
writing process 

Balance aesthetic and 
efferent purposes for 
reading 

Study mentor texts Support writers with peer 
response  

 

Self-discovery 
informs expository 
writing 

Identify thesis statement 
in expository texts 

Research to clarify and 
develop content 
knowledge 

Mediate immaturity and 
inexperience to leverage 
insight  

Explore big ideas in 
literature 

Free-write to discover 
thesis 

 

 

These themes are identified by a noun and a verb phrase to suggest that 

teaching expository writing encompasses continuous movement across the system. 

Although tension, transaction, and technique can be analyzed separately, none of these 

themes operates in isolation. Rather, the perpetual interaction between the agents in 

the system are central to the generative activity operating in the background themes.  

Figure 4.14 advances the image of interactive gears depicted in Figure 4.13. It is 

designed to show a system in constant motion to offer a more plausible perspective of 

writing instruction. In this image the agents are inside the system, still interacting; 

however, the jagged edges of the system suggest that the exchanges between the 

agents are multi-faceted and dynamic. It illustrates the responsive nature of expository 
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writing instruction in a complex system. Sometimes the major themes found in writing 

instruction overlap, and sometimes they move in different directions because, in reality, 

teaching is framed by predictable structures; yet, shaped by unpredictable and 

generative events. Consequently, the activity framework: reinforcing, mediating, and 

balancing supports continuous cycles of responsive action in a system for teaching 

expository writing. The a priori patterns used in the analysis frame the expository writing 

system and operate within the system. Because the transactions, tensions, and 

structures are in constant flux within the system, their rough edges symbolize the 

unpredictable; yet responsive nature of a system in constant motion. 

 
Figure 4.14. Themes in motion across the system of expository writing instruction. 

Lauren and Elizabeth demonstrated that writing instruction involves responsive 

action. Although the structure within their teaching systems produced a smooth and 

systematic delivery of instruction, they were always mediating transaction in the system, 

i.e., classroom discussion, student behavior, and differentiated lessons, for example. 

Expository writing instruction is neither linear, nor perfectly shaped in a complex system. 

Lauren and Elizabeth demonstrated masterful agility balancing the tensions in the 
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system by mediating movement across the system with specific structures that 

reinforced deep content learning and powerful writing instruction. In this section, I 

describe these themes and explain what they teach us about expository writing 

instruction.  

 

Tension: Balancing Interdependent Pairs 

For purposes of this study, I have adopted the term, interdependent pairs, from 

Eoyang and Holladay (2013) to describe dialectical relationships I found across the data 

and in the conditions Lauren and Elizabeth set for teaching expository writing. These 

dialectical relationships include ideas that appear to conflict with each other as they 

often appear on opposite ends of a spectrum or continuum, which creates tension 

between the two extremes. In reality, however, dialectical relationships are 

interdependent and scalable across a system in which the agents in the system seek 

coherence by attempting to balance the tension created by these extreme relationships. 

In fact, “understanding how they relate to each other” (p. 20) is essential to success. 

Negotiating intuitive, insightful, and skillful knowledge is required to navigate their 

complex interdependence. The data reveals that these two teachers constantly 

negotiated the “messy…dynamic” (p. 24) tensions in these dialectical relationships 

according to their beliefs and values for teaching expository writing, described in the 

pedagogical profiles. 

Although the initial data analysis revealed many dialectical relationships, I only 

describe five prevalent interdependent pairs, including: balancing high-stakes and low-

stakes writing, balancing genre boundaries, balancing routine, yet responsive action, 
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balancing reading and writing, and leveraging experience to build capacity for insight. 

Each interdependent pair appears on an open-ended array to represent the range in the 

perceived conflicts across the system, potentially measured by standards of more or 

less intensity. However, the oval across the middle of the continuum demonstrates the 

interdependence between the two extremes in the relationship, where the two ends may 

sometimes converge, depending on the dynamics of a particular situation. The 

conditions Lauren and Elizabeth set during my observations in their classroom teach us 

that balancing the tension found in dialectical relationships (interdependent pairs) is 

necessary and useful.  

 

Balancing High-Stakes and Low-Stakes Writing  

The first interdependent pair encompasses the range of writing experiences 

Lauren and Elizabeth assigned in their classes, across a scale of authentic types of 

writing. Figure 4.15 illustrates two ends of the authenticity scale and includes the types 

of writing assignments I identified in the data. 

 
Figure 4.15. Tension: Interdependent pairs in system of authentic writing. 

The conditions Lauren and Elizabeth set for teaching expository writing 

demonstrate that writing teachers are the unwitting negotiators of content, curriculum, 
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students, and standards. Both participants show us that teaching expository writing 

requires balancing a hybrid of reading and writing activities. Although the lessons they 

taught were guided by the curriculum units and documents provided by their school 

district, their balanced literacy approach allowed them to use reading as a tool for 

exploring the author’s craft. The genre specific units, (Letters About Literature, Making 

an Impact, research, and state writing test preparations), offered students an 

opportunity to delve deeply into expository writing by closely examining the specific 

elements that define the genre and its influential partners: narrative and persuasive 

writing. The instruction I observed featured conventional models of expository writing 

generally aligned with the traditional essay, which emphasizes placing a thesis 

statement in the introductory paragraph, supporting the thesis with fact-based 

examples, and then writing a conclusion that refers back to the opening paragraph. 

Although the state writing assessment they were preparing their students to take does 

not require a five-paragraph structure, it does require cohesive, well organized, and 

thoughtful writing. To balance the constraints of the “beast state testing” (Elizabeth Pre-

Int.) and the extensive writing opportunities outlined in their curriculum performance 

tasks, they used authentic news articles and their own writing samples as mentor texts 

to model the writing process required for any sort of accomplished writing.  

Although much of the writing instruction I observed focused on preparing 

students for the state assessment in some form or another, both teachers expressed 

appreciation for the opportunity afforded by the performance tasks; that is more 

authentic reasons to write than for a high-stakes test. Elizabeth claimed that, “It gives 

them an authentic reason or genre to write, and the way they're designed, it's supposed 
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to allow for choice” (Elizabeth, Pre-Int.). She explained that the performance tasks were 

created as cornerstone pieces intended to measure the learning standards built into a 

specific unit. Therefore, because performance tasks are summative assignments, they 

rate closer to the high-stakes end of the authenticity spectrum than low-stakes writing 

assigned for formative purposes. Both teachers used low-stakes reading responses and 

free-writing, for example, to help students jump-start their writing. Another assignment 

with relatively higher stakes, the guided 11-Minute essay, also offered students a 

certain amount of writing freedom. As a formative piece designed to teach text structure 

in preparation for the state test, the assignment might be considered a mid-range 

formative piece. The way Lauren and Elizabeth balanced high-stakes and low-stakes 

writing with frequent and varied opportunities to write across their curriculum teaches us 

that routine writing experiences across the spectrum are necessary for developing 

writing stamina and proficiency. Although higher-stakes writing usually carries more 

weight on a grading scale, the pressure to perform also serves a purpose.  

For example, the depth of the Letters About Literature writing performance task 

was quite different from the state’s writing assessment; yet, students seemed to take 

the LAL writing experience very seriously. Competitive students felt more pressure to 

write well for the Library of Congress judges, than perhaps for the Making an Impact 

essay they wrote for a teacher to grade. Lauren’s students were highly engaged in the 

letters they wrote for the contest because they were “excited about the contest” (Lauren 

Pre-Int.), and they could anticipate winning. Although writing to compete may be 

considered high-stakes, Lauren felt like this writing opportunity offered her students 

more freedom to express themselves with fewer limitations. She explained that 
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sometimes teachers make writing harder than it needs to be when too many constraints 

are imposed. She simply instructed her students, “I want you to have an example from 

the book and I want you to be able to explain the impact that that had on you” (Lauren 

Pre-Int.). This teaches us that audience and purpose for writing can change the stakes 

along an authenticity scale.  

Lauren and Elizabeth understand that to perform well on the summative state 

writing test, successful experiences with many formative assignments are necessary. 

Because they value student choice, and the freedom of expression, they balanced the 

tension of high-stakes writing tasks with a variety of writing experiences across the 

spectrum, rather than always focusing on high-stakes writing tasks. Lauren and 

Elizabeth set the condition to teach expository writing across genres which supports 

balancing formative and summative assignments with authentic reasons to write. 

Building capacity for proficient writing under any circumstance requires finding balance 

between reasons to write, the respective pressures associated with each task, and the 

demands of the assignment. Low-stakes and high-stakes writing may be considered 

interdependent pairs because a robust variety of low-stakes writing assignments are 

necessary to teach the skills, the stamina, and the confidence students require for 

mastering high-stakes writing assignments of any nature.  

 

Balancing Blurred Genre Boundaries 

The second source of tension in the expository writing system involves 

overlapping genre boundaries. Figure 4.16 illustrates the breadth of expository writing 

across the writing spectrum and their corresponding text elements. 
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Figure 4.16. Tension: Interdependent pairs across expository writing genre boundaries. 

Lauren and Elizabeth demonstrated that expository writing is a broad genre that 

shares boundaries with both narrative and persuasive writing. They used literature to 

teach students the genre structures across the spectrum. For example, when teaching 

students to hook the reader at the beginning of an expository essay, they borrowed 

narrative writing techniques to demonstrate the use of storytelling to engage the reader 

with a personal anecdote that relates to a character or an event in a book. Lauren 

modeled her own anecdote, connecting her experience reading Ray Bradbury’s (1953) 

Fahrenheit 451 when she taught the book in high school. 

As a high school English teacher who hated your book, I knew teaching 
Fahrenheit 451 was going to be like pulling teeth. What I wasn’t expecting was 
for your characters, especially Mildred, to connect so closely with this generation 
of student. Some of my most difficult students started to recognize the similarities 
between your 1950s science fiction society and the one we live in today. (Lauren, 
Obs. 1) 
 
Elizabeth asked students to find narrative leads in their independent reading 

novels and then wrote her own model of an anecdote connecting Mark Twain’s (1884) 

The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn to her college rafting days.  

I remember the rushing rapids and the churning river as if it were yesterday. The 
pull of the paddle and the intense adrenaline rush of the canoe, as it splashed 
through the water, reminds me of the great adventures Huck and Jim experience 
on the Mississippi. (Elizabeth Obs. 1) 
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Writing a personal anecdote requires writing in the first person. Engaging the 

reader with the personal pronoun, “I” is often discouraged in expository writing for fear 

that the novice writer will write a personal narrative as opposed to an informational 

expository essay. Yet, Lauren and Elizabeth encouraged their young writers to draw 

from their own personal experiences to make their expository writing more interesting. 

They demonstrated that narrative description and imagery have a place in expository 

writing. 

At the opposite end of the spectrum, they balanced the use of persuasive writing 

when teaching expository text features. Both teachers used close reading strategies to 

teach their students how to recognize text structure and the placement of the thesis 

statement in mentor texts before asking students to use them in their own writing. To 

demonstrate the close relationship between expository and persuasive writing, Lauren 

explicitly read persuasive texts with her students: “We’re going to look at both sides of 

an argument, of this argument. But we’re not going to read [the] article, or these articles 

for persuasive techniques. We’re going to read them for expository stuff” (Lauren Obs. 

4). She wanted her students to see their similarity as well as the subtle usefulness of 

dipping into persuasion to teach explanatory writing. 

Yet, both teachers understand that students struggle to differentiate the fine line 

between expository and persuasive writing. Lauren advised her students to focus on 

facts and to avoid expressing personal opinion. 

You try to remove more of your opinion and just give the people facts. Now 
people are going to naturally be persuaded sometimes by facts. You don't have 
to put your opinion. But there's a very fine line between expository and 
persuasive. (Lauren Obs. 4) 
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Elizabeth explicitly described the overlap between the two genres in terms of the tone of 

an expository piece.  

Sometimes even in an expository piece it can take on a little bit of a persuasive 
tone, but the one thing that is going to separate it from a persuasive piece is that 
there's not going to be that end call to action. (Elizabeth Post-Int.) 
 

 Both teachers embraced the two ends of the genre spectrum to show their 

students the interdependent relationship between expository writing and the other two 

genres that influence it. Aspects of storytelling borrowed from narrative writing 

enhances the delivery of expository information. Aspects of arguing are intrinsic to any 

part of explaining a claim in both expository and persuasive writing. Consequently, the 

lessons I observed demonstrate that expository writing contains blurred boundaries. 

Crossing them is both necessary and useful.  

 

Balancing Routine, Yet Responsive Action 

A third tension in the expository writing instruction system encompasses 

balancing routine, yet responsive action. Figure 4.17 illustrates the range of teaching 

activities across implicit and explicit teaching activities.     

 
Figure 4.17. Tension: Interdependent pairs across routine, yet responsive action. 
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Following the district’s curriculum allowed Lauren and Elizabeth to implement 

routine instructional activities and to facilitate a responsive learning environment. On 

one end of the spectrum, the structure of their workshop classroom seemed quite the 

same every time I visited. Students began class with independent reading, followed by 

sharing, a lesson, and then time to practice the lesson in small or large group 

configurations. The security of knowing classroom expectations facilitated smooth 

transitions between activities. This demonstrates the importance of structure in the 

writing workshop. Routines allowed the teachers the flexibility to respond to student 

questions or to conduct side-by-side conferences with them during independent work 

periods. Lauren frequently crouched beside her students to discuss a writing sample, if 

only for a few minutes. She offered constant reinforcement by asking simple questions 

to draw out the writer; and thereby, addressed their needs in a timely way.   

Both teachers regularly rotated between whole group and small group instruction. 

I observed collaborative routines such as think-pair-share, turn and talk, paired reading, 

and peer response activities in both classrooms. I noticed that they used whole group 

instruction to introduce a new topic or to develop background information. Both teachers 

used guided reading and writing to explicitly teach expository writing techniques, 

including thesis and text structure. Whole group instruction featured think aloud 

protocols. As they narrated their thinking process when writing an essay with students, 

for example, they showed their students how to write as opposed to telling them what to 

do, or what to write. The fine line between telling and showing during instruction 

demonstrates Lauren and Elizabeth’s ability to make teaching visible. Although thinking 

aloud with students appeared to be routine, dialogue and open inquiry positioned the 
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teacher as a learner alongside their students. Both teachers came to class prepared 

with previously written writing samples; however, they found that their writing evolved 

every time they wrote in front of a group of students. Elizabeth admitted that she 

sometimes came to class prepared with thoughts for writing, that she wouldn’t 

necessarily have it all planned out; therefore, she incorporated revision into the natural 

course of her thinking aloud to demonstrate the kind of revision process writers 

encounter.  

You know, I'll have those thoughts in my mind. I won't have it all planned out. 
And even if I do, as the day goes on and I'm teaching the same lesson as the 
days go on, I'll change. I'll even show them, this is what I wrote with the first 
group. This is what I wrote with the second group. Now look at how it’s changed. 
I've evolved. I've thought, oh yeah, I didn't think about that before. And so, they 
can see that the revision has happened, of course, throughout the day. 
(Elizabeth, Pre-Int.) 
 
When Lauren modeled brainstorming to launch Genius Hour, she used a well-

rehearsed routine; yet included new thinking when responding to student discussion 

during the lesson. Both teachers balanced routine think aloud protocols with 

extemporaneous discussion; presenting themselves as learners as opposed to the 

ultimate authority. Although both teachers were the most knowledgeable writers in their 

respective classrooms, they displayed the kinds of vulnerabilities writers experience 

regardless of experience level. Writers make mistakes, change their mind, and make 

choices. By demonstrating this process, they encouraged their students to emulate 

similar practices, even when preparing them for high-stakes assessments.  

These examples teach us that balancing the fine line between an authoritative 

stance and being vulnerable in front of students requires humility, inquiry, and the 

capacity to laugh with students, as Lauren often did. They both honored their students 
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as writers, encouraging them to share their writing aloud or with peers. Teaching the 

writing process in a well-structured environment is like a dance. The dancer’s steps may 

be routine, but the dancer moves in response to the tempo and the tone of the music. In 

both teaching and dancing, the relationship between routine and responsive action is 

symbiotic; they belong together. Routine, yet responsive action may seem juxtaposed; 

however, the ebb and flow of teaching across the spectrum of explicit and implicit 

instruction demonstrates their interdependence. The routine, yet responsive conditions 

Lauren and Elizabeth established teaches us that structure and empathy correspond. 

 

Balancing Reading and Writing  

A fourth tension in the system for expository writing involves balancing reading 

and writing. Figure 4.18 illustrates the interdependent relationship between reading and 

writing across a spectrum of balanced literacy activities found in the data.  

 
Figure 4.18. Tension: Interdependent pairs between reading and writing. 

Both Lauren and Elizabeth demonstrated that reading and writing are inextricably 

linked. They both value the writing process and claim to use the reading/writing 

workshop approach in their English classes. They followed their school district’s 

language arts curriculum which was written with the writing process in mind. As 

experienced curriculum writers and graduates of Abydos Literacy Learning, they 
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expressed familiarity with workshop practices and ideology. Their dedication to 

maintaining a daily routine of independent reading, their student’s use of a writer’s 

notebooks, authentic mentor texts, and interactive writing lessons demonstrated their 

attempt to follow workshop practices as much as possible. For example, Elizabeth 

described her teaching philosophy during our pre-observation meeting. 

I try to build in as much reading and writing workshop as possible. I would 
venture to say that that is a fluid definition. It changes from year to year. Some 
years I'm really good [sic] at some aspects of the workshop philosophy than I am 
with others. (Elizabeth Pre-Int.) 
 
Elizabeth admitted her difficulty with maintaining a workshop approach all the 

time. The tension she felt to adhere to workshop teaching practices (centered around 

student choice, mini-lessons, work periods, and a balanced literacy philosophy) was 

exacerbated by her sensitivity to the state writing assessment. Although she strives for 

“some sort of balance” between reading and writing, she admitted that the 

“accountability piece at the end of the year” with “the beast state testing” has influenced 

how she manages her reading/writing workshop (Elizabeth Pre-Int.). 

In fact, both Lauren and Elizabeth experienced the tension of balancing authentic 

writing with the state mandated expository writing assessment. Acutely aware of the 

pressures testing poses for students and teachers alike, they both taught students how 

to write a basic essay in 11 minutes to prepare their students for the rigor of writing an 

on-demand essay. Elizabeth’s desire to offer her students “opportunities to just write in 

general” and for them “to learn that writing just doesn’t have to be because we’re writing 

for the test” (Elizabeth Pre-Int.) conflicted sharply with the reality of preparing for a high-

stakes state assessment. Because the state writing test limits student essay responses 

to 26 lines, both teachers were confronted with balancing restrictive writing assignments 
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that accommodate test requirements with open-ended performance tasks that 

encourage free expression. Both teachers recognized that the system sometimes 

makes writing harder for students than it should be. They both wanted their students to 

be able to write openly and for authentic purposes. For example, Lauren particularly 

liked the authentic writing purpose embedded in the Letters About Literature 

performance task which doubled as a writing contest sponsored by the Library of 

Congress.  

Lauren: The letters about literature... my kids are all doing different books … and 
you know it's all impacted them differently and I’ve just been looking at the things 
that they're writing cause they're expressing who they are, and you know how 
that has helped shape them, and sometimes it’s a book that gives them what 
they need to step outside the comfort zone, and I think that's so cool.  
 
Me: So, you seem very, very heartened by this. I am just looking at your 
body expression and the joy in your face. …What is it about this type of writing? 
Is it the literature? Is there an avenue? Something is triggering this that seems 
more exciting than other types of (Lauren: Yes.) expository writing.  
 
Lauren: There's a couple of reasons: 1) They're excited about the contest 
because they all know they're going to win (Me: chuckle, chuckle) and they're all 
wondering what I'm going to give them when they win.  
 
Me: Really. 
 
Lauren: But another thing is that I think we make writing; we teach writing, we 
make it so hard. You know by the structure and the format and the outlines and 
all of this. Right now, I'm like, ah, I don't care. I don't care, care how many 
paragraphs you have. I want you to have an example from the book, and I want 
you to be able to explain the impact that that had on you. (Lauren Pre-Int.) 
  
This writing task called for students to draw from their reading experiences to 

write about the personal impact of a book. Lauren demonstrated that researching on the 

Internet to recall forgotten information about a book she had read in the past can be 

useful. To begin the process of selecting a favorite book, she asked students to use a 

graphic organizer to brainstorm five books and to contemplate the “impact and how it 
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changed them, or how they felt about it and the theme” (Lauren Pre-Int.). Then after 

modeling how she selected her favorite book, Little Women (Alcott, 1869), she realized 

that she had forgotten why.  

I could not remember why it was my favorite book. I couldn't remember what it 
was about. I just know that it was my favorite book. So, I had to do research. …I 
told them just to research and you know, because I said I had to go back and 
read the summary to figure out why I liked Little Women. (Lauren Pre-Int.) 
 

Then, when students got stuck writing their letters during writing workshop, she 

encouraged them to do their own research using the Chromebooks she sometimes 

rolled into her classroom on a mobile cart. She insisted that they begin with sustained 

silent writing, before accessing a computer to satisfy curiosities and questions. 

I told them, [that] you get 30 minutes and the timer went off and we talked about 
how [for] some kids, it just came. Like they just started going', but they hit a wall 
at some point and some kids had to sit there and think for a while. Some kids had 
to get the computers I got and research a little bit more. (Lauren Pre-Int.) 
 
Lauren unwittingly balanced reading and writing by allowing her students the 

opportunity to move in and out of reading when writing. She allowed students to read for 

efferent purposes when they were on the hunt for answers and to take away information 

they might find useful for their writing. Elizabeth also encouraged a relationship between 

reading and writing when she asked her students to respond to their independent 

reading. She explained, “I like them to write about what they've read. Then they see 

themselves as responders to their reading. As writing responders to their reading, 

they're thinkers too. Not just readers, not just writers. They're thinkers” (Elizabeth Pre-

Int.). 

Whether they asked their students to read for aesthetic pleasure or for efferent 

knowledge, both teachers spiraled instruction in and out of reading and writing across 
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the curriculum, frequently asking students to take notice of the writer’s craft. They 

primed their students to read like a writer (Hansen, 2001; Murray, 1990; Smith, 1983, 

1988), to take notice of an author’s strategies for conveying ideas. Both teachers 

regularly asked, “What did you notice?”  They also recognized that reading like a writer 

involves retraining the mind to read differently.  

Once when reading the informational “Wilber Wilberforce: The Great Reformer” 

article with her class, Elizabeth had primed her students with the typical questions, 

“What do you notice? What stands out to you?” At first students began to answer the 

question with observations about the content of the article. When she realized that she 

wanted her students to identify structural and craft elements, she had to clarify her 

intent. She rephrased. “It’s not what stood out about the individual. What stood out 

about the writing?” (Elizabeth Obs. 4). Earlier lessons had focused on the theme of 

societal change. Now Elizabeth pushed students to focus on the writing. 

OK, you saw what motivated him to make a societal change. At the very 
beginning it talked about how he was kind of the life of the party; not really a big 
social reformer. But then, you find out what caused him to find a change. 
 
(Student discussion.) 
 
OK. Anything else you noticed about the writing? (Elizabeth Obs. 4) 
 

Then after validating other students’ responses that reflected ideas in the text, she 

redirected their attention to specific craft elements to notice and highlight during a 

second reading of the text. She asked them to re-envision their reading with the intent of 

eventually re-envisioning their writing. Elizabeth demonstrated that, teaching students to 

read like a writer is useful for teaching writing skills, and that although it may have a 

different focus than reading for comprehension, reading transcends writing instruction. 
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Because reading and writing are interdependent pairs in the system of writing 

instruction, Lauren and Elizabeth were able to assiduously counterbalance content-

driven high-stakes assessment with a student-centered writing process using a 

balanced literacy approach. 

 

Leveraging Experience to Develop Insight 

The fifth tension found across the data involves leveraging student experiences 

to build their capacity for insight in their expository writing. Figure 4.19 illustrates the 

breadth of the tension both participants encountered: balancing inexperience and 

experience to leverage the capacity for insight. 

 
Figure 4.19. Tension: Leveraging experience to build capacity for insight. 

Both teachers recognize that expository writing is an informational genre, and 

that its purpose is to explain. They also recognize how difficult it is for seventh grade 

students to bring insight to their expository writing. The data suggests that the tension 

they encountered stems from the breadth of the expository writing genre, its blurred 

boundaries, and students’ general lack of worldly experiences. Lauren explained that 

when she tries to teach insight, “I fall short every time” (Lauren Pre-Int.). She believes 
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this is because many of her students’ lives are constrained by having lived in the same 

town all their lives and that the problem stems from limited experiences. 

Me: So, what do we need to, if we could fix that, what would we change? 
Lauren: I know. I've asked this question so many times. I don't know. How DO 
{emphasis added} you do that? I'm like, I don't know. That's why I'm asking you.  
 
Me: Right. 
 
Lauren: Because it's all based on experience, in my opinion. Now sometimes 
experience means it's experience from a book they've read, it means experience 
from what they learn from what they're reading. But to get them to make 
connections, it's hard. Especially for a 12-year-old. Especially if they've never 
had to think like that before. (Lauren Pre-Int.) 
 

Likewise, Elizabeth believes that seventh graders lack the maturity to write with insight. 

She determined that “there’s such a maturity gap between our seventh and eighth 

graders, because when our seventh graders come to us, they’re – There’s no other way 

to say it – They’re babies” (Elizabeth Pre-Int.). 

Consequently, both teachers leveraged the experiences and knowledge students 

did have with bountiful dialogue and reading experiences. They differentiated instruction 

to accommodate their class’ learning styles and used essential questions to focus 

student thinking around big ideas. They explored themes in literature by asking students 

to use text connections across genres; and to research answers to their own curiosities. 

They encouraged students to question the text through personal writing and open 

dialogue, to critique writers and their ideas through reading responses and in letters 

they wrote to authors.  

Responding to literature invites readers to connect what they know about 

themselves and the world around them with ideas they read across texts. When 

Elizabeth found it difficult for her students to make connections with the characters in 
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the books they were reading independently, she modified the lesson to discuss a 

common text they had read together as a class in order to establish a point of reference 

everyone could relate to. She understands that communicating insight in expository 

writing involves the capacity to connect emotionally with a character or a situation in 

literature; therefore, she encouraged self-discovery by studying the emotional impact of 

literary themes. Lauren also found that independent reading and research contribute to 

setting conditions for self-discovery. She explained that, “There has to be a desire to 

learn. To find out something new, in order to have the insight” (Lauren Post-Int.). 

Therefore, she launched Genius Hour to encourage students to explore their own 

passion projects. 

Both teachers combined reflective thinking with extensive writing to develop the 

capacity for insight. Elizabeth used reading responses to develop “thinkers” (Elizabeth 

Pre-Int.). Lauren led students to explore multiple perspectives on a topic by encouraging 

vigorous discussion about controversial topics. For example, I observed Lauren lead a 

class discussion about whether an article was expository or persuasive when they 

debated the thesis statement in an article about year ‘round schools. Although students 

understood the author’s perspective, they struggled to find where it was explicitly stated. 

They were confounded by the blurred boundaries in the article’s structure. This caused 

vigorous dialogue among students striving to prove their answer as correct. Although 

the debate didn’t concern the topic of the article; it did exercise students’ capacity to 

develop insight by looking for language that communicated the author’s perspective as 

well as to develop students’ capacity to communicate their own perspective during the 
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class discussion. This exercise demonstrated the importance of exploring controversial 

issues and reading complex texts to develop the capacity for insight. 

During our final interview together, I asked Lauren what advice she might offer 

new teachers about teaching expository writing. In her response she indicated that 

curiosity and student choice are key to developing insight. 

Help them figure out what they're curious about and help them find or give them 
a way to look into their curiosities simply because of the buy-in in the classroom. 
It's student choice. They get excited – naturally teaches insight. Giving them an 
expository prompt is not teaching expository. Teaching them text structures is not 
expository. It's part of what makes expository, but to truly get insightful interesting 
expository writing there has to be some type of curiosity. That's what I would tell 
new teachers. (Lauren Post-Int.) 
 
Leveraging students’ experiences for developing insight relates to another 

tension embedded in the system. It concerns the definition that expository writing is 

solely an information-based genre. Although expository writing may be considered 

informational writing aimed at explaining facts, writing without perspective does not 

score well on most proficiency scales. Consequently, negotiating the fine line between 

persuasive and expository writing requires balancing the writer’s bias in the language of 

the expository piece. These findings show that struggling through generating thesis 

statements and managing bias contributes to a novice writer’s capacity for intuitively 

understanding the broad themes of expository writing assignments. As Lauren stated in 

our initial interview, she likes that expository writing “opens them [her students] up and 

that lets them think for themselves” (Lauren, Pre-Int.). Experience and inexperience 

may be considered interdependent pairs in the spectrum of insight building; because, to 

leverage the differences in experience levels among young adolescents requires 

teaching them how to make connections with relatable experiences. Thinking 
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independently across many right answers is one of the primary conditions Lauren and 

Elizabeth established for building the capacity for insight. 

 

Summary 

Tension in the system of expository writing instruction reveals the complexity of 

the system. These five interdependent pairs (balancing high-stakes and low-stakes 

writing, balancing genre boundaries, balancing routine, yet responsive action, balancing 

reading and writing, and leveraging experience to build capacity for insight) represent 

only the most salient examples of tensions found across the data. Other dialectical 

relationships exist and may naturally emerge in the context of the other two themes 

because the findings show that balancing tension is inherent to writing instruction.  

 

Techniques: Reinforcing Structures 

The second theme that emerged from the data concerns instructional techniques. 

Because structure is inherent to expository writing and teaching, this theme focuses on 

teaching strategies and writing tools, including: instructional routines, genre and 

grammar structures. This theme emerged from conditions that emphasize explicit 

teaching strategies and instructional routines that reinforce academic language, genre 

specificities, and a classroom culture for developing expository writers.  

 

Instructional Routines 

A structured learning environment includes the open choices Lauren and 

Elizabeth sought with free writing, open-ended reading responses, and the self-
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selection of personal novels during independent reading. Despite the tension inferred by 

the openness of free-choice, both teachers demonstrated well organized classrooms 

and structured instruction. I observed both teachers use their phones or an iPad to 

monitor time during class. Timed lesson segments provided boundaries to keep 

students on task. For example, students knew to stop reading in Lauren’s classroom 

when they heard her iPad timer ring. Likewise, Elizabeth’s iPhone signaled when 

sustained silent writing periods, or small group discussion should end. My analytical 

memos are peppered with comments about teacher directives that include time limits. 

For instance, Lauren timed her students’ pre-writing, “I’m going to give you five minutes 

to write in your Writer’s Notebooks about year ‘round school” (Lauren Obs. 4). Elizabeth 

also allocated time limits to complete activities when she said, “I'm going to give you two 

minutes to discuss. So, each of you share your sticky notes for those two minutes” 

(Elizabeth Obs. 3). Students in both classes recognized the signal indicating when it 

was time to conclude a particular activity within the 90-minute language arts block.  

 
Figure 4.20. Example of daily agenda in Elizabeth’s classroom. 
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Every class period followed a similar routine: students copied the daily agenda 

from the white board, then read independently for 10 or 15 minutes, completed a 

response protocol, usually all before the start of the lesson. Figure 4.20 illustrates 

Elizabeth’s classroom routine. 

Both teachers organized their agendas and the content of their lessons with 

Google slideshow presentations projected on a large screen in the front of the 

classroom.  Elizabeth even toggled two projection devices, one for her slideshow and a 

document camera projecting her own writing process with her students. See Figure 

4.21. 

           
Figure 4.21. Examples of Elizabeth modeling her writing. 

Setting the condition for routine, yet responsive teaching demonstrates that 

structure matters in expository writing and in writing instruction. Lauren and Elizabeth’s 

teaching displayed well-organized classrooms featuring routine practices associated 

with a writing workshop approach, including: frequent opportunities to read and write, 

reader response activities, peer writing response, collaborative grouping, apprenticeship 

with mentor texts and think aloud protocols, and dialogue. Both teachers frequently 

asked students to record their thinking on sticky notes to guide student sharing. For 
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example, Elizabeth asked students to jot down the text evidence of a hook in the novel 

they were reading in order to share it with their tablemates. Lauren, used sticky notes to 

measure the status of the class (Atwell, 1998), when she asked, “On the purple sticky 

note: Write about your biggest struggle in Letters About Literature. I will be collecting 

them in two minutes. (Lauren Obs. 1). Then she organized the student responses on 

the white board while addressing aloud the student concerns by category. She used this 

technique to resolve problems students were encountering in their writing and to 

determine which students might need her immediate attention when conferring with 

them during independent writing. Using sticky notes to gain immediate feedback about 

student progress informed Elizabeth’s decision to modify the next day’s lesson when 

she selected a common text to better facilitate text connections.  

 

Genre Structures 

Both teachers read mentor texts with their students to teach expository writing 

text elements. Together with their students, they devolved essays to identify the 

author’s technique for organizing an informational article. They studied the kinds of 

supporting evidence used to support a thesis statement, including the amalgam of text 

features that characterize expository writing. See Figure 4.22. 

Lauren: Because expository writing is an amalgam. What does amalgam mean?  
 
(Students: mixture)  
 
Lauren: A mixture of things. And here are some of the things that we can put in 
our mixture: facts, statistics, anecdotes, descriptions, details, definitions and 
examples. (Lauren Obs. 3) 
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Figure 4.22. Lauren’s slide listing an amalgam of text evidence. 

Elizabeth used variations of Bernabei and Hall’s (2012) Kernel Essay to teach 

students how to include text structure in their expository writing. See Figure 4.23. 

So, you have a two-page layout, essentially, in your composition notebook. What 
I would like for you to do on that left page – I want you to draw four boxes. I want 
you to write what is in the boxes on your page. So, this is the text structure that 
we're going to be working with for this expository essay. (Elizabeth Obs. 4) 
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Figure 4.23. Examples of Elizabeth’s text structure boxes. 

When Lauren reviewed the state writing assessment grading rubric with her 

students she prompted them to recall the kinds of text structures they had studied in 

their reading and writing. “The first descriptor relates to the structure of the essay. What 

does it mean by structure? What are the five structures that we’ve talked about 

throughout the year?” (Lauren Obs. 6). Students easily called up: cause/effect, 

problem/solution, compare/contrast, and description.  

 

Grammar Structures 

Both teachers also focused instruction on grammar structures. The class 

discussion indicated that sentence structure lessons had occurred earlier in the school 

year, in the context of paragraph writing, when Elizabeth presented The Rule of Five 

designed to emphasize compound and complex sentence structure. See Figure 4.24. 
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Figure 4.24. Elizabeth’s slide emphasizing sentence structure using the Rule of Five. 

One day near the end of my observation period leading up to the state writing 

test, Elizabeth was explaining the relationship between words and phrases as they 

pertain to sentence and grammar coherence. The sentence examples were either 

simple, complex, or compound sentences. Elizabeth reinforced grammar rules related to 

comma placement; rules that require students to recognize the proper use of 

conjunctions. Students were evidently familiar with the term, FANBOYS, an acronym for 

coordinating conjunctions, AAAWWWUBIS (Anderson, 2007), another acronym 

associated with subordinating conjunctions, dependent clauses, and the proper use of 

appositive phrases. She reinforced the academic language associated with these 

grammar structures while reviewing answer choices for multiple choice questions.  

Elizabeth: It's not a big pronoun reference there, which is where I think you are 
trying to go with that. But that's not the case in this situation. But you are right in 
the sense that there is an issue with what comes after the comma. What do we 
need for that to be grammatically correct if I'm going to put a comma right there?  
 
Student: Oh. A FANBOY.  
 
Elizabeth: A FANBOY. …This right here is a comma splice, where I'm trying to 
splice two sentences, two complete sentences together without having proper 
comma, conjunction, compound sentence format.  
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…In this case, we are clarifying what her name is, and we are interrupting that 
sentence to add in that piece of information. What kind of sentence is this an 
example of?  
 
Student: An appositive.  
 
Elizabeth: It's an appositive. Very good. (Elizabeth Obs. 6) 
 
Lauren also reinforced sentence structure with sample sentences she had written 

for her students to apply the grammar skills she had previously taught. See Figure 4.25.  

 
Figure 4.25. Lauren’s slide for revising and editing sentences. 

 

Summary 

Techniques encompasses both genre-specific craft tools, and teaching strategies 

and routines. Lauren and Elizabeth used explicit teaching strategies (think aloud, 

mentor texts, reader response activities, peer writing response, collaborative grouping), 

and instructional tools (graphic organizers, sticky notes), to reinforce content specificity 

(expository text features, text structure, grammar) within the boundaries of well-

organized classrooms. Structure is also inherent to expository writing instruction. 
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Transactions: Mediating Relationships 

The third theme that emerged from the conditions for teaching expository writing 

involves transactions. The conditions that Lauren and Elizabeth established 

demonstrate that teaching writing is an active process. Additionally, their workshop 

approach emphasizes process-oriented thinking. Consequently, teaching expository 

writing is a  transactional process embued with relationships across the teaching and 

learning system in which teachers mediate across multiple interdependent pairs, 

including: reading and writing, teachers and students, students and peers, readers and 

writers, and writers and themselves. This section features dialogue, guided reading, and 

guided writing to illustrate the types of mediation Lauren and Elizabeth transacted to 

teach expository writing.   

 

Dialogue 

Lauren and Elizabeth embraced dialogue as an essential teaching and thinking 

tool for reading and writing. Although the teacher tended to have more say, as the 

dominant voice in the classroom during my classroom observations, it was evident that 

students were comfortable sharing their own ideas. Classroom discussion flowed 

comfortably; yet it was structured when activities called for particular discussion 

protocols. For instance, Elizabeth often used sticky notes to organize collaborative 

group discussion. While establishing an anticipatory mindset for a lesson about hooking 

the reader, she asked students to capture examples of the leads they found in the 

books they were reading by jotting down the leading sentences they noticed.  “I want 

you to record those first few sentences. I want you to write those down on your sticky 
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note. I want you to look at the lead, the hook. How do they grab your attention?” Then 

she asks students to place their sticky notes with their noted text evidence on the chart 

paper and directed them to write why it grabbed their attention. In another lesson about 

making an impact, she asked students to contemplate the theme for the unit they were 

studying. “Take one or two sticky notes from your table. … pick a way to respond – 

record thoughts on a sticky note.” As the lesson continued she asked students to think 

about key academic terms: “Yesterday we talked about the definitions of our two words: 

influence and society. So, let's kind of refresh, recapture those thoughts so you can 

respond effectively” (Elizabeth Obs. 2). Then after redefining the words in the context of 

prior discussion, she asked her students to connect those big ideas with a main 

character in the book they were reading. "So, keep those definitions in mind as you 

respond. I want you to record your thoughts about your main character in regard to one 

of those questions on your sticky note” (Elizabeth Obs. 2). Figure 4.26 shows the 

Bubble Map she used to guide the vocabulary discussion. 

 
Figure 4.26. Elizabeth’s Bubble Map used to define concept vocabulary. 
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Elizabeth also used chart paper to invite discussion. The desks in the room were 

arranged in table groups to facilitate collaboration. Students were encouraged to think 

independently about a guiding question before sharing with the group (see Figure 4.27). 

I’m going to come around and I’m going to put one of the questions on a sheet of 
paper in the center of your table. …What I'd like you to do is I'd like for you to 
take another one of the sticky notes that should be at your table. Put your name 
at the top of that sticky note. …I would like for you to craft a response to the 
question that you have in the center of your table. ...You'll have an opportunity to 
discuss in a few minutes. (Elizabeth Obs. 2) 
 

   
Figure 4.27. Example of Elizabeth’s discussion protocol. 

Then, after students considered their own individual answers, they were asked to 

think collectively.  

Underneath the question, if you would please write the words: Group Response. 
…You have each crafted your individual responses to this question. Now what I'd 
like for you to do is, I'd like for you to think collectively as a group. How can you 
take what you each took away initially from that question and the experience 
from that gallery walk, and how can you craft a single good solid answer to this 
question? Select one person in your group to be the scribe. I'm going to give you 
five minutes to write your response. Go. (Student discussion). (Elizabeth Obs. 2) 
 

Elizabeth used the words “take away” to refer to the knowledge students had gained from 

experiencing the gallery walk of famous people they were studying. This demonstrates an 
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efferent purpose for reading (Rosenblatt, 1978), encompassing two layers of transactions in 

this example: including, metacognitive student reflection during independent thinking and 

collaborative discussion between students.  

 

Guided Reading 

Rosenblatt (1978) theorized that reading is a transactional process which involves 

two stances or reasons to read: 1) to take information away (efferent stance), and 2) to 

grasp the writer’s style or beauty of the writer’s craft (aesthetic stance).  In either case, 

transactional reading involves the interaction between the reader’s mind and the text, or 

perhaps, the reader and the author. Both Lauren and Elizabeth encouraged their students to 

use both forms of transactional reading when studying expository texts with their students. 

Reading the plaques in the gallery walk began as an exercise in efferent reading, an overall 

gathering of information; however, as Elizabeth progressed through the unit, she asked her 

students to read an expository essay, “Wilber Wilberforce: The Great Reformer”, to read for 

both aesthetic and efferent purposes. She wanted her students to understand the author’s 

meaning and to appreciate the author’s craft to recognize how the essay had been 

constructed. See Figure 4.28 for the instructions Elizabeth projected for the close reading 

exercise which emphasizes efferent and aesthetic purposes for reading. She asked her 

students to learn information about Wilber Wilberforce (what type questions), as well as to 

discern how the author conveyed the information (thesis, so what).  

Elizabeth led the class through a close reading of the essay to show them how to 

explore expository text elements by reading like a writer. Modeling her thinking aloud she 

demonstrated how to analyze and question the writer’s moves, so that her students 
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could later emulate similar writing techniques in their own writing. “Yesterday, we 

worked on research for our influential person expository essay. Today, we’re going to 

be looking at a mentor text; an example of what this expository essay will, could and 

should in some ways emulate” (Elizabeth Obs. 4). Figure 4.29 shows the Wilber 

Wilberforce essay that Elizabeth annotated with her students.  

 
Figure 4.28.  Elizabeth’s slide with instructions for close reading.  

 
Figure 4.29. Elizabeth’s slides with annotations for guided reading. 

Her annotations demonstrate the process she taught her students to consider 

when analyzing a text for reading comprehension and writing imitation. For example, to 
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explore the question about the character’s motivation, she annotated the second 

paragraph to show how Wilberforce’s character traits support his motivations. 

Elizabeth: It says that people of all walks of life loved to be around him .....) OK 
so, this sentence, right here. You felt like that also was a motivator for him?  
 
Student: Yeah.  
 
Elizabeth: Is that really a motivator, or is that something else?  
 
Student: That it would just help him.  
 
Elizabeth: But what is it? What is that – that sentence. You said it was his 
attitude. Is that a motivator or is that something totally different? What is it – his 
attitude? What would we classify that as?  
 
Student: Character. 
 
Elizabeth: A character trait. OK. So, in this case, it would be more of his…this is 
a character trait that aids him in his pursuits. Number 4 asks you to specifically 
look at something that we just underlined and think about the author's intentions 
and purpose with putting this particular piece of evidence in their writing. Both 
before and after his religious convictions set in. Wilberforce was known as a 
lively, interesting and fun individual; the life of the party. A kind, generous man. 
People of all beliefs and walks of life loved to be around him. Why do you think 
the writer of this text included that piece of information about William 
Wilberforce? Why would they include that in the essay? What does that tell us? 
What purpose does it serve?  
 

Reading an informational article from an aesthetic stance, offered her students an 

opportunity to explore the ways authors establish a thesis and explain ideas. Reading from 

an efferent stance offered her students the opportunity to draw conclusions from the article. 

Narrating her thinking process aloud allowed Elizabeth to demonstrate a reader’s purpose 

for reading as well as a writer’s purpose for using a particular writing technique.  

Lauren also led her students through a close reading experience when she read 

“Malala: The Powerful” with her students. Together they examined the author’s thesis 

statement and the types of text elements used to support it. The heated discussion about 
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locating the author’s claim demonstrated extensive analysis as students attempted to 

defend their choice of thesis statement. Although these guided reading lessons model the 

transactional reading process between the reader and the text, the lively class discussion 

illustrates transactions between the teachers and their students.  

Lauren and Elizabeth also balanced different genres of reading material to enhance 

writing. Because both teachers asked essential questions to tie their instructional focus to a 

coordinating theme, they easily toggled between literature and informational texts during 

class discussion and tapped into their student’s independent reading experiences. Figure 

4.30 is an example of essential questions used to guide both reading and writing purposes.  

 
Figure 4.30. Example of essential questions in Elizabeth’s classroom. 

They wanted their students to recognize the importance between themes in literature 

and the broad themes often assigned in expository writing. Elizabeth, for example 

connected the study of character traits in literature with the study of famous people. Having 

already considered how a book may have impacted their own lives when writing to an 

author in the Letters About Literature unit, her students had gained an awareness of the 

relationship between literary and expository writing. The Letters About Literature unit set the 

foundation for the Making an Impact unit, when she asked her students to explore 

informational texts to discover how celebrities influence society by looking through the lens 

of a problem/solution text structure. She alternated studying text structure in informational 

texts with having students write their own pieces using the same text structure. Figure 4.31 
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demonstrates the writing prompt she assigned her students to write about an individual who 

had made an impact in society using the problem/solution text structure in response to an 

essential question they had been exploring. 

 
Figure 4.31. Elizabeth’s writing prompt featuring essential question and text structure. 

 

Guided Writing 

Lauren and Elizabeth frequently alternated guided reading and writing to 

demonstrate the relationship between authentic texts and the writing they asked their 

students to do. Both teachers used a think aloud protocol to model their own writing process. 

Lauren worked through different types of leads with her students to teach them how to hook 

the reader when they were writing letters to an author for the Letters About Literature 

contest. After studying examples of effective and ineffective leads, she asked her students 

to practice revising leads she had written about The Outsiders (Hinton, 1967), a book she 

had read with her class earlier in the year. See Figure 4.32.  
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Figure 4.32. Lauren’s slide with leads she wrote for revision. 

Together they evaluated ways to improve the leads she had written, while she 

narrated strategies for making them more inviting. Then she modeled three different 

versions of the opening sentences of the letter she had written about Fahrenheit 451 

(Bradbury, 1953). While sharing her leads aloud, she emphasized how she had 

deliberately tried to use details and emotions to hook the reader. She also stressed to 

her students that revision is essential to the writing process and showed her students a 

before and after model of her own writing and then asked for student feedback. This led 

to a discussion to justify the best lead. During the rest of the class period that day, 

Lauren rotated among her students to confer with them during their writing work period. 

Because students had already written the first drafts of their letters, she was able to 

focus students’ attention on revising. The mini-conferences she held at student desks, 

allowed her to work with students within the context of their own writing to help them 

work through concerns they might be having. She facilitated their growth as writers with 

an inquiry stance. She asked probing questions to draw them out: “So why do you like 

the book so much? Have you ever felt trapped? How can you relate? Where are you 

going with this?” These side-by-side mini-conferences were quick and focused. 

Students read a sentence or two to her. She responded with questions to prompt 
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student thinking rather than to give her own opinion, and then left them with a 

suggestion to move them forward: “So, what I want you to do now…” (Lauren Obs. 1). 

Elizabeth frequently wrote with her students to model writing entire essays, piece 

by piece. Often, she annotated her own writing in front of her students to show them 

where she had included the text elements she expected them to use. See Figure 4.33. 

 
Figure 4.33. Example of Elizabeth’s own writing she annotated for expository text features. 

Guided writing took many forms in these classrooms. Sometimes they wrote with 

their students in response to a performance task they had assigned (Making an Impact, 

Letters About Literature). Sometimes they practiced writing techniques with their students 

(leads/hooks, text structure, supporting details/description). Both teachers aimed to model a 

writer’s authentic writing process, including the kinds of mistakes and revisions that writers 

typically encounter. Figure 4.34 demonstrates Elizabeth crossing out to revise while writing 

out loud with her students. 
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Figure 4.34. Examples of Elizabeth’s writing revision created while thinking aloud. 

Both teachers adapted their writing models and demonstrations according to the 

demands of the performance tasks and impending state writing assessment. As the date for 

the state test approached, both teachers emphasized writing strategies specifically geared 

toward writing more with less space and time. They both taught their students to frame an 

essay in 11 minutes by free-writing different parts of a Kernel Essay text structure for two or 

three minutes at a time. Figure 4.35 illustrates the slide Elizabeth projected with the time 

allocations for each timed segment of the 11-Minute essay. 

 
Figure 4.35. Elizabeth’s slide depicting time allocations for the 11-Minute essay. 

Then Elizabeth taught her students how to address an on-demand writing prompt by 

breaking down the parts of the prompt and brainstorming ideas in each part.  By guiding her 
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students through a procedure for deconstructing the prompt, she modeled a four-square 

method for 1) turning the prompt into a question, 2) identifying synonyms for key words in 

the prompt, 3) writing a thesis statement, and 4) listing concrete details. Figure 4.36 

illustrates her method for deconstructing the writing prompt for the state test. 

 
Figure 4.36. Elizabeth’s slide modeling how to deconstruct a writing prompt. 

For a completely different purpose, Lauren modeled brainstorming with her students 

when she launched Genius Hour. She demonstrated her thinking process aloud while 

students worked in their writer’s notebooks to brainstorm potential subjects they might 

research. Figure 4.37 illustrates the categories Lauren explored with her students when 

listing research topics that interested her. 
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Figure 4.37. Lauren’s demonstration for brainstorming genius hour topics. 

Modeling this process with her own real examples allowed her to explain her thinking 

along the way. Throughout the process, she explained reasons for the topics she listed and 

related personal stories. These stories were useful ways to help students discover the 

embedded interests and curiosities often found in personal experiences. She also modeled 

the kinds of questions that peaked her curiosity (see Figure 4.38). For example, “Is sugar 

comparable to a drug? How much sugar is too much? When should babies be introduced to 

sugar? How much extra sugar is added to our foods? Sugar addiction – is it a thing? 

(Lauren Obs. 5). By zooming in on a particular interest, she guided her students through a 

process of designing potentially researchable questions related to problems with sugar.  

 
Figure 4.38. Lauren’s focus questions for researching problems with sugar. 
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Both teachers demonstrated that reflection is an important part of the writing process. 

When Lauren asked her students to write their concerns about the Letters About Literature 

performance task, she was essentially asking her students to contemplate their progress 

and then to share out their status based on their self-assessments. Elizabeth debriefed her 

class with questions designed to help her students connect the 11-Minute essay writing 

process with the next step: writing a full essay. Figure 4.39 shows the four questions she 

asked to guide student thinking about the brainstorming process they had just experienced.   

• How difficult was it to connect the idea to literature, history, your life?  

• What would you need to do to develop this into an essay?  

• What would you need to do to lead the paragraphs from one to the next?  

• Are you surprised at home much you wrote in 11 minutes?  

 
Figure 4.39. Elizabeth’s slide for debriefing the 11-Minute essay.   

 

Summary 

The interactive element of mediation enabled Lauren and Elizabeth to balance 

reading and writing in their writing workshop. They embraced ambiguous content with 

dialogue and think aloud strategies to connect the process with the product. They 

conferred with young writers using inquiry and peer reviews. These teaching 
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demonstrations teach us that apprenticeship and responsive action are central to 

mediating relationships during writing instruction. 

 

Summary of Findings 

The findings of this study reveal that teaching expository writing is a complex 

system filled with dialectial relationships. These interdependent pairs encompass the 

entire system of expository writing instruction, including the structural and transactional 

aspects of teaching and learning to write. The overlapping conditions and themes 

demonstrate that expository writing appears ambiguous at times; however, routine, yet 

responsive instruction, framed by apprenticeship and a balance of reading and writing 

activities designed to inspire self-discovery are fundamental to the process of teaching 

expository writing. In the next chapter, I discuss the significance of these findings and 

present recommendations for further research. 
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CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSION 

This study was inspired by an alarming observation and a robust discussion 

about the nature of expository writing during a professional development institute. It was 

concerning to observe teachers struggle to agree on a definition of expository writing, 

particularly when the expository essay is central to high-stakes assessments across the 

K-16 education system today. A subsequent review of the literature reveals that 

expository writing has indeed been considered an ambiguous concept and a concerning 

topic, at least since the late 19th century, when in 1874, Harvard created an 

unprecedented formal writing assessment, leading to the ubiquitous Freshman English 

course and the current culture of high stakes writing assessment across education. In 

response to changing demographics created by industrialization, major forces 

transforming society at the turn of the 20th century, including a growing middle class, 

immigration, and explosive growth in high school, created a heightened interest in 

expository writing instruction in schools.  

By contrast today, college-level writing principles have been pushed down to 

elementary and secondary school English classes, and high-stakes writing assessment 

has permeated public education, beginning as early as third and fourth grades. 

Changes in industry and digital technologies have forced society to change at a rapid 

pace. According to the Pew Research Center (2016), “the middle class is shrinking in 

most U.S. metropolitan areas” (p. 5), and “almost one out of four (23 percent) public 

school students in the United States came from an immigrant household in 2015” 

(Camarota, Griffith, & Zeigler, 2017, p.1). Today, in the first quarter of the 21st century, 
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societal changes are putting pressure on schools to meet new standards for college and 

career readiness to meet the economic demands of the Information Age.  

The findings of this study allude to the consequential effects of these social and 

educational movements. Expository writing, more frequently seen in the literature as 

informational writing, explanatory, or academic writing, continues to be considered an 

essential writing skill for success in schools and society. The findings of this research 

study demonstrate that expository writing instruction is a complex system, influenced by 

history and framed by three themes: tensions, transactions, and techniques. The data 

show that these themes have been shaped by conditions the participant teachers in this 

study set for teaching expository writing. In effect, these themes describe layers of 

complex interactions across the system for teaching and learning expository writing. As 

a complex system situated in other larger systems (history, policies, social movements, 

ideology, and curriculum, for example), these themes (transactions, techniques, and 

tensions) suggest that teaching expository writing requires negotiating embedded 

ambiguities where the tensions of dialectical relationships exist. This suggests that 

expository writing instruction is filled with interdependent relationships. Because 

teaching writing is transactional and sometimes unpredictable, the agents in the system 

seek stability to counterbalance the insecurity of ambiguous situations. The instructional 

strategies Lauren and Elizabeth used to teach the genre conventions of expository 

writing provided this necessary stability. The purpose of this qualitative two-case study 

was to explore the conditions seventh grade English language arts set for teaching 

expository writing and to understand implications for powerful writing instruction. In this 
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chapter, I discuss the significance of these findings and make recommendations for 

instruction and for future research. 

 

Significance of the Findings 

The conditions for teaching expository writing revealed in the data collected by 

observing Lauren and Elizabeth teach curriculum-based expository writing units 

demonstrate a continuing concern with writing assessment and an ambiguous 

relationship with the broad concept of exposition. They also demonstrate that authentic 

and responsive writing instruction supports equity, balance, and opportunities for 

engaged learning despite the pressures of a system pre-occupied with high-stakes 

testing and college readiness. The findings of this study reveal that teaching expository 

writing is a complex system filled with dialectical, interdependent relationships which 

overlap across three predominant action-oriented themes: mediating transactions, 

reinforcing structures, and balancing tensions. Based on the deductive coding of a priori 

patterns of powerful writing instruction (Robertson, Patterson, & Wickstrom, 2016) these 

themes emerged form an inductive pattern analysis of the conditions Lauren and 

Elizabeth established for teaching expository writing. Figure 5.1 illustrates the 

relationship between the aspirational patterns of powerful instruction, the themes that 

emerged from the conditions for teaching expository writing and their relationship to the 

overall system of expository writing instruction. The arrows in the two figures suggest 

that continuous interaction among the agents (teachers, students, curriculum, for 

example) leads to generative action and maintains the viability of the system.  
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Figure 5.1. Relationship between patterns, conditions, and themes in expository writing 
instruction. 

 

The Importance of Setting Conditions 

Constant movement in a system (a classroom, a discussion, an expository 

writing task, for example), requires a sense of order to keep it organized. Conditions 

provide that sense of stability through explicit and implicit rules and understandings. In 

essence, conditions are agreements that contribute to the orderly functioning of the 

system. Some agreements may be well-rehearsed teaching strategies, such as the 

discussion and think aloud protocols Lauren and Elizabeth used, or they may be pre-

ordained agreements, such as genre conventions. Other agreements may emerge from 

the implicit instructions generated through prevailing patterns generated over time.  
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Simple Rules 

Eoyang and Holladay (2013) call these sorts of prevailing conditions and shared 

understandings “simple rules” (p. 96). “The idea is that a diverse and loosely knit group 

can work as a coordinated unit if every one of the members follows the same set of 

simple rules” (p. 96).  

For example, Elizabeth expressed interest in implementing reading response 

protocols with her students to help them become more active and engaged readers and 

writers. She unwittingly used Rosenblatt’s transactional theory (1968; 1978) to blend 

reading and writing instruction when she asked her students to pay attention to the 

opening paragraphs of chapters or to notice characterization in the independent novels 

her students were reading. In fact, Both Lauren and Elizabeth demonstrated a shared 

agreement with Rosenblatt’s theory by teaching guided reading lessons featuring 

literature and informational articles. They invited their students to make thematic and 

structural connections between literature and expository writing during the Letters About 

Literature unit and taught the structural elements of expository writing with guided close 

reading and class discussions about the author’s purpose for using particular text 

features. The literature shows that transactional reading theory is well ingrained in 

literacy instruction today (Beach, 1993), suggesting that the condition Lauren and 

Elizabeth established to inextricably link reading and writing to teach expository writing 

demonstrates the influence of prevailing patterns can have over time. The use of mentor 

texts and reading response are often considered simple rules of balanced literacy in 

many reading/writing workshops. 
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Both teachers followed the simple rules of high-stakes assessment. They shared 

an implicit understanding of the anxiety and protocols endemic to state testing with their 

students and their curriculum. Because their school district’s curriculum had been 

created around state learning standards which are measured by a high-stakes writing 

assessment, which seventh grade students are required to take in the spring semester, 

they followed the simple rule that expository writing instruction must be tailored to meet 

the expectations of the state’s writing test. Both teachers included explicit writing 

instruction featuring a Testing Boot Camp and geared writing assignments to prepare 

students to respond to on-demand writing prompts within the parameters of the state 

writing rubric. From a different perspective, Lauren reinforced the simple rules of 

sentence construction during grammar review lessons, and when analyzing sentences 

for test preparations.  

 

Generative Learning 

According to Patterson and Holladay (2018), educators tend to take action in 

response to the conditions they intentionally or unwittingly set by observing and acting 

on the patterns they observe in their respective systems. “They can take action to 

amplify positive learning patterns and discourage less positive patterns” (p. 77), which 

they call “generative learning” (p. 77) or “adaptive action” (Eoyang & Holladay, 2013). 

Both teachers set conditions for generative learning when they modified their lessons to 

meet the learning styles of their particular student populations. Elizabeth used a novel 

she knew her students had read and discussed in class as a reference text for a lesson 

about leads when she realized her students were not grasping the concept of hooking 
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the reader using their own self-selected independent reading texts. Lauren initiated 

Genius Hour to engage her students in self-selected research opportunities on Fridays 

to expand her student’s exposure to informational texts and the expository process. 

Both teachers practiced adaptive action by setting the condition for routine, yet 

responsive action to modify instruction, direct classroom discussion, and demonstrate 

the writing process and revision. 

They recognized that building the capacity for self-discovery is essential to 

effective expository writing; yet, it emerges when conditions are set for making 

connections across texts, through mentoring, by thinking aloud with students, and when 

opportunities for independent reading are in place. An essential simple rule both 

teachers established in their teaching included a non-negotiable period of time for 

independent reading at the beginning of every class period. Because they understand 

that expository writing shares boundaries across the writing spectrum, both teachers 

understood the importance of teaching their students the relationships between 

narrative, expository, and persuasive writing.  

Another simple rule they unwittingly established involved reading like writers 

(Hansen, 2001; Smith, 1983, 1988; Murray, 1990). Smith claims that “writing demands 

far more specialized knowledge than is usually realized, very little of which can be 

contained within formal instruction” (p. 17), which he argues “can only be acquired from 

a particular kind of reading” (p. 18); that is, “reading like a writer.” He explains that 

budding writers require an immersive experience with the kinds of texts they are 

learning to write; experiences that allow students to explore the text from the writer’s 

perspective in order to understand the author’s “moves”, decisions, reasoning, word 
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choice, sentence structures, etc. The answer to understanding form and function in 

writing is that “they must be found in what other people have written, in existing texts” 

(p. 20). To accomplish this, reading and studying authentic, real texts is essential. 

“Prescriptive instruction” (p. 20) that dispels rules or dictate form doesn’t even offer a 

“modicum of what writers need to know” (p. 20). Rather, “the knowledge that writers 

require resides – in existing texts, ready for the reading on the printed page” (p. 20). As 

avid readers in their own right, both teachers discussed texts, searched for 

understanding of author’s purpose, and emulated the author’s craft with their students 

as a member of a reading and writing community.  

These patterns, framed by beliefs about reading and writing instruction, their 

teaching experiences, and the curriculum established the basis for the conditions 

Lauren and Elizabeth set for teaching expository writing. This study demonstrates the 

importance of setting conditions for literacy learning that transcend the complexities of 

the system in which they exist. The relationships between and across the 19 categories, 

I initially found in the data overlap and converge to form essential agreements or 

conditions across the system for teaching expository writing. Furthermore, the 

conditions Lauren and Elizabeth set demonstrate what is most useful and important 

about teaching writing according to Professional Knowledge for the Teaching of Writing 

published by the National Council of Teachers of English (2016).   

 

Teaching Expository Writing is a Complex System 

These laminated and converging conditions Lauren and Elizabeth established in 

their expository writing instruction perfectly describe writing instruction as a complex 
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system. It suggests that reducing the complexity of expository writing instruction to 

simple actions is an oversimplification of the dynamic process of teaching and learning. 

Teaching is complex. Expository writing is complex. Individually, they are unique 

complex systems; together, they comprise a larger complex system. Although both may 

contain simple attributes, the transactions across the agents, the attributes, and other 

influential systems create the dynamic existence of expository writing and its instruction. 

It may be useful to isolate an aspect of the system to more closely examine it, but to 

more fully understand it, it is necessary to study the system within the context of its 

interactive parts. This study recognizes three main components in the dynamic system 

of expository writing instruction: techniques, tensions, and transactions. These themes 

emerged from the conditions the teacher participants established for teaching a 

particular content area: expository writing. Each theme is bound together by its 

similarities within their respective categories. Each is distinguished by its differences 

and is made viable by the transactions that transcend them.  

Techniques identifies the details that define and shape instruction. In this case, 

the expository writing instruction. It provides boundaries to make teaching writing 

manageable. As a container of similarities, it provides stability in the system. Tensions 

identifies dialectical relationships across the system. It represents necessary differences 

that essentially work together to create balance in an otherwise chaotic system. 

Mediating these interdependent pairs is a continuous process of negotiation. 

Transactions is the continuous movement that keeps the system alive. It is the 

heartbeat of teaching and learning. The momentum of these overt and subtle 
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exchanges incentivizes the transformation that teaching, learning, and indeed writing is 

all about.  

The very nature of these themes as emergent entities explains the volatility and 

transactional nature of teaching and learning. These themes emerged from the 

conditions these two seventh grade English language arts teachers set. The fact that 

these themes emerged from the data infers that teaching and learning is a transactional 

process, and that it is the process which matters most.  

 

Responsive Action Matters 

Writing has structure, and the routines teachers follow create the structure and 

predictability students need to feel secure; however, the art of teaching requires the 

capacity to be responsive to students. Vygotsky’s (1978) sociocultural theory is an 

ideology based on responsiveness and transactions between students and mentors.  

The findings of this study demonstrate that writing instruction is a responsive 

activity. One day a lesson may proceed as planned, leading to copacetic satisfaction. 

The path to learning seems smooth and plain. However, the smallest disruption to this 

linear path, such as a student’s question, a conflicting opinion, or a misconception in a 

reading lesson for example, poses a problem needing resolution. The teacher must 

balance the tension in the system by determining its cause and taking action to 

counterbalance it. The path is no longer linear. When Elizabeth realized that one of her 

classes was not making connections as easily as her other classes during a reading 

lesson, she made the intentional decision to use a text that her students could identify 

with. She intentionally differentiated her original lesson plan in order to facilitate learning 
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in response to her students’ stymied progress. Lauren used humor to maintain a 

positive learning environment and to deflect the stress writers feel when they get stuck.  

Responsiveness involves thinking ahead; taking pre-emptive action to anticipate 

student foibles. Teachers understand that students become more agentic when they are 

allowed to imagine the process and the product. Both teachers used apprenticeship to 

make teaching and learning visible to their students. They modeled their own thinking 

and writing processes. They examined authentic texts to identify writing techniques 

found in published texts. By teasing apart models of informational articles, they gave 

their students models to emulate in their own writing; essentially providing them with 

concrete examples of the specificities that shape expository writing.  

By inextricably linking reading and writing, they demonstrated the transactional 

process across both activities. Although there were days when students engaged in 

more or less reading or writing at any given moment, neither discipline was taught in 

isolation. Reading, thinking, and writing occurred in a continuous cycle, continuously 

spiraling toward accomplishing a particular objective or performance task. Reading 

informs thinking, which informs writing; and writing informs thinking, which in turn 

inspires more reading. This continuous cycle demonstrates the intrinsic inquiry found in 

reading and writing. Both teachers encouraged independent research in one form or 

another to keep the momentum going and to develop their students’ capacity for insight. 

They understand that insight evolves from curiosity; therefore, to foster curiosity, they 

encouraged independent reading, research, and responding. They encouraged written 

and verbal dialogue to guide student thinking, to facilitate the connections between 

reading and writing that can lead to transformative learning. They explored big ideas in 
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literature to help their students connect the thematic relationships found in humanity 

with their own lived experiences. They drew from literature and informational texts to 

offer students opportunities to make connections across genres and to lead them 

toward finding their own Aha! moments to write about. Dialogue was a powerful tool for 

transacting thinking. It provided teachers and students opportunities to sort out their 

ideas by rehearsing their thinking aloud before committing their thoughts to paper. 

Thinking aloud in discussion partnerships allowed students to try out an idea in the 

midst of a supportive audience and to receive potentially influential feedback to use in 

the decision-making, revisioning process that is intrinsic to writing.  

Yet, despite the complexity in the system of expository writing, both teachers 

recognized the important role that structure gives to harmonizing the disparate elements 

in the system. They balanced the ambiguity of blurred genre boundaries with student-

centered instruction. They recognized when and how to transfer prior expository writing 

experiences to the specificities of the tested genre found in high-stakes assessments. 

They repurposed expository writing to meet the narrow focus of their state’s expository 

writing test. Although expository writing is always meant to explain, this task must be 

accomplished in a few coherent and insightful 26 lines, as opposed to the more 

extensive writing opportunities afforded by the performance tasks found in their district’s 

curriculum. Structure may be the antithesis of free choice inherent to reading, thinking, 

and writing; yet, the conflicting nature of the dialectical relationships found in the data 

represents the interdependence that make expository writing instruction the dynamic 

process that it is. To remove the process from the product is to negate the very essence 
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of expository writing: a process of self-discovery, shaped by genre structures and 

blurred boundaries.  

Today expository writing appears to have been absorbed by informational writing. 

The most current learning standards designed to support 21st century literacy feature 

writing informational essays. The language of expository writing appears primarily in the 

context of reading expository texts. Might this infer that expository is obsolete in the 21st 

century? Are students meant to read the explanations of others and to accept them as 

fact; because, if information is fact-based, then the interpretation of these facts, 

statistics, and details becomes a mute exercise in the absence of exposition (expository 

experience). Although the purpose of expository writing has always been to explain, a 

vapid explanation provides very little intrigue or interest to the reader. Insight is 

elemental to expository writing. A writer’s insight is only possible when the writer has 

experienced opportunities to develop new ideas. English teachers capitalize on reading 

experiences to engender insight. From the oratory diatribes ancient philosophers 

demanded of their pupils (Socrates and Plato, for example), to the expository essays 

college admissions committees use to gauge college preparedness today, the ability to 

communicate thoughtfully requires the ability to explore the relevance of an idea from 

multiple perspectives. Evaluation rubrics may define the depth of insight, the level of 

information, and genre forms meant for an expository product. However, the written 

product is hardly made possible without a semblance of exploration and self-discovery 

that is created by the very nature of explaining. Responsive action between agents in 

the system is central to expository writing; including teaching transactions between 

students and teachers, mentoring transactions between teachers and students, texts 
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and writers, authors and readers, peers and responders, and within the metacognitive 

activity engendered by writing itself (Elbow, 1990).  

 

Patterns of Powerful Writing Instruction Matter 

The patterns of powerful writing instruction used to guide the analysis of the data 

are powerful because they are interactive and interrelated. Viewing expository writing 

from a dynamic perspective requires teaching writing as an element of the human 

experience. Lauren and Elizabeth demonstrated that curiosity and caring matter to an 

informed and sensitive writer. The mentor texts they shared with their students offered 

their students background information as well as tools for shaping their expository 

essays. Analyzing mentor texts for structural elements offered students an opportunity 

to recognize text elements in the context of acceptable practice, i.e., published writing. 

Close reading the same texts to understand the author’s perspective and choice of 

supporting evidence offered students an opportunity to evaluate ideas, synthesize 

information, and form their own opinions. Expository writing is unique because it 

compels the writer to find answers to their own inquiries in two ways: by writing to 

discover their own voice, and by reading to satisfy a quest for knowledge. The 

traditional personal narrative essay begs the telling of a writer’s personal story or 

experience. No research is necessarily required. Traditional persuasive writing expects 

that the writer understands how to engage in the exploratory nature of the expository 

writing process. Emphasis on expository writing in the middle grades suggests that 

expository writing is a formative writing experience for argumentation. 
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The findings of this study reveal that expository writing is a social endeavor. 

Dialogue was present across reading and writing activities. Lauren and Elizabeth invited 

students to discuss their reading and their writing in collaboration with themselves and 

their peers. When mentoring their students, they thought aloud while writing alongside 

them to model the writing process. Combining a teacher’s authentic writing experience 

with authentic mentor texts offers students a realistic view of a writer’s journey. It offers 

students support and empathy toward their own writing journey. 

 

Differences that Make a Difference 

Containers, Differences, and Exchanges 

The tensions in the system make teaching writing complex: generative and 

subject to ongoing change. Because teaching and learning is a process of continuous 

transactions, it is generative. Each act of teaching and learning incites new activity; new 

cycles of change. These transactions across the system make writing instruction 

responsive to the interactions and changes vibrating throughout the system. Therefore, 

the structures found in the system provide the boundaries needed to create coherence 

across the system. Patterson and Holladay (2017) describe these elements of the 

system as containers, differences, and exchanges. When I reached saturation in my 

analysis, I discovered that the themes that emerged from the data match the concepts 

framed by human systems dynamics (HSD) (www.hsdinstitute.org). The teaching 

techniques used to teach expository writing and the structures that shape the genre are 

the containers which creates stability across the system for teaching expository writing. 

Consistency in teaching methods and a common understanding of genre boundaries 
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are necessary for establishing coherence in writing education. The differences in the 

expository writing system may be found in the tensions. The interdependent pairs are 

necessary differences that make a qualitative difference in the level of writing instruction 

students receive. These tensions are neither good, nor bad. They simply exist in varying 

degrees according to the stimulus that generates the required response. Finally, the 

transactions I named in this study are the HSD exchanges which involve many forms of 

mediation between the agents in the system; which are also shaped by the sociocultural 

and transactional learning theories that framed the qualitative design and theoretical 

foundations of this study. 

 

Writing as Self-Discovery 

Considering expository writing instruction as generative and responsive supports 

the important role of the expository experience (exposition). The sum of conditions 

Lauren and Elizabeth set for teaching expository writing promoted exposition as 

generative learning framed by adaptive action for developing novice writers. Their 

holistic and balanced approach to writing instruction teach us that routine writing 

experiences across the spectrum are necessary for developing writing stamina and 

proficiency required for teaching expository writing. Their active engagement 

demonstrated in the cognitive apprenticeship (Collins, Brown & Newman, 1989; Rogoff, 

1990; Scardamalia, Bereiter, & Steinbach, 1984) of think aloud protocols and leveraging 

insight through independent reading and authentic research and writing tasks teach us 

that self-discovery is as important as, and possibly more important than, mastering 

expository text structures.  
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Real-world expository texts often contain multiple text structures and often cross 

boundaries with other genres. The findings of this study support the scholarship on 

expressive (Britton, Burgess, Martin, McLeod, Rosen, 1975; Elbow, 1973, Emig, 1971) 

and transactional writing processes (Moffett 1965, 1983; Rosenblatt, 1978, 1995) which 

support expository writing as an explanatory genre that spans the spectrum between 

narrative and persuasive writing (Moffett, 1965; Newkirk, 2014). The author’s purpose 

for writing helps to define the type of genre the writer will choose. Students should learn 

that there are multiple ways to explain and multiple sources for gather information. 

Because hybrid texts are common today, students must be able to easily travel in and 

out of writing modes as they traverse the genre spectrum. Expository writing is a broad 

genre, as it shares boundaries across both ends of the spectrum; including narrative 

story telling qualities at one end and informational text structures at the other end. Yet 

what distinguishes it from other genres is the expository experience framed by self-

discovery. 

Perhaps it is the inability to completely distinguish expository writing from other 

genres that contributes to its ambiguity. Expository text structures cross boundaries with 

persuasive writing. Both genres require an organizing thesis statement, and both genres 

depend on information to support the author’s central claim. As the participants of this 

study revealed, both genres are virtually alike, with the exception of the call to action 

prevalent to persuasive arguments. In reality, explanatory writers must persuade their 

readers of their perspective. Likewise, expository writing contains narrative elements. 

Lauren and Elizabeth taught their students to include anecdotal stories to hook a 

reader. Explanatory writing is often descriptive in nature, as the Malala article showed in 
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the Making an Impact unit. Narrative elements may make expository writing more 

relevant and vivid to the reader. Crossing genre boundaries is inevitable.  

Yet, it seems as though authentic expository writing is almost a thing of the past. 

This study was inspired by confusion over the nature of expository writing among writing 

teachers. Whether such confusion or the advent of an information age has inspired a 

new direction in writing instruction is irrelevant. The fact is that new writing standards 

have removed the expository writing task from the lexicon and replaced it with 

informational writing (CCSS). Although the rubrics for assessing high-stakes writing 

assessments are yet to be published, the explanatory task remains central to 

informational writing. What’s missing is quite possibly the journey; the discovery 

process. There is a distinct difference between informational writing and expository 

writing, although expository writing does fall under the informational writing umbrella. 

Maloch and Bomer (2013) have cautioned educators to avoid becoming confused by 

the new taxonomies of informational texts in the new standards; rather, to embrace the 

richness of newer hybrid texts and to maintain “an interesting and perpetually 

uncompleted inquiry process into the different types of text that exist in the world” (p. 

209). They call for teachers “to offer a wider range of texts, making sure to offer texts 

that explain, inform, and argue in a range of ways” (p. 209). 

Informational writing is simply the delivery of facts. Although relaying information 

requires artistry and an author’s toolbox; only certain types of technical writing may be 

considered purely informational. Failure to teach critical thinking, an author’s decision-

making, and creativity risks producing informational writing as a formulaic, uninspired 

experience. 
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High-Stakes Testing 

State assessments are designed to address a wide cross-section of student 

populations. Therefore, high-stakes expository writing prompts tend toward generic and 

broad themes in order to appeal to students of any given demographic. This generic 

approach to assessing explanatory writing both broadens and narrows the scope of 

expository writing. This tension in the system of high-stakes writing assessment 

presents a challenge for writing teachers. From a systems perspective, teachers must 

balance the tension of authentic and synthetic writing tasks. Tension that represents 

stress includes the pressures teachers feel regarding high-stakes tests.  George 

Hillocks (2002) cautions stakeholders to be wary of the effects of banal writing tasks 

founded in his research published in the Testing Trap: How State Writing Assessments 

Control Learning. He recognizes that teacher opinion about assessments drives 

instruction. Lauren and Elizabeth’s pre-occupation with their state’s writing test 

corroborate this phenomenon, despite their expressed delight in the curriculum writing 

tasks (Letters About Literature; Making an Impact) that were not supposed to be geared 

toward the test. The fact is, both teachers were keenly aware of the pressures of high-

stakes testing; therefore, their instruction behind any expository writing task was 

essentially tailored to the test in some way or another. Both teachers admitted that high-

stakes testing overshadows writing instruction in the tested grades, including seventh 

grade. Consequently, if educators are to overcome the testing trap and improve national 

trends in writing achievement, the critical thinking and creativity must supersede the 

diminishing effects of narrow curriculum and assessments.  
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Authentic Real-World Writing Instruction 

Terminology changes as society embraces new technologies. In today’s 

Information Age, informational texts have outplaced expository writing as a writing form 

in the standards. Future writing assessments will likely call for informative or 

explanatory writing, as indicated by the Common Core State Standards (2010). Yet, 

expository structures and purposes for writing prevail, despite the name change. As 

informational writing evolves with the impending paradigm shifts of the 21st century, the 

findings of this study reinforces timeless principles of teaching writing that have 

emerged since writing assessment began transforming writing instruction 150 years 

ago.  

Smith (2017) calls for a “principled approach” to teaching writing in an era where 

pedagogy in many English classrooms still emulates teaching models shaped by the 

early 20th century Industrial Age. Thirty-six years have passed since Maxine Hairston 

(1982) addressed college English teachers in her article, “The Winds of Change: 

Thomas Kuhn and the Revolution in the Teaching of Writing” in support of process-

oriented writing instruction during a time when pedagogy still clung to product-oriented 

practices. Since then, the literature is replete with evidence of writing workshop 

pedagogies. Today, Smith (2017) calls for a similar revolution as she reminds 

secondary teachers to support student voices through authentic learning experiences 

using “six components of research- and theory-based practices: 

• Component 1: writers need process, not product 

• Component 2: writers need strategies, not formula  

• Component 3: writers need scaffolded teaching, not generic instruction 
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• Component 4: writers need authorization, not suppression 

• Component 5: writers need social interaction, not passive compliance 

• Component 6: writers need reflection, not coverage  

Writing instruction in both Lauren and Elizabeth’s classrooms shared aspects of 

conventional writing instruction; yet as curriculum writers for their school district that 

follows the backwards design approach to curriculum writing in Understanding by 

Design (Wiggins and McTighe, 1998) they aspire to authentic, inquiry-based writing 

instruction. They value the reading/writing workshop approach; yet struggle to fully 

implement it. Balancing the tensions of authentic writing instruction is an ongoing 

process that is both engaging and useful for preparing students for the real world, as 

opposed to simply helping them pass an exit test or college entrance exam. This is a 

struggle Applebee and Langer (2011) observed in a recent analysis of middle and high 

school classroom practice in more than 3,000 US schools. They found that very little 

has changed since they conducted their original study in the 1980s. 

Although more extensive writing is occurring in English classes than in the 
1980s, much of the writing is constrained as practice for on-demand timed 
assessment where the instruction that occurs is focused on successful test 
performance rather than on the development of the skills and strategies that will 
serve a student well in the varied tasks that make up the larger domain of writing. 
(Applebee & Langer, 2011, p. 24) 
 

 

Instructional Implications 

Develop the Writer, Not the Writing 

To keep pace with the demands of 21st century literacies, educators must do 

more than assign extensive writing tasks and prepare students for standardized tests. 

Preparing students for real-world literacy requires teaching authentic and process-
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oriented writing, which focuses instruction on developing the whole writer, as opposed 

to teaching a performance task or preparing for an assessment. Based on the findings 

of this study, writing teachers should embrace the writing process as the medium for 

generative learning and teaching. Teachers need to be supported through the hard 

parts of writing workshop in order to maintain a balanced literacy approach and to 

encourage young writers to experience the real work of reading, writing, revising, 

dialoguing, conferring, and inquiring within a community of practice (Wenger, 1998) 

where mentors partner with writers to develop ideas, model strategies, and teach the 

writer’s craft.  

 

Frame Dialogue with Discussion Protocols 

Practical implications for teaching the writing process include explicit instruction 

that teaches students how to engage in meaningful discussions around big ideas and 

the writer’s craft. Dialectical experiences that allows students to rehearse their ideas 

aloud with colleagues, gather feedback from peers, and hear their own writing read 

aloud are fundamental to this process of developing young authors rather than 

compliant writers. Writing is indeed a social act, starting from idea generation to final 

publication. Therefore, rich dialogue and reflection must be taught and demonstrated. 

Scardamalia, Bereiter, and Steinbach (1984) have developed an approach that relies on 

elements of cognitive apprenticeship to teach writing using cue cards containing 

discussion prompts that support students through the process of learning to talk and 

think like writers.  
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Teach in Inquiry 

As instructional leaders, teachers must model, coach, and scaffold a variety of 

opportunities for students to develop critical thinking and inquiry skills required to make 

connections and shape their own conclusions about the world around them. Therefore, 

to teach curiosity, teachers must model curiosity. Teachers can keep learning relevant 

to students by using the inquiry cycle (what, so what, now what) to drive instructional 

decisions, and their interactions with students. Rather than telling students what they 

should know and understand, teachers who work in inquiry (Eoyang & Holladay, 2013; 

Newkirk, 2014) ask the questions that allow students to explore and discover new 

understandings with them at their side. Inquiry is essential to the expository process. 

 

Read and Write Every Day 

As educators working with the future citizens and leaders, it is imperative that 

educators focus their efforts on teaching the richly diverse student populations. In this 

age of accountability and testing, teachers must not lose sight of what matters most: 

developing the intellect and empowering students to become productive democratic 

citizens. To do this, teachers must develop critical thinkers, readers, and writers which 

begins with a strong foundation in reading. Lauren and Elizabeth demonstrated that a 

daily independent reading routine helps to build background knowledge and facilitates 

the kinds of dialogue and connections useful in writing and contemplating big idea about 

society and the world around them. Opportunities to respond to texts across the genres 

invites students to find meaning in the texts they read and explore ways to communicate 

their new insights. To teach writing is to also engender a love of reading. 
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Implications for Future Research 

Complexity Theory Writing Research 

Graham and Perin (2007) call for new researchers to “take on the challenge of 

studying writing instruction in all its complexity” (p. 27). This reference to traditional 

writing research recognizes that writing is complex. However, exploring writing as a 

complex system is relatively new. Mays (2017) explains that systems and complexity 

research is at the cusp of a new scientific era in which research from this perspective 

has the “potential to transform the way we study and teach writing in all contexts” (p. 

560). He refers to this as a postprocess movement in which “writing functions as a 

complex system” (p. 561). This perspective focuses on the “interconnectivity at multiple 

levels of scale” (p. 560) and “allows us to zoom in very closely on intricate complexities 

within static texts” (p. 561). Studying writing theory and instruction from a systems and 

complexity perspective is a natural progression from sociocultural theory which has 

embraced tenets of complexity theory through research on cultural-historical activity 

theory (CHAT) (Prior & Shipka, 2002), and the social turn of the 1980s. 

Dewey (1938), Vygotsky (1978), Leon’tev (1978), and Rosenblatt (1933, 1978) 

set the stage for understanding writing instruction from a sociocultural and activity-

based perspective. Bountiful scholarship supports activity-based learning theories that 

embrace the flexible nuances of the human condition at its core. Complexity theory 

advances the linear precepts of sociocultural theory to a dynamic scale for 

understanding the human condition. It adds another layer to understanding teaching 

and learning. Cognitive and sociocultural theories about teaching and learning are still 

relevant. They simply don’t explain the chaos, disruption, and failed systems that seem 
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to dominate the news regarding education. In our modern interconnected society, 

literacy learning is fundamental to success. The ability to read and communicate 

effectively are endemic to all aspects of society. Consequently, understanding the 

complexity of communication in the modern world requires a paradigm shift.  

This study was grounded in sociocultural theory; yet the findings reveal a strong 

connection with complexity theory. The exploratory nature of this study merely hints at 

the opportunities for further research in the field of writing and writing instruction. 

Expository writing is simply one genre across the spectrum of the conventional writing 

modes taught in school. If complex systems are to be understood as unbounded, 

unpredictable, and generative, then that definition fits the field of expository writing. This 

study reveals that expository writing is, indeed, a complex system because it 

encompasses tension and transactions; both unbounded qualities of expository writing 

instruction. The interactive nature of writing qualifies it as transactional on multiple 

levels. The structures identified in this study refer to teaching strategies and genre 

structures. The very idea of structures implies a sense of bounded captivity; yet, the 

discovery and curiosity elements endemic to expository writing defy the implication that 

expository writing is bound by rules and structures. Writing genres are typically defined 

by the text structures that give them shape; otherwise, they might be considered 

unrecognizable. However, writing genres have evolved with the technologies and social 

systems that humanity has developed in response to societal needs and transformation. 

Internet-based technologies make information readily available and consumable. 

Consequently, in today’s Information Age, managing expository texts is paramount. 

Students must learn how to read them, interpret their implications, and infer relevant 
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conclusions. Students must also learn how to write expository messages with finesse 

and fluidity. Effective expository writing is informed by knowledge and experience. An 

abundance of frameworks exists to help novice writers conform to the specificities of a 

writing task, or an expository writing assignment; however, writing frameworks do not 

necessarily help writers become more prolific or profound. Lauren and Elizabeth’s 

struggle with helping their students develop insight suggests that the critical thinking 

process involved in writing expository texts is vital to the art of explaining.  

 

An Empathic Turn in Literacy Instruction 

Research is replete with studies about engaging students with inquiry and 

generative learning. How does empathy affect the writing and the writer? Moreover, 

what is the relationship between empathy and expository writing? The capacity to 

understand another person’s perspective is critical to living in a peaceful democracy. It 

begins with the desire to seek understanding, to recognize injustice and power 

imbalances, and then proceeds with the desire to take action. Literacy is central to 

becoming an informed society. Empathy is critical to becoming a caring society. Writing 

is central to taking action toward insuring that democracy remains a viable option for the 

next generation.  

 

Engendering Upstanders 

This study affirms the importance of expository writing as a means for developing 

critical thinking and an opportunity to facilitate critical action. Adolescent students are 

typically curious and fair-minded; that is to say, they look for justice and understanding 
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about issues that they may consider important. English teachers, in particular have a 

responsibility to recognize their student’s interests, and to help them exercise their 

voices to communicate messages that enhance society. Because school curriculums 

are typically organized around learning standards and driven by high-stakes 

assessments, instructional units tend to be narrowly focused and insufficient to this end.  

The business and economic climate of the 21st century is moving so quickly 

today, that the jobs students are preparing for in their formative years will likely be 

obsolete when they enter the workforce. This suggests that English teachers must 

prepare students with basic literacy skills in reading, writing, and technology within the 

framework of critical thinking that will be useful under any circumstance. Rich and 

diverse expository writing experiences have the capacity to broaden students’ horizons, 

to help them make connections using a variety of literary forms, between worldly ideas, 

and across contexts. To become productive thinkers, and prolific writers, students must 

be allowed to write freely to explore their own minds as well as the perspectives of 

others through literary and informational texts. Authentic reading and writing 

experiences, such as the Letters About Literature unit, bridge the gap between literature 

and expository writing. What other expository experiences facilitate freedom of thought 

and freedom of expression? What do the writing assignments students experience in 

school reveal about developing critical literacy (Freire, 1972) in adolescents? In 

Upstanders: How to Engage Middle School Hearts and Minds with Inquiry, Daniels and 

Ahmed (2015) argue that “Nurturing compassionate, collaborative citizens of the world 

can indeed advance our students into colleges and careers as well as toward the 

neglected third C – citizenship” (p. 4). What conditions engender the inquiry, empathy, 
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and self-discovery required to develop future citizens who can think and write 

coherently? 

Research about teaching expository writing in the middle grades is scant, 

therefore, replicating this study to continue exploring powerful conditions for writing is 

warranted. However, another salient line of research might consider how the 

relationship between expository writing and critical action can inform the scholarship on 

informational writing and writing pedagogy.   

 

Conclusion 

Expository writing as we know it today may be rooted in a response to an 

economic calling that may have begun nearly 150 years ago. In many respects 

changing demographics of educated society at the turn of the 20th century resemble the 

changing trends in employment and literacy in current times at the turn of the 21st 

century. Scholars suggest that today in the 21st century, education and industry must 

adapt to rebuild a middle class that began eroding in the latter half of the 20th century 

(Pew Research Center, 2016). History shows that as society evolves, a new order of 

“cultural capital” (Bourdieu, 1986) and “literacy capital” (Gee, 1996) develops. The 20th 

century Industrial Age laid the foundation for the current 21st century “knowledge 

economy” (Carnevale, Smith, & Strohl, 2010; Carnevale & Desrochers, 2003). In both 

centuries employment and literacy trends have called for transformative education 

pedagogies and policies. The current emphasis on standards and assessment suggest 

that hope for literacy education rests in transformative pedagogies. Authentic and 

engaging writing instruction is vital to that end. Today classical expository writing may 
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be considered outdated; yet, the expository process that supports the critical thinking 

required for insightful informational writing endures.  

In a small way, the rich description included in this qualitative study provides an 

authentic sampling of expository writing instruction. As an exploratory study, I designed 

this study to investigate the possibilities for future research. In addition to the potential 

for a changing paradigm in literacy research framed by adaptive action and complexity 

theory, this study can be replicated using the same patterns of powerful writing 

instruction used to code the data for this present study. Although the literature supports 

the seven aspirational patterns of research-based writing instruction (empathy, inquiry, 

dialogue, authenticity, apprenticeship, re-visioning, and deep content learning), the 

small sampling of this qualitative study suggests that a closer examination of any of 

these characteristics of powerful writing instruction would be useful. In particular, I 

believe that today’s volatile social climate calls for specific research that investigates the 

impact of empathy on deep content learning in literacy education. We know that reading 

and writing are connected systems for understanding humanity. Perhaps this is where a 

turn toward writing instruction that focuses on authentic purposes for writing can make a 

positive impact in transforming education in an age where critical thinking is valued, yet 

often demoted to banal writing assessments.   
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Dear______________: 

It has been quite a while since we have met at a North Star Writing Project 
event or TCTELA conference. I don’t know if you were aware that I have been 
pursuing a Ph.D. in literacy studies with an emphasis in writing instruction, so now I 
am looking for participants to help me with my research. I wonder if you would be 
willing to work with me. 

 
I am seeking two excellent secondary English language arts teachers who are 

passionate about and experienced in teaching expository writing. As a fellow North 
Star of Texas Teaching Consultant, I believe that you may share many of the best 
practices for teaching writing espoused by the National Writing Project and the 
National Council for Teachers of English. You have also been recommended for your 
strength as a writing teacher. I also understand that you currently teach 7th grade in 
_______________ ISD. 

 
This project will require personal interviews with me at your convenience and 

several classroom visits to observe you teaching expository writing. Because this 
study is designed to explore the conditions teachers establish for teaching expository 
writing, it is no way intended to be an evaluation of your teaching. In fact, I invite you 
to partner with me to explore what works well in teaching expository writing. I hope 
you will consider my invitation and allow me to discuss the details of this exciting 
opportunity with you. I know you must have many questions I haven’t addressed in 
this email. 

 
What do you think? You may contact me by return email at 

lauraslay@gmail.com or by text or phone 817-296-9368. You may also contact my 
dissertation advisor, Carol Wickstrom at carol.wickstrom@unt.edu. 

 
Thank you for considering my proposal. I look forward to hearing from you 

soon. 

 

mailto:lauraslay@gmail.com
mailto:carol.wickstrom@unt.edu
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1. Tell me about yourself. How did you become a writing teacher, and how do you 
feel about teaching expository writing? 

2. How do you feel about me observing you, taking notes, and audio-recording you 
while you teach? 

3. Is there anything particular you think I should know about you, your teaching style 
or the class I will observe? 

4. Let’s talk about expository writing. How do you define expository writing? 

5. Why is it important to teach expository writing? 

6. What do you love about teaching expository writing? 

7. What do you find most challenging about teaching expository writing? 

8. How do you compare expository writing to other genres, such as narrative and 
persuasive writing, for example? 

9. What do you consider to be absolutely necessary, non-negotiables about teaching 
expository writing? 

10. What makes expository writing unique? 

11. Just out of curiosity, what do you think your students would say about expository 
writing? 

12. Tell me about your lesson or expository writing unit plan. What do you think I need 
to know that I may not see in these plans? 

13. What or who is your go-to resource for teaching expository writing? 

14. What or who has had the most influence on the way you teach expository writing?  

15. Describe what you expect your students to be able to do when you assign 
expository writing. 

16. How do you assess expository writing? 

17. Compare your teaching today to when you began your career, and how you first 
learned how to write an expository text. What is the same and what is different? 

18. How has your knowledge about teaching expository writing evolved over the 
course of your career? 

19. What advice would you offer new English teachers or the next generation of 
teachers? 
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20. Describe the role that literature has in teaching expository writing. 

21. What questions do you have for me? How can I help you or what would you like to 
take away from our time together? 
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Research Question 1 Coded Conclusions 
Tensions   
Interdependent pairs 

Transactions 
Mediating relationships 

Techniques 
Reinforcing structures 

Lauren Elizabeth 

G
et

tin
g 

Ac
qu

ai
nt

ed
 

• Students need time to write. (Auth) 
• Important to write with students. (Auth; App) 
• Flexibility is required to balance student inquiry, 
research during writing. (Inq.) 
Personal stories (anecdotes) engage students. (Emp) 

• Balance between reading and writing is important. (Auth; 
App) 
• Write with students as a model of the process; the product is 
invaluable. (App) 
• “When we compare texts, and writing as much as possible, I 
do, so that they can see that there’s, a bridge. And it enhances their 
meaning of fiction if they can understand some nonfiction pieces 
about what they’re reading fictionally.” (Interview transcript, p. 14) 
(Emp; App) 
“I let the kids know that persuasion is a type of explanation. 
However, the difference between a traditional expository piece 
versus a persuasive piece is that an expository piece may not have 
that call to action that a persuasive piece would have” (Int. transcript 
p. 14) (DCL) G

et
tin

g 
Ac

qu
ai

nt
ed

 

Le
ad

s:
 L

et
te

rs
 A

bo
ut

 L
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ra
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re
 

• Narrative writing crosses boundaries with expository 
writing. (DCL)  
• Teaching in inquiry: Inquiry shares boundaries with 
building empathy with students and dialogue. (Inq; Emp; Dia)  
• Reading like a writer: inquiry driven; strategy for building 
understanding about author’s craft. (Inq; DCL)  
• Revision is an ongoing process. (Rev)  
• Thinking aloud demonstrates metacognition: strategies 
(author’s craft) and what to write about (content; idea 
development). (App; Dia; DCL; Auth) 
• All conditions lead to responsive (student centered) 
instruction. (Emp) 
• Analogies make learning concrete. (Auth; Emp) 

• Thinking aloud is authentic form of teaching as it reveals 
writer’s (teacher’s) thinking; yet, it is also a form of direct teaching 
when it incorporates specific instructions for students to follow. For 
some this layer of scaffolding is necessary, as she pointed out in 
initial interview. (App) 
• Explicit instruction demonstrates the process by thinking 
aloud through the steps as well as thinking to accomplish the task. 
(App) 
• “Elizabeth reinforces student responses throughout the 
discussion by restating their answers and adding her own 
explanations to the text evidence students share’ (Leads memo, p. 
7). Often, adds deeper to student responses when rephrasing them 
aloud. (Dia; Rev; App) 
• While writing her own leading a paragraph, she is modeling 
narrative in expository piece; showing how the genres cross 
boundaries. (DCL) 
 Le
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s:
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Lauren Elizabeth 
Le

ad
s 

(c
on

t.)
 

 • Teachers make instructional decisions based on their 
student’s levels and abilities to grasp the material. Worried this 
class didn’t progress as much as the others – struggle to make 
connections with literature, which means they also struggle to 
incorporate emotion in their writing; so used a common text, 
(Emp) (Leads Memo, p. 13). 
It is hard to get students to experience self-discovery if they don’t 
connection emotion to their reading or emotion in their writing. 
(Emp) Le

ad
s 

(c
on

t.)
  

M
al

al
a:

 E
xp
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ry
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ea
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ng
 

• Frame reading around essential questions to guide 
thinking and discovery. (Inq; App) 
• Teach deep reading to build background knowledge. 
(DCL; Inq) 
• Discussion about text builds background knowledge and 
facilitates connections with history and current events. (Dia; DCL) 
• Understanding text structure requires devolving an essay; 
(dissecting a text). (DCL) 
• Discussion facilitates finding meaning, leading to 
synthesis and insight. (Dia; Inq; DCL) 
• There can be more than one right answer; questions and 
reasoning matter – support it with text evidence. (Inq; DCL) 

• Graphic organizers allow students to better visualize 
concepts; relationship between ideas. (Emp) 
• Essential questions guide lessons & facilitate student 
understanding of big ideas – to develop insight. (Inq; App; DCL) 
• Difficulty understanding big ideas; need of constant 
reinforcement through examples and rephrasing. (Emp; DCL; 
Rev) “Developing insight is key to expository writing” (Impact 
Memo, p. 4). 
• Constantly incorporating/weaving academic language, 
concepts with examples: using problem solution to make a point. 
“Elizabeth demonstrates that the problem-solution nature of 
situations can inform expository writing” (Impact Memo, p. 5) 
(DCL) 
• Kernel essay is a strategy for organizing thinking and 
quick writing; not formula when modeled for thinking about writing. 
– makes thinking visible (App; DCL) 
• Uses “take away” (efferent) to explain that students read 
for meaning; to take away ideas, understanding; then use it in 
writing. (App; DCL) 
 M
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Es
sa

y 
An

al
ys

is
 

• Exposition requires higher order thinking which teacher 
models and encourages through cognitive coaching; analytical 
thinking. (Inq; DCL; App) 
• Examples and non-examples: comparative analysis 
between expository and persuasive texts (blurred boundaries). 
(DCL, Inq) 
• Teacher balances her own structured approach to writing 
instruction (desire to prescribe formula) with open-ended 
questioning; discussion inspired by student inquiry to develop 
deeper understanding of genre differences and thesis statement. 
(Inq; Dia; DCL) 
• Peer discussion leads to gradual release of responsibility 
(Vygotsky, 1978); peer coaching. (Dia; Emp; App) 
• Blurred boundaries between facts and opinions; facts can 
be persuasive too. (DCL) 
• Persuasive has 2 sides to an argument. (DCL; Inq) 
• Expository thesis is the promise to the reader. (DCL) 
• Crossing genre boundaries is messy. (DCL) 
• Teacher is a learner too. (Inq; Emp) 

• Literary texts allow students to understand the kinds of 
problems people face by vicariously experiencing the human 
experience through literature; through the actions of a character 
and the plotline of the novel (aesthetic) (Research Memo, p.2). – 
entire process of seeking insight is transactional – use big ideas 
to facilitate expository writing themes – thesis. (Emp; App; DCL) 
• Important to find a balance between aesthetic & efferent 
stance. (DCL) 
• The thesis statement is the author’s filter; the author’s 
perspective with which the reader may choose to accept or not. In 
expository writing, the author’s only obligation to the reader is to 
fully and reliably explain that perspective. (Research Memo, p. 4). 
(Inq; Rev; DCL) 

B
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• Students are motivated by choice. (Auth) 
• Research builds background knowledge. (Inq; DCL) 
• Genius hour reinforces discovery element of expository 
writing process. (Inq) 
• Writing involves making decisions throughout the entire 
process, beginning with narrowing down a topic. (App) 
• Making thinking visible honors student’s reality (shared 
struggles & validated successes. (Emp) 
• Inquiry is about discovery based on information. (Inq; 
Auth; DCL) 
• Revising research question leads to better exposition. 
(Rev) 

• To understand text from writer’s perspective must study 
mentor texts to see balance between form and function 
(Annotations Memo p. 1). (App)  
• Breaking down annotation process makes learning visible 
to students – finding expository text features. (DCL) 
• “Rather than giving her students the answers, she asked 
them to examine the text and understand the author’s intentions 
and choices by using the inquiry process (Annotation Memo, p. 
7). 
• Uses Kernel essay develop on demand writing skills by 
developing a strategy for organizing ideas. (DCL; App) 

Ex
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Lauren Elizabeth 
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Te
st

in
g 

Bo
ot

 C
am

p 
• Writing assessments contain blurred boundaries (specific 
elements and nuances) (DCL) 
• Connects rubric to prior writing experiences (Auth; Emp) 
• Teacher focuses on author’s purpose to guide quick 
conferences (Dia; App) 
• 11-Minute Essay is guided practice and test taking 
strategy (App; DCL) 
• Timed writing both hinders and helps students develop 
writing (DCL; App) 
• Referring to success, “It’s going to look different for 
everybody” (Emp) 

• Writing test is on demand; she guides students to use 
prior experiences and knowledge; sum up writing strategies in the 
school year. (DCL)  
• Teaches students that author’s make choice for 
approaching revisions. Although focus is getting the answer right, 
uses guided inquiry to prompt discussion. “So, what I hear is that 
it’s important in the revision process to get insight from others so 
that you don’t allow your own bias to prevent you from missing 
something or changing something that actually needs to be fixed 
(Revision Memo, p. 5). (Auth; App; DCL) 

Te
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g 
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p 
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• Expository writing covers a wide umbrella – new 
understanding for expository writing. (Rev; Inq) 
• “But the facts that you choose are based off of your 
opinion” (Inq) 
• Writers make choices; decision making process. (Inq; 
Rev; DCL) 
• Expository writing is foundational to persuasive/argument 
writing. (DCL) 
• Writing purpose determines the genre (DCL) 
• Expository writing is an amalgam. (DCL) 
• Expository writing should be relatable to the reader. 
(Emp) 
• Mixed genres: Many expository pieces begin with 
narrative introduction (DCL), include facts (information) to make a 
point that veers toward persuasion, but stops with single 
perspective and no true argument. (DCL) – so must know all 
genres across the spectrum. 
• Students “don’t have that personal experience that really, 
that true expository writing, that really good expository writing 
needs” (Inq) 
• Curiosity; (Genius Hour): “I think you have to struggle to 
have insight” (Inq)  
• Students need unstructured time to explore & discover 
(Inq) 

• Must teach text structure & 11-minute essay strategy. 
(DCL) 
• “I feel that the 11-Minute essay, of breaking down and 
applying a structure to a chunk of writing at a time and then 
moving on to this chunk, and then afterwards helping to weave 
the essay together with revision strategies. I feel like it was more 
fruitful” (Post int. Transcript. p. 2) (App; DCL) 
• Equates genre to a voice. Expository tone – “I feel like it’s 
a different type of voice” (Post Int. Transcript. p. 5). Tone of 
authority – “explaining and defending your stance about 
something” (p. 5). 
• Analogy: Thesis is backbone of expository piece; ribbon 
or threaded examples to connect to thesis – braided and tied into 
bow; conclusion. (p. 7). (DCL) 
• Expository should be succinct whereas narrative has 
subplots – blurred boundaries between genres for developing 
writers. (DCL) 
• Reading develops the ideas & vocabulary they need for 
writing. (App) 
• It’s about how we make it visible for students to 
understand writing is gray; students sometimes want black and 
white; even administrators (Inq; Emp). 
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Conditions for Teaching Expository Writing 
*Trends of expository writing instruction 

Lauren’s 
Classroom 

 T
EC

H
 

 T
R

AN
S 

 T
EN

S 

 E
M

P 

 IN
Q

 

 A
U

TH
 

 A
PP

 

 D
IA

  

 R
EV

 

 D
C

L 
  

Pedagogical Beliefs & Practices Themes Patterns of Powerful Writing 
Instruction 

*Reading and writing are inextricably linked. 
Writers are readers   x x   x x     
Reading facilitates writing x x     x   x 
Writing is a process x x x x x x x  x  
Writing is thinking  x x   x     
Critical thinking facilitates insight  x  x      x 
Curiosity leads to developing 
insight  x  x x     x 

Writers need mentors x x  x  x x  x x 
*Expository writing shares genre boundaries. 

Writing is ambiguous   x x       
Expository writing is an amalgam   x    x   x 
Thesis controls expository writing x  x       x 

*Teaching writing involves routine, yet responsive action 
Relationships matter  x  x       
Routines matter x         x 
Classroom structure matters x         x 
Caring and curiosity matter  x  x x      
Dialogue facilitates thinking x x x x x x x x   
Writers make decisions  x       x  
Writing projects provide structure x         x 
High-stakes assessments 
influence curriculum   x       x 
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Conditions for Teaching Expository Writing 
*Trends of expository writing instruction 
 
Elizabeth’s 
Classroom  T

EC
H

 

 T
R

AN
S 

 T
EN

S 

 E
M

P 

 IN
Q

 

 A
U

TH
 

 A
PP

 

 D
IA

  

 R
EV

 

 D
C

L 
  

Pedagogical Beliefs & Practices Themes Patterns of Powerful Writing 
Instruction 

*Self-discovery informs expository writing. 
Reading response facilitates 
thoughtful writing   x x x x  x x   x 

Literature informs expository 
writing   x x      x 

Independent reading builds writing 
capacity x x    x x   x 

Questions matter x x   x x    x 
Writing is messy   x x  x     
Noticing facilitates understanding  x x  x x    x 

*Apprenticeship makes learning visible 
Teachers mentor by thinking 
aloud x  x   x x x  x 

Published texts are mentors too  x x   x x x   x 
Reading like a writer informs craft x x   x  x   x 
Writing beside students fosters 
empathy x x x x  x x x x x 

Differentiation is student centered  x x x  x  x x x 
*Connections foster relationships that matter. 

Connecting with text facilitates 
self-discovery x x x x x x x x  x 

Independent reading builds writing 
capacity  x   x x     

Negotiating process and product   x  x  x   x 
*Structure matters in expository writing instruction. 

Organization is key to expository 
writing x         x 

Expository writing has an 
authoritative tone  x x       x 

Assessment influences curriculum   x       x 
Authentic texts provide choices x  x   x x   x 
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COMPOSITE TABLE OF FINDINGS FOR EXPOSITORY WRITING INSTRUCTION
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Trends in Expository Writing Instruction Themes Powerful Writing Instruction 
Patterns 

*Conditions 
for Teaching Expository Writing 
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Writing instruction is a complex system 
*Reading and writing are inextricably linked. 
Independent reading builds writing 
capacity x x    x x   x 

Reading facilitates writing x x     x   x 
Writers are readers   x x   x x     
Writing is a process x x x x x x x  x  
Writing is thinking  x x   x     

*Teaching writing involves routine, yet responsive action 
Caring and curiosity matter  x  x x      
Classroom structure matters x         x 
Dialogue facilitates thinking x x x x x x x x   
Differentiation is student centered  x x x  x  x x x 
Relationships matter  x  x       
Routines matter x         x 
Teachers balance process and product  x x       x 
Writers make decisions  x       x  

*Apprenticeship makes learning visible. 
Published texts are mentors too  x x   x x x   x 
Reading like a writer informs craft x x   x  x   x 
Teachers mentor by thinking aloud x  x   x x x  x 
Writers need mentors x x  x  x x  x x 
Writing beside students fosters empathy x x x x  x x x x x 

Expository writing is a dynamic genre. 
*Expository writing shares genre boundaries. 

Authentic texts provide choices x     x    x 
Expository writing is an amalgam   x    x   x 
Writing is ambiguous   x x       
Writing is messy   x x  x     

*Structure matters in expository writing instruction. 
Assessment influences curriculum   x       x 
Expository writing has an authoritative 
tone  x x       x 

High-stakes assessments influence 
curriculum   x       x 

Organization is key to expository writing x         x 
Thesis controls expository writing x  x       x 
Writing projects provide structure x         x 

Critical thinking and inquiry facilitate insightful expository writing. 
*Self-discovery informs expository writing. 
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Connecting with text facilitates self-
discovery x  x   x x   x 

Critical thinking facilitates insight  x  x      x 
Curiosity leads to developing insight  x  x x     x 
Questions matter x x   x x    x 
Reading response facilitates thoughtful 
writing   x x x x  x x   x 
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